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Abstract
A comprehensive understanding of four-dimensional confining gauge theories remains 
an outstanding problem for particle physics. The AdS/CFT correspondence is an 
invaluable tool that allows a supersymmetric gauge theory at strong coupling to be 
studied using classical supergravity. The Maldacena-Nunez background has proven 
successful in studying confining gauge theories using a gravity dual. In the IR, the 
dual gauge theory is the M  =  1 SUSY Yang-Mills theory, however in the UV the 
Kaluza-Klein modes of a 2-sphere enter the picture and the theory becomes six­
dimensional. Unfortunately, these Kaluza-Klein modes are at the same energy scale 
as the strong coupling dynamics of the gauge theory making it difficult to differentiate 
between the two effects. This problem would be resolved if the Kaluza-Klein modes 
were decoupled, which is impossible within the supergravity regime of the gravity 
dual. Through the application of deconstruction, my research demonstrates that the 
Higgsed Af = 1* SUSY Yang-Mills theory is dual to the full string solution of the 
Maldacena-Nunez background.
In particular, this Thesis calculates the exact classical spectrum of both the 
Maldacena-Nunez compactified gauge theory and the Higgsed Af = 1* SUSY Yang- 
Mills theory, for a U( 1) gauge group. In the limit TV —> oo, the two spectra are 
identical and this equivalence generalises to the case of a U(p) gauge group. An ex­
plicit comparison of the two classical U(l) actions demonstrates that this equivalence 
is also present at the level of the classical action. In addition, a web of dualities 
within the two theories along with this classical equivalence indicates that, in fact, 
the equivalence is valid at the quantum level. The Af  =  1* SUSY Yang-Mills theory 
deconstructs the Maldacena-Nunez compactified little string theory.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
Physics aims to provide a comprehensive description of the physical phenomena of 
nature. The greatest triumph of modern theoretical physics has been the construction 
of the standard model of particle physics, a description of all known particle physics. 
Extensive experimental studies have verified its predictions and there is no evidence 
of any violations. 1 The standard model is constructed in the language of quantum 
gauge theory, a framework that has proven extremely successful at describing the 
quantum behaviour of the fundamental forces, with the notable exception of gravity. 
In quantum gauge theory, the action of a force is attributed to the exchange of 
(virtual) gauge bosons. The quarks and leptons are the sources of gauge fields that 
spread throughout spacetime. Quantum fluctuations of this gauge field can form 
gauge bosons for a brief period of time due to Heisenberg’s uncertainity principle,
A E A t > h  (1 .1 )
By continuously exchanging gauge bosons, energy and momentum is transported 
between particles, transmitting the action of a force.
The standard model describes the action of three fundamental forces, the elec­
tromagnetic force, the weak force and the strong force. It is not a single, unified 
description of these fundamental forces, but a composite theory with three individual
xThe discovery of massive neutrinos should not be considered a violation of the standard model. 
The standard model was designed to produce massless neutrinos to fit the experimental evidence of 
the 1970’s.
1
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components. The electroweak theory describes the action of the electromagnetic and 
weak interactions. Electromagnetic interactions are described by quantum electrody­
namics (QED), a U(l) gauge theory mediated by the massless photon. A  consistent 
description of the weak interaction can only acheived when unified with electromag­
netic interactions. The electroweak theory is a SU(2 ) x U(l) gauge theory, mediated 
by massless gauge bosons.2 Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) describes the strong 
interaction, a S U (3) gauge theory mediated by eight massless gluons. The final com­
ponent of the standard model is the Higgs field, a scalar field that is responsible 
for spontaneously breaking the electroweak gauge group SU(2)l  x  U ( l ) y  —> U( l ) em .3 
The unbroken U(l ) em gauge field gives rise to QED, whilst the remaining three bosons 
of the weak interaction, W ± and Z°, become massive. Mass is dynamically generated 
in the standard model through interactions between the Higgs boson and the other 
standard model particles.
The study of particle physics interactions involves the evaluation of various scat­
tering amplitudes. These quantities are calculated by evaluating correlation functions 
constructed from the path integral, with an action 5 [0 ,. . .] .  In general, the corre­
lation functions of an interacting quantum field theory cannot be evaluated exactly. 
For simplicity, consider a scalar field theory with the Lagrangian [1, 2],
Cb[<f>(x)] =  ^ m2 4>{x)2 ~ ^  9b H r f  (1-2)
To describe the propagation of a particle from x2 to aq, the two-point function is 
evaluated.
<  O |0 (x i)0 (x 2)|O > =  / ' D 0 <6(x1)0 (x 2)e i J'<f,l(£i'Wl)l+J(x)<>(x)) (1.3)
where J(x) is an external source. For an interacting theory (gb 7  ^ 0) this path integral 
cannot be evaluated exactly. One approach to solve the path integral is to expand 
the interacting term of the Lagrangian as a power series and evaluate each term of
2Fermi’s theory is the independent desciption of the weak interaction but can only be considered 
an effective theory due to its non-renormalisable nature.
3The only part of the standard model that still awaits verification.
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the path integral independently.
x f1- i^ /  — 275T)2 /  (^ y<^z9l<l>iv)i(t>(zf + 0(3l)j
(1.4)
where £&/ is the free Lagrangian of (1.2). This approach is conceptualised by the 
use of Feynman diagrams representing the individual terms of the path integral [3]. 
Unfortunately this series is asymptotic and does not converge, so the path integral 
cannot be solved exactly using perturbation theory. If the coupling is weak ( <C 1) 
then the perturbative series provides an approximation of the path integral, up to 
0 (1 /gl), however if the coupling is strong (gb »  1 ) then 1/gb 1 and the pertur­
bative series is a poor approximation. Provided the coupling is sufficiently weak it 
appears that perturbation theory would provide a good approximation of the path 
integral. Unfortunately difficulties are encountered when evaluating Feynman loop 
diagrams. As particle states within the interior of a Feynman diagram are not re­
stricted by a mass-shell condition, all momentum travelling around a loop must be 
integrated over. It is common for these integrals to be divergent, which would re­
sult in a divergent correlation function, which cannot be physical. The divergences 
can be regulated by imposing a momentum cut-off Auv  to keep the integrals finite.4 
In fact, it is physically acceptable to have divergent quantities in a physical theory 
provided they are not observable [1]. The bare mass mb and bare coupling gb in the 
Lagrangian (1.2) are not the physical mass and physical coupling that would be mea­
sured in a scattering experiment. The physical parameters such as the mass m and 
coupling g are functions of the bare parameters and the cut-off A uv- The divergences 
of the Feynman loop diagrams are removed by varying the bare parameters mb and 
gb with the cut-off, whilst keeping the physical parameters m  and g fixed [1]. This is 
renormalisation. If the number of parameters that must be reparameterised is finite 
then the theory can be renormalised, however if the number of parameters is infinite
4The use of a momentum cut-off to regulate the theory is simpler on a conceptual level, but it 
will often break many important symmetries of the theory and in practice a regularisation will be 
used such that the symmetries of the theory are preserved.
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then the theory has no predictive power because any theory can be obtained by an 
arbitrary reparameterisation and the theory is said to be non-renormalisable. Fermi’s 
theory of the weak interaction is an example of a non-renormalisable quantum field 
theory.
Renormalisation reparameterises the bare couplings (e.g. gb) to scale with the cut­
off A uv in such a way that the physical couplings remain independent of the cut-off 
[1]. The electroweak theory is found to be weakly coupled at low-energies (IR) and 
becomes strongly coupled at higher energies (UV). Conversely, QCD is weakly coupled 
in the UV and strongly coupled in IR [1]. As the cut-off Auv —*■ oo, QCD becomes 
asymptotically free and can be studied at any energy in the UV, it is said to have a 
continuum limit [4]. QED does not have a continuum limit, as the cut-off Auv ~ ° °  
the coupling diverges at a finite energy in the UV. This Landau pole prevents QED 
from being studied at an arbitrary high energy scale. QCD flows to a (trivial) UV 
fixed point in the space of couplings, a massless free field theory. Any theory that 
flows to a UV fixed point in the space of couplings has a continuum limit [4]. The 
presence of a Landau pole states that the theory is only valid up to a particular energy 
scale at which new physics must become manifest [1]. Neither the electroweak theory 
(due to QED) or scalar field theories (such as the Higgs particle) have a continuum 
limit [4]. As a consequence the standard model also has no continuum limit, the 
standard model is not a complete description of particle physics (even if you ignore 
gravity).
Perturbation theory can be used to study the strong interaction at weak coupling 
(? «  1 , but is unable to study the strong coupling dynamics, such as the structure 
of a proton. The identification of a non-perturbative description of QCD remains 
an outstanding problem for particle physics. At strong coupling it is thought that 
the colour charges of the strong interaction become confined, the force between the 
charges is directly proportional to their separation so it takes an infinite amount of 
energy to separate the charges to spatial infinity [2]. The chromoelectric flux forms 
a string-like structure between the colour charges. This picture of confinement led 
to the construction of string theory as a theory of the strong interaction. String 
theory successfully described some qualitative features of confinement, such as Regge
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trajectories, but contained many unwanted features such as a massless spin-2  particle, 
an unstable tachyonic ground state and twenty six spacetime dimensions [5]. W ith the 
success of QCD, bosonic string theory was abandoned as a description of the strong 
interaction. Successive attempts to understand confinement in QCD have utilised 
non-perturbative objects, such as solitons, and exploited various dualities. A duality 
is two different descriptions of the same physical theory. The most useful dualities 
link a theory at weak coupling to a theory at strong coupling, allowing the use of 
perturbative techniques to study strong coupling dynamics.
Whilst the standard model is a successful description of particle physics, due to its 
lack of a continuum limit it is incapable of describing physics beyond 103 GeV [6 ]. 
Furthermore, quantum gauge theory has been unable to describe gravity, all attempts 
to quantise general relativity result in non-renormalisable quantum field theories. A 
description of physics beyond the standard model is unknown due to a lack of ex­
perimental and observational evidence of physics at these energy scales. When the 
standard model was being constructed there was a large amount of experimental 
evidence to guide and motivate the model builders of the time. Without any exper­
imental evidence of the physics beyond the standard model, theorists have resorted 
to the concepts of enhanced symmetries, unification and mathematical ‘beauty’ to 
construct new theories. One proposal is the unification of the standard model inter­
actions, called grand unification [3]. Extrapolation of the running couplings of the 
electroweak theory and QCD suggests that the couplings converge at ~  1015 GeV. 
This prompted theorists to propose gauge theories with enhanced gauge groups, such 
as S U (5), which have a S U (3) x S U (2) x U (  1) subgroup. Grand unified theories have 
had some success [3] but they do not incorporate gravity and highlight the hierarchy 
problem. If grand unification occurs at ~  1015 GeV, then why are the masses of the 
standard model particles so small? If a symmetry is spontaneously broken at 1 0 15 
GeV, then one would expect the massive particles created via the Higgs mechanism 
would have a mass at the same order. Instead the standard model particles have 
masses at the same order as the electroweak symmetry breaking scale. The standard
C H APTER1. INTRODUCTION 6
model can achieve such small masses through the fine-tuning of the radiative correc­
tions to the Higgs mass (the higher-order Feynman diagrams), however the fine-tuning 
of radiative corrections is considered unnatural and a more systematic understanding 
would be desirable. Furthermore, the radiative corrections would be very sensitive 
to physics beyond the standard model [7], an indication that the electroweak scale 
is stablised by an unknown theory at energies > 103 GeV. An extension that unifies 
the standard model’s forces and solves the hierarchy problem is super symmetry. Su­
persymmetry is a proposed additional symmetry that exists between the bosons and 
the fermions. As a global symmetry, supersymmetry solves the hierarchy problem: 
the interactions of the new particles is such that their radiative corrections exactly 
cancel the radiative corrections of the standard model particles [7]. Invariance un­
der local supersymmetry transformations implies invariance under general coordinate 
transformations, therefore as a local symmetry, supersymmetry is a theory of gravity 
called supergravity.
The best candidate for a quantum theory of gravity and a fundamental theory 
of particle physics is supersymmetric string theory.5 Bosonic string theory is invari­
ant under general coordinate transformations and contains a massless spin-2  particle. 
This lead Schwarz and Scherk [8 ] to propose that string theory is a theory of grav­
ity. The addition of supersymmetry to bosonic string theory removes the unstable 
tachyonic ground state and reduces the dimensionality to ten spacetime dimensions. 
The only consistent string theories are supersymmetric and exist in ten spacetime 
dimensions. As a fundamental theory, particles in string theory axe identified as dif­
ferent vibrational modes of an elementary quantum string [5]. Whilst string theory 
is a promising candidate for a quantum theory of gravity, so far it has been unable 
to provide any physical predictions to allow experimental verification [5].
In an attem pt to study QCD at strong coupling theorists tried to expand QCD 
in a dimensionless parameter and study the theory at the lowest order. QCD does 
not actually contain any dimensionless parameters. The QCD gauge coupling g is
5 The term string theory usually refers to supersymmetric string theory rather than bosonic string 
theory.
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not a suitable parameter because it is a function of the energy scale [1]. Instead 
’t Hooft proposed enlarging the gauge group SU(3) —► SU(N).  When performing a 
perturbative expansion, the expansion is parameterised in 1/N  as well as the QCD 
coupling g. In the limit N  —► oo, ’t  Hooft noticed that the expansion was similar 
to an expansion in perturbative string theory and proposed that a connection exists 
between string theory and large-TV gauge theories [9].
D-branes form an important connection between string theory and gauge theory. 
D-branes are hyperplanes within the ten-dimensional bulk spacetime, defined by the 
end-points of open strings with Dirichlet boundary conditions [5]. The theory of 
massless open strings (a' —► 0) on the worldvolume of a Dp-brane (with p spatial 
dimensions) is found to be a (p +  l)-dimensional supersymmetric gauge theory. A 
D-brane preserves half of a string theory’s thirty two supercharges, so this low-energy 
supersymmetric gauge theory has sixteen supercharges. Furthermore, D-branes act 
as sources of closed strings [10, 11]. It was the dual nature of D-branes that lead 
Maldacena to conjecture that a duality exists between gauge theories and closed 
string theories [12, 10,11]. Maldacena studied a set of N  D3-branes of Type lib  string 
theory. The theory of massless open strings on the worldvolume of 7VD3-branes is 
the Af = 4 SUSY Yang-Mills theory with a U(N) gauge group, on 5ft3,1. In the closed 
string theory, the spacetime geometry close to the D3-branes is AdS5 x S'5. This 
suggests a duality between the gauge theory on YD3-branes (Af = 4 SUSY Yang- 
Mills theory) and the description of Type lib  closed string theory on AdSs x S 5. 
Maldacena’s duality is a weak-strong duality, the strong coupling regime of Af = 4 
SUSY Yang-Mills is dual to the weak coupling regime of Type lib  closed string theory, 
and vice versa. Whilst Maldacena’s conjecture has not been proved conclusively, it 
has passed many non-trivial tests. These tests have mostly been performed at low- 
energy where of —> 0. In this limit the closed string theory reduces to Type lib  
supergravity on AdS*, x S 5 and Af = 4 SUSY Yang-Mills is in the large ’t Hooft 
limit N  —* oo, A —> oo [13]. The importance of Maldacena’s duality is the ability 
to study Af = 4 SUSY Yang-Mills theory at strong coupling using classical Type lib  
supergravity on AdS^ x S'5. Maldacena’s duality provides an explicit realisation of 
’t Hooft’s conjecture and realises the original objective of string theory: to describe
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gauge theories at strong coupling using effective superstrings with a string tension 
y/T  =  250 MeV.
Unfortunately, Af = 4 SUSY Yang-Mills does not resemble QCD in any way 
[10, 1 1 ]. The Af = 4 theory has maximal supersymmetry for a renormalisable gauge 
theory and is invariant under conformal transformations. QCD is a confining gauge 
theory, not conformal and does not possess supersymmetry. In order to study QCD 
at strong coupling using a gravity dual of the type found by Maldacena, both the 
conformal invariance and supersymmetry must be broken [10, 11]. Extensions to 
Maldacena’s AdS/CFT correspondence have been the subject of many research pa­
pers. This Thesis concerns one of the first extensions of the AdS/CFT correspondence 
that constructs a gravity dual of a Af  — 1 SUSY Yang-Mills theory. Physicists have 
studied Af = 1 SUSY Yang-Mills theory extensively due to its similarities to QCD, 
it is a confining gauge theory, possesses chiral symmetry breaking and many other 
features. Maldacena and Nunez constructed a Af = 1 SUSY Yang-Mills theory on 
9ft3,1 from a little string theory (LST) [14]. LST is the non-trivial, interacting theory 
on the worldvolume of p > 1 coincident NS5-branes of Type lib  supergravity, in the 
limit where the string coupling gs —s► 0 [15] .6 In this limit, the worldvolume theory 
of the NS5-branes decouples from the closed strings of the bulk spacetime. The re­
sulting theory is an interacting, non-gravitational theory with string-like excitations. 
At low-energy (of —» 0), LST becomes Af — (1,1) SUSY Yang-Mills theory on 3ft5,1
[15]. To reduce the dimensionality of the dual gauge theory, Maldacena and Nunez 
wrapped the NS5-branes on a non-contractable 2-cycle of a Calabi-Yau three-fold 
(CY3) [14]. A Calabi-Yau manifold is a generalisation of a 2-torus, with the 2-sphere 
of the six-dimensional CY3 being analogous to a circle on a 2-torus. As will be 
demonstrated in Section 3.5, a conventional compactification on a 2 -sphere breaks all 
supersymmetries. Maldacena and Nunez preserved a quarter of the NS5-brane’s su­
persymmetries by embedding the spin connection of the 2 -sphere in the R-symmetry 
of the theory [14]. The twisted compactification preserves four supersymmetries of 
the original thirty two.7 In the IR the Maldacena-Nunez compactified gauge theory
6At least two NS5-branes are required for a non-trivial gs —i► 0 limit.
7A  NS5-brane is related to a D5-brane via S-duality, gs —> 1 / g s . A D-brane preserves half of 
the thirty two supersymmetries of string theory, whilst the twisted compactification of a D5-brane
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is a Af = 1 SUSY Yang-Mills theory on 3ft3,1, whilst in the UV the theory becomes 
LST on 3ft3,1 x S'2. As the energy scale p  increases, the particles start to probe the 
additional two dimensions of the 2 -sphere. If a' <C R  (radius of the 2 -sphere), then 
the gauge theory will become a Af = 1 SUSY Yang-Mills theory on 3ft3,1 x S 2 at 
E  ~  1 /R ,  before the stringy excitations become manifest at E  1 /V o7.
IR UV
N  =  1 SUSY N  =  1 SUSY YM LST on
YM on 5R3’1 on 9J3 ’1 x S 2 K3'1 x S 2
The Maldacena-Nunez compactification of a gauge theory has proven very suc­
cessful at studying aspects of four-dimensional confining gauge theories using the 
dual gravity theory, a Type lib  supergravity in a geometry which is topologically 
3ft3,1 x 3ft x S 2 x S 3 [16] and refered to as the Maldacena-Nunez background. Un­
fortunately, the gravity theory is not dual to the four-dimensional M  = 1 SUSY 
Yang-Mills theory, it is dual to a six-dimensional SUSY gauge theory. The four­
dimensional gauge theory is contaminated by the Kaluza-Klein modes of the 2-sphere
[16]. If these Kaluza-Klein modes were decoupled, the Maldacena-Nunez background 
would be dual to the four-dimensional N  = 1 SUSY Yang-Mills theory. It is not 
possible to decouple the Kaluza-Klein modes within the supergravity regime of the 
Maldacena-Nunez background, this is the decoupling problem [16]. The Kaluza-Klein 
modes have a mass (squared) Mkk = l / (V o \S 2). To decouple the Kaluza-Klein 
modes, the radius of the 2 -sphere in the dual gravity geometry must be taken to 
zero. Within the supergravity regime, the radius of the 2-sphere can only be reduced 
to a finite size Rq. Furthermore, at this finite radius the Kaluza-Klein modes have 
a mass M L  AjU=i» where A ^=i is the energy at which the M  = 1 theory be­
comes strongly coupled [16]. When using the supergravity dual to understand the 
four-dimensional gauge theory, the decoupling problem causes difficulties in trying to 
differentiate between the strong coupling and the Kaluza-Klein dynamics. In order to
preserves a further quarter, hence the gauge theory on the spherically wrapped NS5/D5-branes has 
four supersyminetries.
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take the radius R  —> 0 and decouple the Kaluza-Klein modes, the full string solution 
to the Maldacena-Nunez background must be used, a solution which is unknown [16].
This Thesis will use deconstruction [17, 18, 19] to help identify the dual four­
dimensional gauge theory. Higher-dimensional gauge theories (dimension greater than 
four) are non-renormalisable so a perturbative definition is useless. To study higher­
dimensional field theories a non-perturbative definition (a UV completion) is required. 
The UV completion of a six-dimensional gauge theory is LST [20]. The existence of 
LST can be proven by string theory, but it does not yield a Lagrangian description 
of the theory. Deconstruction is a technique that identifies the Kaluza-Klein modes 
of a higher-dimensional field theory as the massive states of a spontaneously broken 
four-dimensional gauge theory. In deconstruction it is found that the Higgs phase of 
the four-dimensional theory can be re-interpreted as a field theory with addition com­
pact, discretised dimensions [17, 20]. The discretised nature of the extra dimensions 
provides the deconstructed theory with a natural UV cut-off. Ideally, the full Lorentz 
invariance of the higher-dimensional field theory is restored in an appropriate limit. 
W ith deconstruction, a higher-dimensional field theory can be studied as a special 
limit of a four-dimensional field theory [20]. Deconstruction can be used to define 
the Maldacena-Nunez compactification of LST (and the gauge theory) as a limit of 
a four-dimensional gauge theory.8 The candidate four-dimensional theory to decon­
struct the Maldacena-Nunez compactification is the Af = 1* SUSY Yang-Mills theory 
with a U(N) or SU(N)  gauge group. The Af  =  1* theory is a relevent deformation 
of the Af = 4 theory where the chiral multiplets become massive [2 2 ]. It comprises 
of a U(N) (or SU (N))  vector multiplet and three massive adjoint chiral multiplets 
of Af = 1 supersymmetry. Each chiral multiplet has a mass m*, i = 1 , 2 ,3, which for 
simplicity are set to be equal mi =  m 2 =  m3 =  77. Schematically, the superpotential 
of the Af = I* theory is,
(1.5)
8See [20] for the deconstruction of a torodially compactified LST and the associated gauge theory.
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The F-flatness condition of the J\f = 1* theory is found to coincide with the SU(2) 
Lie algebra.
The vacuum can be solved by any d-dimensional representation of the SU(2) genera-
/ \
tors [2 1 , 2 2 ]. The Higgs branches correspond to the choice of vacua < > =  t p <8 > J\ ,
where Jj9^ is the (/-dimensional irreducible representation of the S U (2 ) generators. 
This choice of vacuum breaks the gauge group U(N = pq) —> U(p) (or SU(N)  —> 
SU(p)) via the Higgs mechanism. The extra dimensions of deconstruction emerge via 
the mechanism seen in M(atrix) theory [23]. The vacua of the complex scalars forms 
a fuzzy sphere, a discrete non-commutative version of the 2-sphere [24]. M(atrix) 
theory identifies a correspondence between matrices on the fuzzy sphere and fields on 
a non-commutative 2-sphere S 2. By expanding the Af = 1* theory about this vac­
uum, the theory becomes a six-dimensional non-commutative supersymmetric gauge 
theory. The non-commutative nature of the extra dimensions provides a natural UV 
cut-off for the six-dimensional non-commutative field theory. Classically, in the limit 
N  —> oo the theory becomes a commutative continuum theory on 9ft3,1 x S 2.
The appearance of extra dimensions can be seen in the dual gravity description 
of the Af = 1* theory. The relevent deformation of the Af  =  4 theory corresponds 
to the presence of a non-trivial RR 3-form flux [2 2 ]. The flux acts like a magnetic 
field on the 7VD3-branes of the Af =  4 SUSY Yang-Mills theory producing a version 
of the Myers effect. In analogy to a dipole moving through a magnetic field or a 
dielectric in an electric field, the 7VD3-branes are distributed on a 2-sphere (forming 
a discrete subspace) in the six dimensions transverse to the D3-branes. The complex 
scalars of the Af = 4 theory 4>j, label the complex coordinates of the six-dimensional 
bulk spacetime transverse to the D3-branes. The eigenvalues of the complex scalars 
denote the position of each D3-brane in the transverse spacetime. The complex 
scalars satisfy the S U (2 ) Lie algebra and in the Higgs phase, the D3-branes lie on a 
fuzzy sphere, Figure 1 .1 . The Hodge dual of the 3-form flux F3 is *F3 =  F7 , which 
couples to a D5-brane. The N  units of D3-brane charge become N  units of magnetic 
flux through the 2-sphere, leading to a non-commutative worldvolume [25, 19]. In the 
Higgs vacuum, the 7VD3-branes have become spherical polarised into p spherically 
wrapped D5-branes. The Maldacena-Nunez background is also a theory of spherically
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Figure 1.1: D3-branes forming a fuzzy sphere within the six-dimensional space trans­
verse the D3-branes
wrapped D5-branes. The research presented in this Thesis will identify a connection 
between these two theories: the theory of D5-branes wrapped on a non-trivial two- 
cycle of a CY3 that was considered by Maldacena and Nunez and the theory of 
D5-branes wrapped on a trivial 2 -cycle in the presence of external flux. A comparison 
of the classical spectrum of the Higgsed Af = 1* theory with the classical Kaluza- 
Klein spectrum of the Maldacena-Nunez compactified gauge theory shows them to 
be exactly equivalent in the limit N  —► 0 0  (q —> 0 0  with p = fixed). This equivalence 
is also valid at finite N  provided the Kaluza-Klein spectrum of the Maldacena-Nunez 
compactified gauge theory is truncated appropriately. Furthermore, it will be shown
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that this equivalence holds at the level of the classical action .9
The classical equivalence of the Maldacena-Nunez compactified gauge theory and
the Higgsed Af = 1* theory demonstrates that, in the limit N  —> oo, they are two
the radius of the 2 -sphere R , which is inversely proportional to the mass parameter 
of the Af = V  theory, R  ~  g~l . In the limit N  —> oo, the theory has two regimes,
fields have insufficient energy to probe the 2-sphere, the theory is a four-dimensional 
Af = 1* SUSY Yang-Mills theory with a U(p) (or SU(p)) gauge group with coupling 
g\ =  gym/q, where gym is the Yang-Mills coupling constant of the U(N) (or SU(N))  
Af = 1* SUSY Yang-Mills theory. At energies p  <C 77, the Af = 1* theory reduces 
to Af =  1 SUSY Yang-Mills theory. This is the four-dimensional theory that the 
Maldacena-Nunez compactified gauge theory aimed to study via the supergravity dual 
and is subject to the decoupling problem. The Kaluza-Klein modes of the 2-sphere 
(in the dual gauge theory) have a mass (squared) ~  //2, which is at the same order 
as the strong coupling scale of the Af = 1 SUSY Yang-Mills theory Ajv=i ~  Ak k - 
From the 1-loop /3-function of the Af  =  1 SUSY Yang-Mills theory [26],
This expression is valid for any energy scale p  at weak coupling. The energy scale can 
be taken as the momentum cut-off of the Af =  1 SUSY Yang-Mills theory p  =  A uv-
abelian gauge group. The comparison of the spectra has a trivial extension in the case of a non- 
abelian gauge group.
different descriptions of the same classical theory. The theory has a scale dictated by
one at distances L > R  and another at distances L < R. At distances L > R, the
(1.7)
^T(adj) — p for a SU(p) gauge group [26, 2 ].
Ajv=i =  /i exp (1.8)
If the momentum cut-off is given by the mass parameter of the Af  =  1* theory.
(1.9)
9A comparison between the classical spectra and actions will be performed for the case of an
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The Af = 1  SUSY Yang-Mills theory becomes strong coupling at,
(  8tt2 4txR 2
Am =\ = V
3P9bnJ  776X13 V 3p g2
( 1.10)=  rj exp
The decoupling problem is resolved if A;v=i Ak k - The Kaluza-Klein modes will 
then be at a higher energy than the strong coupling regime, i.e.
This limit is satisfied by g% 4txR2. By making the 2-sphere of the dual gauge theory 
sufficiently large, the Kaluza-Klein modes are taken to an energy A  k k  ^  A .y = i .10 At 
distances L < R  the fields have sufficient energy to probe the 2-sphere and the theory 
is a six-dimensional, U(p) (or SU(p)) supersymmetric gauge theory with coupling
freedom on the 2-sphere. At finite TV, the Kaluza-Klein spectrum of this regime 
is truncated and the 2 -sphere is non-commutative, producing a non-commutative 
field theory. Furthermore, when N  is finite there is an addition regime at distances 
L < R / q , the theory becomes four-dimensional again and the full U(N)  (or S U ( N )) 
gauge symmetry is restored. In this regime, the effective UV cut-off or lattice spacing 
is a = R/q. This behaviour is typical of deconstruction.
The classical equivalence between the Higgsed Af  =  1* theory (in the limit N  —► oo) 
and the Maldacena-Nunez compactified gauge theory will be demonstrated in Chap­
ters 4 and 6 . The classical nature of this equivalence restricts the result to weak- 
coupling. It is important to ask whether the four-dimensional Higgsed Af = V  
theory can consistently define a continuum limit for an interacting six-dimensional 
non-commutative gauge theory when the ‘lattice spacing’ of the non-commutative 
2-sphere a —> 0. For N  = pq, a = R /q , so the limit a —> 0 corresponds to the naive 
continuum limit q —> oo. To identify an interacting six-dimensional gauge theory, 
the limit q —► oo must be taken such that g\ = fixed, g\ = fixed and (for simplicity) 
R — fixed. In this limit it is found that as q —► oo (p =  fixed), g2m —► oo, the
10 This 2-sphere is the compact manifold of the dual gauge theory and does not refer to the 2-sphere 
of the dual gravity theory.
g2 = 4ttR 2g2m/q. From a four-dimensional viewpoint the theory is a Af = 1 SUSY 
Yang-Mills theory with the massive Kaluza-Klein modes representing the degrees of
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theory becomes strongly coupled and the classical analysis/equivalence outline above 
and describe in detail in Chapters 4 and 6  is invalid. This is a generic feature of 
deconstruction.
The classical analysis presented in this Thesis is incapable of identifying the full 
continuum limit. Through the dualities present within the Af = 1* theory and the 
Maldacena-Nunez background, there is evidence that the identity of the continuum 
limit is the Maldacena-Nunez compactified LST. The classical equivalence between 
the Af = V  theory and the Maldacena-Nunez compactified gauge theory identifies a 
classical equivalence between p D5-branes spherically wrapped on a trivial 2-cycle in 
the presence of external flux and p D5-branes spherically wrapped on a non-trivial 
2-cycle of a CY3. The continuum limit corresponds to q —► 0 0  for R  =  fixed and 
9ynJ q  =  fixed, i.e. —> 0 0 . In this limit the Af = 1* theory is strongly coupled and
confining. The Higgs phase of the A f = 1* theory is related to the confining phase 
via S-duality [2 2 ].
lym ~2 _ 9ym ~
167T2
( 1 .12)
*ym
In the gravity dual of the Af = 1* theory, S-duality relates the p spherically wrapped 
D5-branes to p spherically wrapped NS5-branes [22].
1
9s 9 s =
9s
(1.13)
The relationship between the string coupling on the D-branes gs and the Yang-Mills 
coupling of the Af = 1* theory in the Higgs phase is gs = 4 i r [2 2 ]. By S-duality,
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this same relationship between the NS5-branes and the confining Af  =  1* theory is 
gs — 47rg2m. The continuum limit now corresponds to q —* oo with g2m q = fixed. 
As q —> oo, gs —► 0. This is precisely the limit for LST. The continuum theory is 
p spherically wrapped coincident NS5-branes in the limit gs —> 0, which is a LST 
on 3ft3,1 x S 2. The little strings are the chromoelectric flux tubes of the confining 
Af — 1* theory. In the Maldacena-Nunez background, S-duality relates the spherically 
wrapped D5-branes to the spherically wrapped NS5-branes, which in the limit gs —> 0 
becomes a LST. Together with the classical equaivalence between the two sets of 
spherically wrapped D5-branes, this identifies the LST from the Af  =  1* theory as 
the LST considered by Maldacena and Nunez in [14]. The Higgsed Af = 1* SUSY 
Yang-Mills theory is the four-dimensional gauge theory dual to the full Maldacena- 
Nunez background.11
The outline of this Thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the construction of 
four-dimensional supersymmetric field theories and ends with the construction of the 
Lagrangian for the A f = 1* SUSY Yang-Mills theory. This Chapter is based on a 
number of textbooks, lecture notes and review papers, primarily [3, 27, 28, 29, 30].
Chapter 3 will discuss higher-dimensional field theories and their compactifica- 
tions. The discussion of higher-dimensional field theories, specifically spinor fields in 
diverse dimensions, is based on [3, 31]. Compactifications and the dimensional reduc­
tion of higher-dimensional field theories is based on [3, 31, 32], whilst the discussion 
of field theory in curved spacetime is based on the textbooks [33, 34]. The most 
important part of this Chapter outlines the mathematics necessary to compactify a 
field theory on a 2-sphere. It was constructed using several sources [35, 37, 38, 39].
Chapter 4 will discuss the Maldacena-Nunez compactification. It begins with 
a review of the Maldacena-Nunez compactification from a group theory perspective 
based on the original work of Maldacena and Nunez [14] and the review papers [10, 11]. 
It will then construct the bosonic action of the gauge theory and calculate the classical
11 LST only arises in the limit gs —» 0 of p  coincident NS5-branes if p  >  1. As a result, the 
connection between the Higgsed Af =  1* theory and the Maldacena-Nunez compactified LST can only 
be demonstrated if the classical equivalence is between non-abelian gauge theories. This essential 
equivalence is observed when the classical spectra are compared directly.
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Kaluza-Klein spectrum. I first presented this original research in [40].
Chapter 5 discusses the technique of deconstruction and demonstrates the emer­
gence of extra dimensions in the Af = 1* SUSY Yang-Mills theory. Starting with the 
observations of the A f = 1* SUSY Yang-Mills vacua [2 1 , 2 2 ], spatial dimensions axe 
shown to emerge via M(atrix) theory [23]. Chapter 5 ends with the construction of 
the Higgsed Af = 1* SUSY Yang-Mills theory by imposing the choice of Higgs vacuum 
to the Lagrangian of Section 2.6.
Chapter 6  will explicitly apply the deconstruction technique of Chapter 5 to the 
Higgsed Af  =  1* SUSY Yang-Mills theory. It begins by calculating the classical 
spectrum and then constructs the effective six-dimensional action. The spectrum 
and action will be compared to the spectrum and action of the Maldacena-Nunez 
compactified gauge theory of Chapter 4. I first presented this original research in 
[40]. Both classical spectra will be calculated explicitly for the case of a U(l)  gauge 
group, each with a trivial extension to a non-abelian unitary gauge group.
Finally, Chapter 7 will present concluding remarks. There are two appendices, 
Appendix A outlines the conventions and spinor identities used in this Thesis, whilst 
Appendix B outlines the relationship between the basis vectors of a vector space.
Chapter 2
Supersym m etry
The standard model is not a fundamental theory. As mentioned in the Introduction, 
supersymmetry [3, 27, 28, 29, 30] was proposed as a possible extension to the standard 
model. In fact, supersymmetry is the only possible extension of the symmetries in 
the standard model, within the framework of quantum field theory [30]. Supersym­
metry is a generalisation of the Poincare group to incorporate an internal symmetry 
group relating bosons and fermions. It was shown by Coleman and Mandula [41], 
under very general assumptions, that no Lie group can be found which contains the 
Poincare group and an internal symmetry group in a non-trivial manner. Whilst there 
exists such Lie groups, the S-matrix for all processes in such a field theory are one 
and therefore not physically interesting [30]. Supersymmetry avoids the restriction of 
the Coleman-Mandula theorem by generalising the concept of a Lie algebra to include 
anticommutators in addition to the usual commutators of a Lie algebra [30]. These 
algebras are called superalgebras or graded Lie algebras. Supersymmetry is of great 
interest to physicists even though there is no experimental evidence to suggest super­
symmetry is present in nature. Supersymmetry provides a solution to the hierarchy 
problem of the standard model and is an important component of string theory, the 
most promising candidate for a quantum theory of gravity.
This Chapter begins by introducing the supersymmetry algebra and the M  — 1 
representations in Section 2.1. It then introduces supersymmetric field theory in Sec­
tion 2 .2  before presenting superfields as a tool for constructing Af = 1 supersymmetric
18
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field theories in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 will use superfields to construct the most 
general Af = 1 supersymmetric Lagrangian and discuss the supersymmetric vacua of 
supersymmetric theories. Section 2.5 will briefly introduce extended supersymmetry 
and supergravity before constructing the Lagrangian of the Af = 1* SUSY Yang-Mills 
theory in Section 2.6.
This Chapter only concerns supersymmetry in four spacetime dimensions. An 
extension to other dimensions will be presented in Section 3.1. The material presented 
in this Chapter is based on several textbooks and papers, primarily the texts [27, 28, 
29, 30, 3], and uses the conventions and notations of Wess and Bagger [27]. Appendix 
A provides some reference for spinors of 5*0(3,1).
2.1 Supersym m etry Algebra
Supersymmetry is a Z2-graded Lie algebra [30]. There are two types of genera­
tor in this superalgebra, odd (fermionic) generators and even (bosonic) generators. 
Schematically, the generators have the following (graded) Lie algebra.
[even, even] =  even 
{odd, odd} =  even 
[even, odd] =  odd
Square brackets are the usual commutators and the braces are the usual anticommu­
tators. The generalised Jacobi identity is [27],
{A, {B, C\] ±  {C, {A, B}} ±  {5 , {C, A]] =  0  (2 .1 .1 )
The notation { , ] denotes a commutator or anticommutator based on whether A, B  
and C  are even or odd. The sign is defined by the odd generators, positive if they are 
cyclic permutations of the first term otherwise they axe negative. Supersymmetry is 
a generalisation of the Poincare group, which is found to form a subalgebra of the
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super algebra [28, 29].
[Mpu, M xp\ = r f xM vp - r ] ppM vX - r f xM pp + r f pM pX (2.1.2a)
[Mpu, P x] = -(r) ' /XP p - r } pXP l/) (2.1.2b)
[PP, P V) = 0 (2.1.2c)
The fermionic generators are the supercharges, QaA and QpB- These generators 
are spinors under the Lorentz group, with the usual spinor indices a  and $  of
SU(2) x SU(2) ~  -50(3,1). They are also representations of an internal symme­
try  group, these representations being labelled by the indices A  and B (A ,B  =
1 , . . . ,  Af). The barred and unbarred supercharges are charge conjugates of 50(3 ,1 ), 
QaA =  ( g / ) f. The internal symmetry indices are spectators in commutation re­
lations with the Poincare generators [28]. The commutation relations between the 
Poincare generators and the supercharges are as follows [28, 30].
[P^Qa*] = [P*,Q*a] =  0  (2.1.3a)
[ M ^ , Q aA] =  - K V Q /  (2.1.3b)
=  - ( a n % Q 0A (2.1.3c)
The objects (cTpv)a0 and {apu)a^ are spin-| representations of the Lorentz group
generators, see Appendix A.
The internal symmetry is a Lie group with generators B r and the Lie algebra,
[Br, B s] = ic rsiB t (2.1.4)
The objects crst are structure constants of the algebra. A representation of the gen­
erators (br)AB will satisfy,
[br,bs] = icrstbt (2.1.5)
The commutation relations between the internal symmetry generators B r and the 
supercharges are,
[B '- .Q /]  =  - ( b T s Q j
[S r ,< M  =  QaB(br)BA
(2 .1 .6 a)
(2 .1 .6 b)
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The supercharges are fermionic generators and satisfy anticommutation relations of 
the superalgebra.
{QAc,<Q()b } =  W U P ^ b  (2.1.7a)
{QcA, Q / }  =  z«»ZAB (2.1.7b)
( 0 a,4 , Qpn} = ea0^AB (2.1.7c)
The objects Z AB — (qr)ABB r, known as central charges, are a linear combination 
of the internal symmetry generators with complex coefficients (qr)AB. The central 
charges commute with all the generators of the superalgebra and form an abelian 
subgroup of the internal (R-)symmetry group [3]. In the absence of central charges 
the interna] symmetry group is U(Af). The superalgebra is invariant under the trans­
formation,
QaA -  UAbQ„B QaA -  QaBUiBA (2.1.8)
for the unitary matrix UAB of U(Af). The presence of central charges reduces this
symmetry. The central charges are antisymmetric Zab — ~ Z b a , so there are no 
central charges in a J\f = 1 theory and the internal group is U( 1).
Representations of the supersymmetry algebra are constructed in the usual way: 
by defining fermionic creation and annihilation operators. Excitations are constructed 
by the successive application of the creation operators on the Clifford vacuum state 
\ n  > [27]. Due to the Grassmann nature of these operators the number of excited 
states is finite. Each representation of the algebra contains the same number of bosons 
and fermions. The states are characterised by the Casmir operators, P 2 =  PMP M and 
C2 =  C ^ C » V [29], where PM is the 4-momentum and,
C  — R  P  — R  P^  III/ ■L-'JJ,1 1/ /-^ v1 fl
=  M ^ - I < 3 a ( ^ ) 4“<3a
where the Pauli-Ljubanskf vector \  siil/apP uM ap for massive states and =
\ P fl for massless states (A is helicity). Each state of a distinct irreducible represen­
tation of the supersymmetry algebra has the same mass (squared) M 2. The M  =  1 
representations of the supersymmetric algebra for massive states is given in Table
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Table 2.1: Massive Af = I representations
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Table 2.2: Massless Af =  1 representations
2 .1 , and massless states is given in Table 2 .2  [27]. D denotes the Clifford vacuum 
state, with the subscript standing for its spin in the massive case and helicity in the 
massless state. For a theory to be CPT invariant the number of massless states is 
doubled as CPT changes the sign of helicity [29].
2.2 Supersym m etric Field Theory
To construct a supersymmetric field theory, the supersymmetry representations must 
be presented in terms of field operators (fields) which are not restricted by any mass- 
shell conditions. By defining the anticommuting Grassmann parameters £Q and
{ r .c * }  =  { r , < w  =  ■ • ■ =  r . - p j  =  o (2 .2 .1 )
the entire supersymmetry algebra is defined in terms of bosonic quantities.1
[£Q,Sj<3 ] =  2  ^ f j P „  (2 .2 .2 a)
[P“ ,£Q] =  0 =  (2.2.2b)
[ M ^ Q ]  =  - ( ^ Q )  (2 .2 .2 c)
[M '-'.fQ ] = Q) (2 .2 .2 d)
' in = i an<*,in = ian“-
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A finite supersymmetry transformation is generated by the unitary operator [42],
U = ei(tQ+^  (2.2.3)
acting on a field. The corresponding infinitesimal transformation on a field is,
<5^(z) =  [i(£Q +  e Q )> (* )]  (2.2.4)
The supersymmetry transformation transforms tensor fields into spinor fields and vice 
versa. To present the irreducible supersymmetry representations in terms of fields, 
consider a scalar field ip(x). In a four-dimensional spacetime the complex scalar field 
has mass dimension [ip\ — 1, from the supersymmetry algebra the supercharges have 
mass dimension [Q] =  [Q] =  \  and by equation (2.2.2) the Grassmann parameters 
have mass dimension [£] =  [£] =  — | .  Based on the mass dimensions of the scalar field, 
supercharges and Grassmann parameters, the simplest infinitesimal supersymmetry 
transformation of the scalar field is [28],
+  b^ 'ip (2.2.5)
The spinor fields ip(x), ip(x) have mass dimension [tp\ = [ip] — The spinor field 
'ip(x) must also have a supersymmetry transformation and in order to obtain a super- 
symmetric field theory, the algebra must close. A supersymmetry transformation of 
the spinor will have mass dimension | .  To close the algebra with only the two 
fields <p(x) and 'ip(x) the supersymmetry transformation of the spinor 'ip(x) must be 
proportional to a derivative of the scalar field.
W a  = c ( ^ ) a a C d ^  6$ & = C * ^ ) ^ ^ *  (2.2.6)
The unknown coefficients a , b and c in equations (2.2.5) and (2.2.6) are determined
by the superalgebra. Using the definition of a supersymmetry transformation on a
scalar field ip(x) (equation (2.2.4)), the superalgebra (2.1.7) and the Jacobi identity 
(2 .1 .1),
(<*A ~ 6A M X) = ~  (2( ^ D  -  2(f o-Mr/)) [PM, <p(x)] ^  2 ^
= i ( 2 ( ^ 0  -  d^ip(x)
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Performing the same calculation using the transformations (2.2.5) and (2.2.6),
(6v5z -  y>(a;) =  a c ( ^ r ]  -  +  b c ^ ^ r j  -  (2.2.8)
For the transformations (2.2.5) and (2.2.6) to be valid supersymmetry transforma­
tions, equations (2.2.7) and (2.2.8) must be equal. This equivalence is found for 
ac = 2i and 6 =  0, unless ip(x) is a constant field. This same procedure can be per­
formed for the spinor field. From the definition of a supersymmetry transformation 
(equation (2.2.4)), the superalgebra (2.1.7) and the Jacobi identity (2.1.1),
This is only equivalent to equation (2.2.9) if cr^d^a = 0, the algebra can only be 
closed if this condition is met.
A total divergence does not contribute to the action of a field theory, therefore it is
(<V{ -  S(5n) 'iji* =  2i (n< (2.2.9)
This same calculation using the transformations (2.2.5) and (2.2.6),
(8V8  ^ -  8^ )  ijja =  - a c  (77^  -  fy^rj) ( d ^ a -  i  ( ( J d v^ ) a )  (2 .2 .1 0 )
Consider a free theory of one complex scalar field y>(x) and one spinor field ip(x). 
The Lagrangian is,
C = (2 .2 .11)
Under a supersymmetry transformation the Lagrangian transforms as,
8^C = —(a — ic^)(d^)^d^il)  +  (ic -f-
-  fi^{c(|'^ )(d /V ) -  2c<
(2 .2 .12)
invariant under supersymmetry transformations if a =  zcL The equations of motion 
are obtained via the functional Euler-Lagrange equation.
(2.2.13)
which gives,
d ^ ( x )  =  0 
=  0
(2.2.14)
(2.2.15)
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The condition to close the field algebra can be satisfied by the equation of motion 
for a free spinor. This is on-shell supersymmetry. The equations of motion must be 
used to close the algebra. This is due to the bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom 
being unequal. A complex scalar has two real degrees of freedom and a Weyl spinor ip 
has four real degrees of freedom (two from each a = 1,2). By imposing the condition
(2.2.15) and going on-shell, the number of fermionic degrees of freedom is restricted 
to 2 .
In order to have a supersymmetric quantum field theory, supersymmetry must be 
realised off-shell. Off-shell supersymmetry is achieved by introducing an additional 
scalar field. The bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom are now equal. The 
additional field must remove the unwanted contribution to equation (2 .2 .1 0 ) and not 
contribute to equation (2.2.8). W ith the additional scalar field the supersymmetry 
transformation (2 .2 .6 ) can have an additional term,
5gip = +  e£F (2.2.16)
This transformation does not contribute to equation (2.2.8) for constant e, so the 
algebra is closed with respect to <p(x). Consider the transformation,
6rjS^ ipa = (co^dpip +  e£F) (2.2.17)
The scalar field F(x) must also have a supersymmetry transformation. F(x) has
dimension [F] = 2 . As with the transformation of the spinor field ip(x), to close the
algebra S^F must be proportional to the derivative of the spinor, d^ip.
W  = f l ^ i P  (2.2.18)
W ith this transformation, equation (2.2.10) becomes,
-  6^SV) ipa = - a c  ( ^ f  -  f  <tmfj) ( d ^  -  i  ( a ^ d vip)a )
1 _ 1 (2.2.19)
“  g ef
This is equivalent to equation (2.2.7) for ac = e / ,  so the algebra can be closed. With 
the unknown constants determined the supersymmetry transformations of the fields
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<p(x)t ip(x) and F(x)  are,
8^  =  y/2 £ip (2 .2 .2 0 a)
6^  = i V 2 a ^ d ^ p V 2 ^F  (2 .2 .2 0 b)
S^F = i y / i ^ d ^  (2 .2 .2 0 c)
The individual fields ip(x), ip(x) and F(x)  are called component fields and they form a
‘component’ multiplet. This particular multiplet is the chiral multiplet, the massless 
representation obtained from fi0 in Table 2.2. The Lagrangian for this free massless 
multiplet is,
£  =  - d ^ d P t p  -  +  F*F (2.2.21)
The scalar field F  has no kinetic term, so it does not propagate. It is an auxilary field, 
which can be eliminated from the Lagrangian by its equation of motion. On-shell, 
the massless chiral multiplet contains a spin-0  particle and a spin-| particle, whilst a 
massive chiral multiplet contains two spin-0  particles and a spin-| particle.
2.3 Superfields
Supersymmetric field theories are the same as their non-supersymmetric cousins, ex­
cept they possess an additional symmetry, they are invariant under supersymmetry 
transformations. The superfield formulation of supersymmetric field theories provides 
a compact description of Af = 1 supersymmetry representations and is an effective 
tool for constructing supersymmetric Lagrangians. A supermultiplet of bosonic and
fermionic fields can be represented as a single field on a superspace with coordinates
z =  z(xfl, 0a, da), where 6 and 6 are Grassmann coordinates. A group element of the 
supersymmetry algebra can be defined using the mathematics of coset spaces [42].
G(x, 6 , §) =  ei<I‘‘p<‘+<IQ+0<3> (2.3.1)
Two group elements can be multiplied together using the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff 
formula [27],
e A e B =  6 a + b + \ [ a ,b }+... ( 2 . 3 .2 )
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A supersymmetry transformation (7(0, £,£) of a group element is,
(7(0, f , 0<7(rrM, 9, 9) =  G{x» + i ^ O  -  £ +  0,£ +  0) (2.3.3)
The supersymmetry transformation induces a motion in the superspace,
g (c  0  : (*", 0, 0) -  (s'* +  * ^ 0  -  , £ 4- 0, f 4- 0) (2.3.4)
The same motion of the superspace can be generated by a set of differential operators.
G i x ^ + i ^ O  -  z0a%  £ +  0, f +  0)
3C 3C - 3C 
= G(x», 0 , 0) + ( - i 0 a + 6.^ 7 + ■ • ■ (2-3.5)
=  e(Q+®G(x ,0 ,0)  
where the differential operators are,
Qa = ^  (2.3.6a)
Qa =  - A + i 0 “K )< « A  (2.3.6b)
This is a linear representation of the supersymmetry algebra.
A superfield S(x^,O,0) is a function of the superspace z{xti,919) and can be ex­
panded in powers of 9 and 6 via a Taylor series. This expansion will truncate due 
to the parameters 6 and 6 being Grassmann-valued. The coefficents of the expansion 
are the component fields [27].
S(x tl, 6 , 6) =F(x)  +  0(f)(x) -I- 9x(x) 4- B9M(x) 4- 99N(x) 
+  e ^ e v ^ x )  4- eeo\(x) + m ^ ( x )  +  oeeeD(x)
Superfields are generally reducible and irreducible representations are obtained by 
imposing constraints on the superfield. The supersymmetry transformations of the 
component fields can be determined by applying the supersymmetry transformation 
to the superfield and comparing the terms order by order.
S^Six", 0 ,6) =5^F(x) 4- 9 5^{x )  +  9 <^x(z) +  09 8^M{x) 4- 99 5^N(x)
4-  BtfO S^V^x)  4 -  999 6C X(x) 4-  999 5&(x)  +  0000 8^D(x) (2.3.8)
= (SQ + iQ)S(x*,e,S)
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Superspace derivatives can be defined which anticommute with the generators of the 
superalgebra. These are superspace covariant derivatives [27].
Da = da + i i c r ^ a a ^  (2.3.9a)
Da = - d a - i e a(afi)aadtl (2.3.9b)
where da = and • They have the algebra,
{Da, Da} = 2i((T*)aadli = 2((T»)aaPlt (2.3.10a)
{Da, Dp} = {Da, Dp} = 0 (2.3.10b)
Quantum field theories are non-renormalisable if they contain particles of spin-| or 
greater. There are only two Af  — 1 multiplets, the chiral and vector multiplets, 
which contain only spin-0, |  and 1 fields. A chiral superfield $  is constructed from 
the constraint /)«<!> =  0 [27].
<1> =  3>(:c) +  iQcr^ Q d ^ { x )  +  — 0060 dfldtl^(x )
i - (2.3 .11 )
V2 6/t f ( x )  jz 06dtx'ip(x)ati0 + 06F(x)
V 2
This multiplet was described by equations (2.2.20) and (2.2.21) as the massless repre­
sentation Q0 of Table 2.2. A vector superfield is constructed from the reality constraint 
V = V* [27].
v i x " ,  e, S) =  c ( x )  +  i$x(x)  -  iSx(x)  +  l- e e  (M(x)  +  iN{x))
— ^ §§(M(x)  — iN(x))  — Oa^aA^x)  +  i690 ( \(x) + (J^d^xix)
Z \ £
-  i m  ( \ ( x )  + %-  < t"^x (x )) +  \eeee  (l>(x) +  i  a ^ C ( x ) )
(2.3.12)
The reality constraint is also valid for the superfield,
S(x», 6 ,9) = &(x“, 0,0) + & ( x “, 0,0) (2.3.13)
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The sum of a chiral and anti-chiral superfield is a vector superfield.
$  -f _j_ 1 /2  ([0ip(x) -f- O^x)') +  00F(x) +  00F^(x)
+  i0a fl0dfl ( $ ( 2;) — $*(2;)) +  -^= 000atJ'dfl'ip(x) 
+ 4 = m o ^ d ^ i x )  + \  e e m ^ d *  ($(x) +  $*(x))
V  2 4
Consider the following transformation of the vector superfield V .
v _> v +  $  +  3>f
Under this transformation, the component vector field A^ transforms as,
Ap = Ap dMA (2.3.16a)
A =  i ( $ - $ t )  (2.3.16b)
This is an infinitesimal U( 1) gauge transformation of AM. This identifies the transfor­
mation (2.3.15) as the gauge transformation of a vector superfield. The identification 
allows the first five component fields of the vector superfield to be set to zero, this is 
the Wess-Zumino gauge.
Vwz = ~  0o^0 A^{x) +  i000X(x) — i000A(x) +  -  0000D(x) (2.3.17)
where,
V(x», 0, 0) = Vwz +  $  +  (2.3.18)
In the Wess-Zumino gauge the vector superfield has only four component fields. A 
residual U( 1) gauge symmetry remains for the component vector field AM, given by
(2.3.16). The vector multiplet is the massless representation of supersymmetry ob­
tained from the Clifford vacuum f l i . On-shell, the massless vector multiplet contains 
a spin-| particle and a spin-1  particle, whilst a massive vector multiplet contains one 
spin-0  particle, two spin-f particles and one spin-1  particle.
The abelian gauge transformation can be generalized to a non-abelian gauge trans­
formation. The finite version of the transformation (2.3.15) is [29],
(2.3.14)
(2.3.15)
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where <I> —> iA is a chiral superfield and —> — iA* is an anti-chiral superfield. A
non-abelian gauge transformation is constructed by replacing,
V —► V ar a
A -► Aar a
(2.3.20a)
(2.3.20b)
where r a are generators of the non-abelian gauge group. To construct a supersym­
metric Lagrangian containing vector superfields, a supersymmetric gauge invariant 
term must be constructed. Consider the chiral superfield,
Therefore the product W aWa is invariant under supersymmetric and gauge trans­
formations and can be used to construct a supersymmetric Lagrangian for vector 
superfields.
2.4 J\f = 1 Supersym m etric Lagrangians
Superfields are an effective tool for constructing supersymmetric Lagrangians. All 
renormalisable Af  =  1 supersymmetric Lagrangians can be described in terms of 
chiral and vector superfields. Written in terms of superfields, a general Af = 1 
supersymmetric Lagrangian has the form,
The first term of this Lagrangian is the gauge kinetic term. It describes a pure, 
non-abelian Af = 1 SUSY Yang-Mills theory. The complex gauge coupling is,
Wa = —i  D D  e~2VDae2V 
8
(2.3.21)
Under a gauge transformation the chiral superfield Wa transforms as,
W'Oc (2.3.22)
d2eWaWaj  + J  d2e<?6 K(<f>,&,V)
+ J  <Pew(<i>) +  J  < f § w ( & )
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with the Yang-Mills coupling constant gym and theta parameter 6ym. The non-abelian 
supersymmetric field strength superfield Wa is,
Wa =  -  1 DDe~2VDae2V (2.4.3)
In terms of the component fields, the chiral superfield Wa is,
Wa = iXa - 0 aD + i(a‘“J0)aFltv-00(a>‘)ai,DlX  (2.4.4a)
wa = iXa -  eaD  -  i { e a ^ )aF ^  -  (2.4.4b)
The gauge covariant derivative is DPX = dpX -I- i[Ap, A] and the non-abelian field 
strength is FMI/ =  — dvAp +  i[Ap, A v}. The basis of the gauge kinetic term is the
gauge invariant object,
J  <f0 W “Wa =  TV ( —2iXtrMDt,X + D2 -  -  ' - F ^ f A  (2.4.5)
where the dual field strength F |  £pvXpF\p. Inserting the complex gauge coupling 
(2.4.2), the gauge kinetic term is,
\ rym [ d20 W aWa\  =  Tv{— iXa^D^X +  - 1 -  D2 I J  > 1 92ym t g l m  (2 4 6)
 ^_  p  ppv _  ®ym p  p»v\
4g^m ^  32tt2 ^  J
A  Lagrangian which contains only the gauge kinetic term describes a pure M  = 1 
SUSY Yang-Mills theory, a theory of gluons (gauge bosons) and gluinos (gauginos). 
Matter particles, in either the fundamental or adjoint representations, can be added 
to a theory through the other terms of the Lagrangian (2.4.1). The gauge-invariant
kinetic terms of the chiral multiplets originate from the Kahler potential, the second
term in the Lagrangian (2.4.1). The Kahler potential is a real function of chiral, 
anti-chiral and vector superfields. The Kahler potential provides the most general 
supersymmetric gauge-invariant kinetic terms for the chiral superfields, but not all 
potentials lead to a renormalisable theory. Any field theory that contains dimensionful 
couplings with negative mass dimension is non-renormalisable. The most general
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Kahler potential that leads to a renormalisable N  — 1 supersymmetric Lagrangian 
is,
j  d2e<fe $ te2V$ j =  Tr j -  t y i c f Dr f i  -  D ^ \ D ^ t +  2 =  A]
~~ 7 1 iA^*’’ ^  ~~ 7 1  ^  +  7 1  i^ i ’ ^  2^'4 '7^
with the chiral multiplets transforming under the adjoint representation of the gauge 
group. If the Kahler potential contained any additional chiral superfields then the 
coupling for the Kahler potential would have a negative mass dimension and hence 
produce an non-renormalisable theory. The third and fourth terms of the Lagrangian
(2.4.1) are the superpotential and its hermitian conjugate. The superpotential de­
scribes interactions between the component fields of the chiral multiplets. Different 
choices of the superpotential lead to different interacting theories. The most general 
form of a superpotential is,
W ($) =  At4>j +  i  mij&iQj +  i  gijk&iQjQk (2.4.8)
where A, m and g are symmetric coefficients. The coefficient <7^ 7- is a coupling con­
stant, whilst the matrix ra -^ provides the masses of the fields in the theory. Higher- 
order terms in the superfield 4>j do not lead to renormalisable field theories as the 
complex coefficients have negative mass dimensions.
Inserting the explicit expressions of the gauge kinetic term and the Kahler poten­
tial, the most general renormalisable supersymmetric Lagrangian is,
C =  -  I S  -  A -  i ^ D ^ X  + A - V 74g*ym -  32** -  " 2 g$m
-  -  D ^ l D ^  + -)= A] -  2 =  iA[$f, * ]
-  - L  , * ]  +  - L  J>., A] -  D[*J, *,] +  F}F{ \
+ J  ifWft) + J  <P9W ( $  |)
(2.4.9)
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The remaining freedom in this Lagrangian is the unspecified superpotential, as differ­
ent choices of the superpotential lead to different interacting supersymmetric theories. 
The Lagrangian contains the auxiliary fields F  and D  to retain off-shell supersym­
metry. These can be eliminate by solving the equations of motion for F  and D, 
respectively.
Fi =
Ft =
D =
The D field can be eliminated without reference to the superpotential, therefore,
° 2 ~ d[^' = - 1 fl£"Tr ^ $i]2 (2aii) 
which can be substituted in the Lagrangian (2.4.9). The F  field can only be eliminated 
once the superpotential has been specified. In Section 2.6 the full Lagrangian of the 
Af  =  1* SUSY Yang-Mills theory will be constructed after defining its superpotential.
Supersym m etric Vacua
Supersymmetry is spontaneously broken if the vacuum is not invariant under a su­
persymmetry transformation [27].
Q a | 0 > ^ 0  (2.4.12)
Supersymmetry will be spontaneously broken if a field has a non-zero vacuum ex­
pectation value. Only scalar fields may acquire a vacuum expectation value. Fields 
which transform as a spinor or vector under a Lorentz transformation violate Lorentz 
invariance if they acquire a vacuum expectation value. Consider a chiral multiplet 
with the supersymmetry transformations [27],
6s$  = y / 2 ^  (2.4.13a)
Sr f  = i V 2 a ^ d ^ p V 2 ^ F  (2.4.13b)
S^F = i\Z2£>atJ’dp'ip (2.4.13c)
_ d W (5 l)
8 W($i)  
<&,[$! >^1
(2.4.10a)
(2.4.10b)
(2.4.10c)
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The only non-zero vacuum expectation value that will break supersymmetry is given 
by,
< 0 | ^ | 0  > =  >/2f < 0 |F |0  > (2.4.14)
Note that the other term in this expression, involving < 0|<9M4>|0 >, must be zero
in order to preserve Lorentz invariance. Classically, a supersymmetric theory with a 
chiral multiplet will preserve supersymmetry if,
F  =  - S  =  °  F t  =  - w  =  °  ( 2 4 1 5 )
This is the F-flatness condition. Consider a vector multiplet with the supersymmetry
transformations [27],
6^  = + (2.4.16a)
A =  a ^ Z F ^  + iZD (2.4.16b)
S^D = (2.4.16c)
The only non-zero vacuum expectation value that will break supersymmetry is given 
by,
< 0|^A |0 > =  if  < 0|D|0 > (2.4.17)
Classically, a supersymmetric theory with a vector multiplet will preserve supersym­
metry if,
D = - g 2yJ<S> M  = Q (2-4.18)
This is the D-flatness condition.
The scalar potential of a supersymmetric theory is,
V =  F*F + 5 D2 (2.4.19)
Supersymmetry is preserved in a field theory if the F-flatness and D-flatness conditions
are satisfied. Consequently, the scalar potential must also be zero. Supersymmetry
is broken if a theory possesses a non-supersymmetric minima of the scalar potential
[28]. A gauge symmetry can also be spontaneously broken by a scalar field acquiring
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a non-zero vacuum expectation value. Within the chiral multiplet, supersymmetry is 
not broken if the scalar field $  has a non-zero expectation value.
< o|$|0 0 (2.4.20)
However this expectation value is sufficient to break the gauge group of a supersym­
metric theory, via the Higgs mechanism. It is possible for supersymmetry and gauge 
symmetry to be broken independently or simultaneously.
2.5 Extended Supersym m etry and Supergravity
This Chapter has focused on Af = 1 supersymmetry representations and field theories 
in four spacetime dimensions. Supersymmetry is not limited to these applications. 
Af = 1 supersymmetry is the minimal amount of supersymmetry in four dimensions 
and contains four supercharges Q(i,2), 0 (i,2)- ^  supersymmetry is present in nature, 
then it must be broken at a scale beyond the standard model. In this case theories 
with minimial supersymmetry are of the most phenomenological interest. The super­
algebra presented in Section 2 .1  allows theories with a larger number of supercharges 
to be considered. A theory with minimal supersymmetry has a 1/(1) R-symmetry, 
whilst a theory with extended supersymmetry has a larger R-symmetry. The more 
(super)symmetries present in a physical theory, the greater the constraints on the 
theory. The study of theories with extended supersymmetry has revealed highly con­
strained theories which are exactly solvable, such as Af = 4 SUSY Yang-Mills theory 
[3]. The maximal amount of supersymmetry is dictated by renormalisation, which 
implies that the largest number of allowed supersymmetries is sixteen, or Af = 4 
supersymmetry [3]. It is always possible to consider a system with extended super­
symmetry in terms of Af  =  1 supersymmetry multiplets. This Thesis makes reference 
to two theories with extended supersymmetry, the Af = 4 SUSY Yang-Mills theory 
and the Af = (1,1) SUSY Yang-Mills theory in six spacetime dimensions. Supersym­
metry in six dimensions is chiral hence the notation (1,1). Supersymmetry in diverse 
dimensions will be discussed in the next Chapter.
Supersymmetry can also be considered as a local symmetry rather than a global
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symmetry. Under local supersymmetry, the Grassmann parameters £,£ become func­
tions of spacetime position. A theory invariant under local supersymmetry transfor­
mations is also invariant under general coordinate transformations, therefore local su­
persymmetry is a theory of gravity, called supergravity [28]. In supergravity theories, 
the maximal amount of supersymmetry is 32 supercharges or Af = 8  supersymmetry 
in four-dimensional spacetime. Supergravity theories are important as they are the 
low-energy description (a ' —► 0 ) of some closed string theories and are essential to 
our understanding of the AdS/CFT correspondence.
2.6 N  =  P SUSY Yang-Mills Theory
This Chapter has presented the mathematical framework of supersymmetry and, in 
particular, has shown how to construct the Lagrangian of a field theory possessing 
Af = 1 supersymmetry, using Af = 1 superfields. In the final Section of this Chap­
ter, the framework presented will be used to construct the Lagrangian of a specific 
theory, the Af  =  1* SUSY Yang-Mills theory. The Af  =  1* theory is defined as a 
relevant deformation of the Af  — 4 SUSY Yang-Mills theory. The Af = 4 SUSY 
Yang-Mills theory comprises of a single massless Af  =  4 vector multiplet. In terms 
of Af = 1 supersymmetry, this comprises of a massless Af  =  1 vector multiplet and 
three massless Af = 1 chiral multiplets. The Af = 1* theory is constructed by softly 
breaking the Af = 4 supersymmetry by adding mass terms for the chiral multiplets 
in the Af  =  4 superpotential [2 2 ]. The Af = 1* theory comprises of a massless Af = 1 
vector multiplet and three massive Af = 1 chiral multiplets. The superpotential of 
the Af = V  SUSY Yang-Mills theory is,
W ($) =  gym Tr I f f - t i i j & i  4*] +  —  ^  1 (2.6.1)
I u 9ym J
Each chiral multiplet (labelled by the index i = 1,2,3) has a different mass m;, which 
for simplicity are set to be equal, ra* =  rj. As the theory originated from the Af = 4 
theory and contained a single massless vector multiplet of Af = 4 supersymmetry, the 
chiral multiplets of the Af = V  theory are adjoint representations of the gauge group 
U(N)  (or SU(N)) .
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From the superpotential (2.6.1) the remaining terms in the Lagrangian (2.4.9) can 
be determined. The equations of motion of the auxiliary scalar fields F* are,
Fi = 7 1  i9v™£M$k> ~ 2rl®\ (2 .6 .2 a)
F- = igym£ijk[$j, $fc] -  2 r}$i (2 .6 .2 b)
The elimination of the auxiliary fields Fi in the Lagrangian has the contribution,
Pi Pi =  ■ & { * ! ] [ * . ,  * ,-] +  V2igy m m j k [* } , * ♦ ] * *
1 (2.6.3)
+  'S2tgymriet]k<f>l[<b], 4>fc] +  4 r/2-l>*'I>l |
The superpotential contribution to the Lagrangian is found to be,
J  f«w($) + j  < ? e w ( & )
=  T r{ 2g2ym^ l  <!>}][*.,$.] -  2 ^ 2
1 j  (2-6.4)
2y/ 2  ig-ym'n^ijk^i [^ j, f^c] ^gym^ijk^Pi\^kt P^j\
+ ~J= igymCijk&A&k, ^ j\ ~ Vtix&i ~ j
Inserting these contributions into the general Lagrangian (2.4.9), the Lagrangian for 
the J\f = 1 * theory is,
c  = Tv{-~A~ -  4 -  iWDpX -
I 9ym 32 it* “ g‘m
-  D „ * \D * * t + - E  #,[«>!. A] -  - E  a [4»J, fc] -  ~  «A[*4, *]
+  -  *!][*„
-  y/2 igyrnr)Eijk[ $ \ , § \ ] $ k -  V2  zpym^ f c ^ l [ ^ ,  &k] -4772$ } $ . 
l  I l - - - - - - ^
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The Af = V  theory has an enlarged R-symmetry of *90(6) ~  S U (4) which is inherited 
from the Af = 4 theory. The full R-symmetry is partially hidden by the Af = 1 
superfield notation, with only the SU(3) x U(l)  subgroup manifest [22].
Chapter 3
Extra Dim ensions
Our observed universe has four spacetime dimensions. The dimensionality of our uni­
verse can be determined by the examination of both the electromagnetic and gravi­
tational forces. For a universe with D spacetime dimensions (D — 1 space-like, one 
time-like), both the electromagnetic and gravitational forces would obey F  ~  R~^D~2\  
Electromagnetism and gravity obey an inverse square law, therefore the universe has 
four spacetime dimensions [5]. Despite the evidence that the universe has four di­
mensions, physicists have continued to studied theories with extra dimensions. Some 
have studied higher-dimensional field theories as toy models, whilst others study them 
from a phenomenological perspective, such as stablising the electroweak scale of the 
standard model [32]. String theory is only consistent in a ten-dimensional spacetime, 
therefore the use of string theory as an effective theory of confining gauge theories 
requires the study of higher-dimensional theories. To study a higher-dimensional the­
ory within a phenomenological context then the presence of extra dimensions must 
be resolved with the observation that the universe is four-dimensional. Section 3 .1  
discusses the construction of higher-dimensional field theories. The generalisation of 
scalar and vector fields to an arbitrary dimension is trivial, however the treatment of 
spinors (and consequently supersymmetry) in an arbitary dimension is rather non­
trivial. Section 3.2 discusses the realisation of higher-dimensional field theories as 
phenomenological theories through the dimensional reduction and compactification
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of one or more dimensions. In compactifying a theory the spacetime manifold be-
discusses the spherical compactification of a gauge theory in detail. Finally, Section 
3.5 discusses the preservation of supersymmetry in a compactification.
A field theory can be constructed in any spacetime dimension. This Section will 
discuss the construction of higher-dimensional field theories and the consequences 
to supersymmetry.1 The discussion will focus on scalar, spinor and vector fields in 
higher-dimensional theories, although the arguments could be extended to discuss 
fields with spin > 1. The spacetime will be taken to have D dimensions. Any point 
in this D-dimensional spacetime can be specified through a coordinate vector with 
D components labelling each dimension xa, a = 0,1, . .  ,D — 1 . The additional 
dimensions are considered to be spatial, identical to the three spatial dimensions 
already considered. Consequently, the spacetime remains isotropic and enlarges the 
isotropy group of Lorentz transformations to SO(D  — 1,1).
Scalar and Vector F ields in D iverse D im ensions
The generalisation of scalar and vector fields to an arbitrary dimension is trivial, the 
spacetime index runs over all dimensions. A scalar field 4>{x) takes a value at all 
points in spacetime and it is defined as a field that remains invariant under a Lorentz 
transformation x a —► x'a = Aabx b [2].
comes curved, so Section 3.3 discusses field theories in curved spacetime. Section 3.4
3.1 Higher-Dim ensional Field Theories
A scalar field is a solution of the Klein-Gordan equation,
(3.1.1)
(dada +  m 2) <p{x) =  0 (3.1.2)
which is the equation of motion for the action,
(3.1.3)
1The discussions of spinors are based on the discussion in [3].
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The action of a field theory must be dimensionless, therefore the mass dimension 
of the scalar field can be determined. As the dimension of the integral measure is 
[dDx\ = —D and [<9a] =  1 then,
[<p(x)] =  i  (D — 2) and [m] = 1 (3.1.4)
Under the Lorentz transformation x a —> x'a — Aabx b, a vector field transforms as,
A a(x) -  A'a(x') =  A„bAb(x) (3.1.5)
A gauge field satisfies Maxwell’s equation,2
da (<9Mb(:r) -  dbA a{x)) =  0 (3.1.6)
which is the equation of motion for the action,
S  = - \  f d Dx F abF ab (3.1.7)
where the field tensor Fab = daAb(x) — dbAa(x) +  ig[Aa{x), Ab(x)] for a non-abelian 
gauge theory. From the action, the dimension of the vector field is found to be,
[ A m ( x) ]  = \ ( D - 2 )  (3.1.8)
Spinor Fields and Supersym m etry in D iverse D im ensions
Supersymmetry was introduced in Chapter 2 within the context of four-dimensional 
field theories. The supersymmetry generators were 4-component spinors described 
in terms of two 2-component Weyl spinors [27, 28]. The number of components a 
spinor possesses (and hence the number of supersymmetries) is determined by the 
dimensionality of the spacetime.
Spinors are non-tensorial representations of the Lorentz group SO( D) or SO(D  — 
1,1). They are often referred to as the square root of a vector, as the direct product 
of two spinor representations is a tensor representation of the Lorentz group. For
2Vector fields in a renormalisable field theory must be gauge fields, so these discussions focus on 
gauge fields rather than vector fields in general.
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example, the direct product of two spinor (spin-|) representations of SO(3) ~  SU(2 ) 
is the direct sum of a vector and scalar representation.
2(8)2 =  3 © 1
The Lie algebra of the Lorentz group SO(D  — 1,1) with metric 77^  is,
[Mab, M cd) = -  r]bcM ad -  rjadM bc +  r}acM bd) (3.1.9)
where the spacetime index a =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  D — 1. A spinor representation of the Lorentz
group is constructed from a Clifford algebra, a set of operators satisfying the anti­
commutation relation,
{ r ° , r &} -  -2r}abt  (3.1.10)
The Clifford algebra forms a representation of the Lorentz group SO(D  — 1,1),
AT6 = i  [r*, r*] (3.1.11)
The Dirac gamma matrices Ta are irreducible representations of the Clifford algebra. 
The Clifford algebra of the Lorentz group SO(D ) is related to the Clifford algebra of 
SO(D  — 1 , 1 ) by the identification TD =  zT0.
{ r \ r b} =  26abt  (3.1.12)
a t 6 =  — ^  [r“, rb] (3 .1 .1 3 )
In even dimensions all the irreducible representations of the Clifford algebra are 
equivalent. They are represented by N  x N  matrices, with N  =  2° /2. Each irreducible 
representation is related via a similarity transformation.
r 'a =  S T aS - i  (3.1.14)
In odd dimensions there are two equivalence classes of irreducible representations, 
{ ra} and { - r° } , with N  = 2^ D~1^ 2. In even dimensions there is an additional 
matrix which anticommutes with all gamma matrices Ta.
pD+l _ p0 p£>—1 (3.1.15)
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In odd dimensions the same matrix commutes with all the other gamma matrices.
[rD+1, r a] = 0  (3.1.16)
By Schur’s lemma r D+1 must be a multiple of the unit matrix [52]. If two irreducible 
representations are equivalent they will be related by the similarity transform,
S r S " 1 =  - r a (3.1.17)
Applying this similarity transformation to the gamma matrix r D+1,
S r D + l S - l  =  ( _ ^ D r D + l  (3.1.18)
In odd dimensions r D+1 oc 1, so equation (3.1.18) gives a contradiction, therefore 
the irreducible representations { ra} and {—Ta} are inequivalent. Alternatively in 
even dimensions equation (3.1.17) is satisfied by S  = r D+1 and so {Ta} and {—P"} 
are equivalent representations. The similarity matrices are called intertwiners. The 
remaining discussion will focus on only even dimensions.
The equivalent representations of the Dirac algebra are,
r a, - r a, ( r a)f , - ( r ° ) t , ( r a)T, - ( r a)T, ( r a)*, - ( r a)* (3 .1 .1 9 )
These irreducible representations are related by different similarity transformations.
ATaA~l = (T“)t (3.1.20)
c -1r ac  =  - ( r a)T (3 .1 .2 1 )
r D+ir a(r D+i) - i  -  - r a (3 .1 .2 2 )
These intertwiners can be combined to obtain the remaining irreducible representa­
tions. For example, if D = CAT,
D~lv aD = - r ;  (3.1.23)
There are some non-trivial relationships between the intertwiners and their trans­
poses, complex conjugates etc [3].
A  =  a A \  rD+1 =  0r-Dl+l, C = t)Ct , D = 6 (D~‘)'  (3.1.24)
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The dimension of the Clifford algebra representations grow exponentially with re­
spect to the spacetime dimension. For even dimensions, the dimension of the Clifford 
algebra representation is,
N  = 2d/2
As the dimension of the spinor increases exponentially with spacetime dimensions D, 
it useful to find the smallest (minimal) representation for a given spacetime dimension. 
Two conditions can be applied to reduce the dimensionality of a spinor representation, 
the chirality condition and the reality (Majorana) condition. The gamma matrix r D+1 
commutes with Mab and allows the definition of the chirality projections,
\ M ±  = l- ( t ± j 0 T D+1) 1-M alb (3.1.25)
The projections are representations of the Clifford algebra and hence the Lorentz 
group. Applying the chirality condition to a spinor of SO(D  — 1,1) reduces the 
dimension of the representation by half. The chirality condition can only be applied 
in even dimensions [3]. The Majorana condition for a spinor is,
$  =  =  C VT =  DV* (3.1.26)
where 4* =  4dA. The chirality condition can be applied to any spinors of even 
spacetime dimension. For example, in four spacetime dimensions a 4-component 
spinor is described in terms of two 2-component Weyl spinors.
Under a Lorentz transformation x a —► x'a =  Aabx b, a spinor field transforms as,
(a) — V (x ')  =  (t)  (3.1.27)
A spinor field satisfies the Dirac equation,
(iTada — m ) ^ ( x )  =  0 (3.1.28)
This is the equation of motion for the action,
S  = J  dDx [—i^>(x)rada^ (x )  + m ^ (x ) ^ (x ) )  (3.1.29)
The mass dimension of the spinor fields can be determined from the action.
[*] =  [®] =  I  (D -  1) (3.1.30)
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Spacetime dimension 2 4 6 10
Clifford Algebra Dimension 2 4 8 32
Minimal Dimension 1 4 8 16
Table 3.1: Clifford Algebra Dimensions
The dimension of the spinor fields in a higher-dimensional field theory is given 
by the dimension of the Clifford algebra, summarised in Table 3.1 [3]. The super­
symmetry generators are spinors under SO(D  — 1,1) and therefore representations
The dimension of the SUSY generators dictates the internal symmetry group, based 
on the number of supersymmetries present. As stated in Chapter 2 the internal 
symmetry group is U(Af), with Af  labelling the internal symmetry group. The value 
of Af  is given by the (minimal) Clifford algebra dimension n and the total number of 
supersymmetries m,
For example, a Af = 1 SUSY field theory in four dimensions has four supersymmetries, 
one from each component of the SO(3,1) Clifford algebra representation.
R enorm alisation o f H igher-D im ensional F ield  Theories
As was mentioned in the Introduction, the issue of renormalisation is important 
when studying a theory perturbatively. It is found that a field/gauge theory is non- 
renormalisable if it contains couplings with a negative mass dimension [1, 4]. Recall 
the action of a gauge field. If this gauge field is a non-abelian gauge field then,
of the Clifford algebra. The supercharge Qi and its Dirac conjugate Qj have the 
anticommutation relation [3],
(3.1.31)n
(3.1.32)
where the non-abelian field tensor is,
Eab — daAf) di,Aa -|- ip[v4a, A^ ] (3.1.33)
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and g is the (Yang-Mills) coupling.3 From the dimensional analysis of a gauge field, 
the field tensor has a mass dimension,
IF*] =  \  (D ~  2) +  1 =  |  (3-1-34)
The mass dimension of the coupling is therefore,
M = f  -  (D ~ 2) = \  (4 -  D) (3.1.35)
In the four-dimensional spacetime considered in Chapter 2 the coupling is dimen- 
sionless, so a pure Yang-Mills theory is renormalisable. However, if D > 5 then the 
coupling has a negative mass dimension and the gauge theory is non-renormalisable. 
Non-renormalisable theories are inconsistent and have limited predictive power. The 
explicit dependence of ‘physical’ quantities on the cut-off indicates that the theory is 
not well-defined in the UV, new physical effects become manifest. The description of 
the new physics in the UV is provided by a UV completion, a renormalisable gauge 
theory or string theory with a non-trivial UV fixed point. Little string theory is 
thought to provide a UV completion to the Af = (1,1) SUSY Yang-Mills theory.
3.2 Phenom enologically Interesting Theories
To study a particular phenomenon, a phenomenological theory must reproduce the 
properties of that phenomenon, e.g. it must be four-dimensional at the energies that 
would be observed in an experiment. In order to study a phenomenologically interest­
ing higher-dimensional field theory, the extra dimensions must be resolved with the 
observation that spacetime is four-dimensional. Dimensional reduction is a technique 
that simply removes the extra dimensions [3, 31]. Consider a higher-dimensional field 
theory with coordinates x a, a = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  D — 1. Dimensional reduction ignores the 
dependence of a field on the extra dimensions, cf)(xa) =  ^(rrM) for fi = 0 ,1,2,3. The 
Lorentz group is reduced e.g. SO(D  — 1,1) —> 50(3 ,1 ) and the higher-dimensional 
components of a gauge field transform as scalar fields under the new Lorentz group.
3 In Chapter 2 the gauge fields A M were parameterised such that the coupling gym was an overall 
coefficient of the field tensor.
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Four-dimensional supersymmetric field theories with extended supersymmetry are re­
lated to higher-dimensional supersymmetric field theories via dimensional reduction 
[3]. The number of supersymmetries is preserved by dimensional reduction, so the 
reduced theory possesses extended supersymmetry. For example, a ten-dimensional 
SUSY Yang-Mills theory with minimal (Af  = 1) supersymmetry has sixteen super­
symmetries. Applying dimensional reduction to this ten-dimensional theory and re­
ducing the theory to four dimensions produces a four-dimensional SUSY Yang-Mills 
theory with sixteen supercharges. In four spacetime dimensions a theory with sixteen 
supercharges has J\f = 4 supersymmetry, therefore the dimensional reduction of a 
ten-dimensional J\f = 1 SUSY Yang-Mills theory to four dimensions is the M  = 4 
SUSY Yang-Mills theory [43]. The dimensional reduction of the same ten-dimensional 
theory to six dimensions produces the N  =  (1,1) SUSY Yang-Mills theory [43].
As an illustration of the relationship between supersymmetric theories in different 
dimensions, the dimensional reduction of U(l) N  — 1 SUSY Yang-Mills theory in 
ten dimensions to six dimensions will be demonstrated in order to construct the t/( l)  
N  =  (1,1) SUSY Yang-Mills theory [31].4 The action of the U(\) M  = 1 SUSY 
Yang-Mills in ten dimensions is,
S  = A J dl°x  Tr { - 1  F m n F m n  -  1 £>„$]■ (3.2.1)
where M  =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  9. Under dimensional reduction, the ten-dimensional Minkowski 
spacetime is reduced to a six-dimensional Minkowski spacetime.
Under this reduction the Lorentz group is reduced to a subgroup,
50(9 ,1 ) -♦ 50(5 ,1 ) x 50(4) (3.2.2)
50(5 ,1 ) forms the Lorentz group of the six-dimensional theory, whilst 50(4) is the 
R-symmetry of the theory. The ten-dimensional fields A m and 4/ become functions 
of only the remaining six spacetime dimensions x \  for i =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  5.
A m  = A m {x{) (z*) (3.2.3)
4In preparation for the Maldacena-Nunez compactification of a gauge theory.
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The action of the higher-dimensional differentials on the ten-dimensional fields is,
9 m A \ f  ( ^ X  ) 0 1 0  0 / 1  / a  n i \m  = M  — 5 =  1 ,2 ,3 ,4  (3.2.4)
S U ^ ) = 0
The six components of the ten-dimensional gauge field that are longitudinal to the 
six-dimensional spacetime, transform as a 6-vector under S 0 ( 5,1) and form a six­
dimensional gauge field A {. Each of the transverse components of the ten-dimensional 
gauge field transform as a scalar under S O (5,1) and form four real scalar fields (fim. 
The ten-dimensional field tensor,
Fm n  = (9m A n  ~  Qn A m ) (3.2.5)
is decomposed under dimensional reduction.
Fij = (diAj -  djAi) (3.2.6a)
Fim = diAm =  di<j)m = —Fmi (3.2.6b)
Under dimensional reduction the bosonic action is,
h J * x H
= 4  J  dP x f - i  F i j F ij -  l2
Spinors in a ten-dimensional spacetime are 32-component objects. Under di­
mensional reduction the spinors of 5*0(9,1) are decomposed into representations 
of 50(5 ,1 ) x 50(4). A ten-dimensional theory with minimal supersymmetry (16 
supersymmetries) is constructed from 16-component Majorana-Weyl spinors rather 
than 32-component spinors. The decomposition of the Majorana-Weyl spinors under 
50(9 ,1 ) — 50(5 ,1) x 50(4) ~  50(5 ,1 ) x SU{2)A x SU{2)B is,
1 6 - ( 4 , 2 , 1 )  ©( 4 ,1 ,2 )  (3.2.8)
where ( 2 , 1 )  and ( 1 , 2 )  are representations of SU(2)a x  SU(2)b and 4 and 4 are the 
fundamental and anti-fundamental representations of SU(4) ~  50(5 ,1 ). The spinor 
decomposition is induced by the decomposition of the 50(9 ,1 ) Clifford algebra,
r M =  | r ® 7 5, l 8 ® 7 m}  (3.2.9)
S B = 4  I S x  ( Fm n F mn
So  V J (3.2.7)
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where f* is the 50 (5 ,1 ) Clifford algebra and 7 m is the 50(4) Clifford algebra. The 
Clifford algebra for 50 (5 ,1 ) is [31],
rm
r ' =  I f , „ I (3.2.10)
and the Clifford algebra for 50(4) is [31],
n ~-m \
(3.2.11)
y r*" u /
See Appendix A for further details.
The spinors for the ten-dimensional Af = 1 theory are Majorana-Weyl spinors of
the 50 (9 ,1 ) Clifford algebra. The first step is to impose the Majorana and chirality
conditions on a general 32-component 50(9 ,1 ) spinor. The chirality condition for 
the Clifford algebra (3.2.9),
#±  =  1 ( l 32 ± ( f 7 ® 7 5) ) l '  (3-2.12)
decomposes the 32-component spinors of 50 (9 ,1 ) into Weyl spinors of 50 (5 ,1 ), with 
an 50(4) R-symmetry,
• - O M O ^ O M " ) 55 (3-2 j3 1
where A — 1 ,2 ,3 ,4  is an 50(5 ,1 ) spinor index and a, a  =  1,2 are SU(2)a x SU(2)b ~  
50(4) spinor indices. The Majorana condition implies the Weyl spinors have the 
following hermitian conjugates.
(*£)’ =  £ V Ss (3.2.14a)
(a®)* =  T,oab\ a* (3.2.14b)
The Majorana condition shows that the charge conjugation of a six-dimensional Weyl 
spinor relates it to itself. Unlike in a four-dimensional theory, charge conjugation 
does not relate spinors of the left-handed chirality to the right-handed chirality. In 
a six-dimensional supersymmetric theory, supersymmetry is chiral with the notation
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N  = (A, B) denoting the number of supersymmetries for each chirality. The fermionic 
action is,
Extra dimensions were first proposed by Kaluza [44] in an attem pt to unify Maxwell’s 
theory of electromagnetism with Einstein’s general theory of relativity. Kaluza con­
sidered general relativity in a five-dimensional spacetime and then performed a 4+1 
split of the metric. The 4+1 split of the five-dimensional Einstein equation repro-
the Klein-Gordon equation [44]. There were two problems with this proposal, firstly 
the split of the five-dimensional metric appears unnatural, and secondly a fifth di­
mension would be physically observable [44]. These problems were resolved by Klein 
who proposed that the additional dimension was compact and formed a circle. Klein’s 
proposal naturally imposed the 4+1 split of the metric and the compact nature of 
the fifth dimension would allow its presence to be hidden from some experimental 
observations. The compact dimension has a finite size ~  R, unlike the usual four 
spacetime dimensions. When probing length scales greater than R, the compact 
dimension cannot be seen and the universe appears to be four-dimensional. The 
consequence of the compactification is that momentum in the compact dimension is 
quantised and the theory possesses an infinite number of massive four-dimensional 
states, called the Kaluza-Klein modes. Only the zero mode describes Kaluza’s the­
ory [44]. Kaluza-Klein theory was the first demonstration of how extra dimensions 
can exist in a realistic physical theory, the dimensionality of the theory is reduced
(3.2.15)
In summary, the full Af = (1,1) SUSY Yang-Mills action is,
(3.2.16)
duces the four-dimensional Einstein equation along with the Maxwell equation and
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by compactifying the extra dimensions. The extra dimensions are only manifest at 
length scales smaller than the size of the compact dimensions.
There are various ways to compactify a theory. Consider the compactification of 
d dimensions of a D =  4 +  d-dimensional field theory. The uncompactified higher­
dimensional theory has a spacetime manifold . By deciding to compactify d di­
mensions of the theory, the full isotropy group of Lorentz transformations £ 0 (3  +  d, 1) 
must be decomposed to a subgroup,
£ 0 (3  +  d, 1) -> £0(3 ,1 ) x £0(d)
This decomposition induces a decomposition of the spacetime manifold.
^3+d.l £3,1 x £d
The compactification of the d dimensions involves the replacement of the sub-manifold 
with a compact d-dimensional manifold £ d.
Ed
In the classical action, the action on the manifold Rd must be replaced with the 
corresponding action on the curved manifold Ed. The construction of a field theory 
on a curved manifold is discussed in Section 3.3. Toroidal compactification is the 
simplest example of a compactification and is ideal for demonstrating the generic 
features. (It is not necessary to understand field theory in curved spacetime for the 
toroidal case). Each dimension is individually compactified to a circle S 1, therefore 
the compact manifold Ed is a higher-dimensional torus. Kaluza-Klein theory is an 
example of the toroidal compactification of one dimension.
Consider the toroidal compactification of a five-dimensional free scalar field the- 
ory,5
S  = -  j  (fix da<j>SP<!> (3.2.17)
for a real scalar field $  = (j>. Choosing to compactify the fifth dimension induces a 
decomposition of the five-dimensional Minkowski spacetime to a sub-manifold,
£ 4 , 1  £ 3 , 1  x  £
5 This calculation is based on a similar calculation in [32].
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The induced decomposition of the action is,
S  = —J  cPx J  dy +  dsfid5#) (3.2.18)
where the fifth dimension is now labelled by y. The fifth dimension y is compactified 
to a circle ?? —» S 1 by the identification y = y +  27tR.
/ r2irR(Px J  dy (dti4>{x,y)d^l(f>(x,y) + d5(j>{x, y)(f(f>{x,y)) (3.2.19)
The effective four-dimensional description of the compactified theory is obtained by 
integrating out the compact dimensions. The fields of the higher-dimensional field 
theory can be expanded in terms of the eigenstates of the compact manifold. The 
degrees of freedom of the compact manifold can be integrated-out once they have 
been separated from the degrees of freedom of the non-compact manifold. In this 
example, the Fourier expansion of the fields in terms of the eigenstates of the circle 
is,
<t>(x,v)= X ,  ^ (n>(x)e'"" (3.2.20)
Momentum on the circle is quantised P — with integer n =  0 ,1 ,. . .  and the infinite 
number of Fourier coefficients (f)^ n\ x ) represents the degrees of freedom on the four 
non-compact dimensions. After performing the Fourier expansion and integrating 
over the fifth dimension, the effective four-dimensional action is,
S = - 2ixR j  <fx 'jr, ( ^ 0 (n>(x)a"0<n)(x) + Q ) % (">(x)0(n)(x )) (3.2.21)
72— — OG \  /
The effective four-dimensional theory consists of an infinite tower of massive states, 
each with a mass M  = g. Each Kaluza-Klein mode is labelled by an integer n.
E
- - 1 
R  
4- 2.
R 
-I- 1 
R
M  = 0
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The first ‘excited’ Kaluza-Klein mode in the effective four-dimensional theory corre­
sponds to the particles being able to propagate in the compact dimension. Recall 
that the coupling of a higher-dimensional field theory has a negative mass dimension. 
The relationship between the higher-dimensional coupling and the four-dimensional 
coupling <74 is given by,
9l = ^ d (3-2.22)
In the limit R  —► oo, the masses of the excited Kaluza-Klein modes become infinite 
and decouple from the theory.
S  = - j * x  d„tpd“<l> (3.2.23)
The compactified dimension has been reduced to zero volume V  =  27tR  = 0. An 
equivalent statement is that the probe scale L^> R. The theory is four-dimensional, 
the four-dimensional fields having been the zero modes of the Kaluza-Klein tower. 
This limit is dimensional reduction.
3.3 Field Theory in Curved Spacetim e
The compactification of a field theory leads to a field theory on a curved spacetime. 
The study of such theories involves the use of differential geometry, familiar from 
general relativity, for curved spacetimes. A field theory in curved spacetime must be 
invariant under general coordinate transformations on the manifold. This invariance 
is a generalisation of the Lorentz invariance of Minkowski spacetime. A field theory is 
invariant under general coordinate transformations if its action remain invariant. Fur­
thermore, in the absence of curvature the field theory must reproduce the Minkowski 
action.
The spin of a field is defined by its representation under the Lorentz group. On 
a curved spacetime manifold there is no global Lorentz group. However, all curved 
manifolds are locally flat and a local Lorentz frame can be defined at all points on 
the manifold, with a local coordinate system £a . The spin of a field on the curved 
manifold is defined by its transformation under the local Lorentz group.
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Under a general coordinate transformation x a —» x /a, a tensor with contravariant 
indices a, b, . . .  and covariant indices c, d , . . .  has the following transformation [33].
dx,a dx'b dx9 dxhrplab... _
c d dx e dx f dx'c dx'd
(3.3.1)
All tensors are covariant under general coordinate transformations. The special case 
is a scalar which is invariant under general coordinate transformations.
The determinant of the metric tensor g = det gab does not transform as a tensor 
under general coordinate transformations. Consider the transformation of the metric 
tensor under a general coordinate transformation.
9ab
dxc dxd
9cddx'“ ™dx"> (3-3'2)
This transformation is a matrix equation. The transformation of the determinant of 
the metric tensor under a general coordinate transformation is given by the determi­
nant of equation (3.3.2).
f in r  2
(3.3.3)
dx' 9
where l-f^l is the Jacobian of the transformation xf —> x. The determinant of theI ax' I
metric g is an example of a tensor density, an object which transforms as a tensor 
except for additional Jacobian factors. Under a general coordinate transformation 
the volume element transforms as,
(fix' =
dx'
dx
d x (3.3.4)
(the modulus of the inverse Jacobian). An invariant volume element can be con­
structed using the determinant of the metric,
yfg' d^x'
dx dx'
dx' y/9 dx
d^x — y/gd^x (3.3.5)
A difficulty arises when derivatives are introduced. Derivatives transform as a 
tensor under a general coordinate transformation.
d dxb d
dx'a dx'a dxb
(3.3.6)
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However a derivative acting on a contravariant vector does not transform as a tensor 
under a general coordinate transformation.
d /b dxc d ( dx'b, , dxc dx'b d , rA dxc (  d2x'b( dJ - V < \  =  ¥ . 8 *  A V -  +  V* (3.3.7)
\ d x d J dx'a dxd dxc dx,a \ d x cdxd)dx'a dx'a dxc 
It is the second term in this expression that prevents the object V b from trans­
forming as a tensor under general coordinate transformations. An object which does 
transform as a tensor under general coordinate transformations can be constructed, 
the (general) covariant derivative.
v av b = - ^ v b + r l v c (3.3.8)
Vbac is called the Affine connection or Christoff el symbol, and is defined as,
„ _ 8 x b d 2C
ac 3C“ d& dx?  '  '
Like the derivative of a contravariant tensor, the Christoffel symbol does not transform 
as a tensor under a general coordinate transformation.
/b =  dx^dx^_dx^_ _  dxd dxe d2x ,b
ac dxe dx'a dx'c ^  dx'c dx'a dxdd xe
If the identity [33],
dx'b d2x d _  dxd dxe d2x /b 
dxd dx'adx'c dx'c dx'a dxddxe
is applied to the transformation of the Christoffel symbol, it is clear that the covariant 
derivative acting on a contravariant vector acts as a tensor under a general coordinate 
transformation,
J L  v ,b + p/ty/c = < ^ 8 * L ( d v * + r ^ - v A  (3 .3 .1 2 )
dx'a dxe dx'a \ d x d ' J
In terms of the metric, the Christoffel symbol is,
r 6c =  \  9ad (db9dc +  dcgbd -  ddgbc) (3.3.13)
A covariant derivative acting on the tensor T ab has the action,
= i  ^ + ^  ~ ^  (3-314)
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The formalism above describes how to construct a field theory of scalar and vector 
fields in curved spacetime. The treatment is not valid for the description of spinors in 
curved spacetime. Spinor fields are spinor representations of the Lorentz group, but 
unlike flat Minkowski/Euclidean spacetime, a curved spacetime has no global Lorentz 
group. This prevents the definition of a global spinor field [33, 34]. However, at all 
points in a curved spacetime the manifold is locally flat, there is a local Lorentz frame 
with a local Lorentz group. The relationship between the local Lorentz coordinates 
and global coordinates is given by the metric [33, 34],
= ( £ )  ( £ )  * *  (3-3-i5)
The object e“ =  (§^') is a vielbein6 and maps the local coordinate system with index 
a, to the global coordinate system with index a. For example, a local vector field 
Aa (£) is mapped to a global vector field Aa(x) by,
A a(x) = ea A a( 0  (3.3.16)
When working with a local Lorentz frame the physics must be invariant under local 
Lorentz transformations rather than the global Lorentz transformations of Minkowski 
spacetime. A local Lorentz symmetry is a gauge symmetry. As with any gauge 
symmetry, invariance is ensured under a gauge transformation by the introduction of 
a gauge field. The gauge field of local Lorentz transformations is the spin connection 
R ”f3. Consider the object daA a under a local Lorentz transformation,
d„Aa -» (aoA%(x)) Ap + A°0 (x)daAp (3.3.17)
If the spin connection is introduced with (gauge) transformation [45],
Ra% A“> )  K \  (A -^ * ))* , -  («.A“7(*)) (A_1(x))7^ (3.3.18)
under local Lorentz transformations, then the object,
V aAa =  daA a +  R aa0A ff (3.3.19)
6 The term vielbein is used to denote any dimension. In a particular dimension the dimensionality
is given by appropriate number in German, e.g zweibein for two dimensions, dreibein for three.
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is Lorentz covariant. The spin connection is given by the following expression [45].
= ^e‘“ (30e £ - & e £ ) - i e w (a0e ? - ^ )  (3.3.20)
-  i  f baecl3 (dken  -  d c e ^  el
The spin connection is used to treat spinors in curved spacetime. The covariant 
derivative acting on a spinor is defined as,
V0V> = dai> +  1 K fM a^  (3.3.21)
where Map is the spin-| representation of Lorentz group SO(D — 1 , 1) and the factor 
of |  is conventional.
3.4 Spherical Compactification
In Section 3.3 the basic procedure for constructing a field theory on a curved manifold 
was outlined. In compactifying a theory on a 2-sphere, the field theory on 5ft2 is 
replaced with the corresponding theory on S 2. The spin of the fields is given by 
their transformation properties under the local ‘Lorentz’ group, SO(2 ). This Section
begins by describing the 2 -sphere and its group structure before proceeding to study
the eigenstates of the 2-sphere and their corresponding field theory.
3.4.1 The 2-Sphere and Group Structure
The 2 -sphere is a two-dimensional manifold with coordinate system qa = (0,0). It is 
constructed by embedding the manifold in 3ft3 through the defining equation,
x \  +  x 2 +  x\ =  R 2 (3.4.1)
with a three-dimensional coordinate system Xi in 3ft3. The 2-sphere is the sur­
face/boundary of a three-dimensional ball (a 3-ball). The coordinate basis Xi is 
defined in terms of the coordinates on the 2-sphere and the radius R  from the origin
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Xy = R sin 9 cos <t>
X2 = R sin 9 sin <t>
xz = R cos 9
of the 3-ball to its boundary [35].
(3.4.2a) 
(3.4.2b) 
(3.4.2c)
This dictates the metric of the 2-sphere.
ds2 = R2 d62 -|- R 2 sin2 9 d4>2
= gab dqadqb (3.4.3)
The isometries of the 2-sphere are described by the group of rotations in three 
dimensions £0(3) ~  SU(2 ). £0(3) is analogous to the Poincare group in Minkowski
spacetime. £0(3) ~  SU(2 ) has the Lie algebra [35],
[Z/j, Lj\ iEijfcLf- (3.4.4)
whose generators (in the defining representation) are the orbital angular momentum 
operators Li [35].
Li =  —iEijkXjdk (3.4.5)
In terms of coordinates on the 2-sphere the orbital angular momentum operators are
[35],
d dLi = i sin <f) —  -|- i cos 0 cot 9 —  (3.4.6a)
o9 oq)
d dL2 = —i cos 0  —  -M sin 0  cot 9 —  (3.4.6b)
o9 d(p
r\
L3 = - i (3.4.6c)
These expressions can be summarised as [23],
Lt = - i K “da (3.4.7)
The metric tensor can be expressed in terms of these Killing vectors Kf,
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The Lie groups £0(3) and SU(2) are locally isomorphic.7 For a generator J*, 
i =  1,2,3, Lie algebra of £0(3) and SU(2) is,
[./j, Jj\ 'iZijk'Jk (3.4.9)
The Casmir operator is J 2 =  J ^ .  The eigenstates of SU (2) are simultaneous eigen­
states of J 2 and J3, labelled |j ,m  >. Under the action of these operators,
J 2\ j ,m >  = j ( j  +  l ) |j ,m  > (3.4.10a)
J3 | j ,m >  =  m\j, m >  (3.4.10b)
The quantum numbers are j  = 0, | ,  1, | , . . .  and m  = —j , — j  + 1 , . . . ,  j .  The quantum 
numbers j  label the representations of SU(‘2), with each representation having a 
dimension N  =  2j 4- 1. Furthermore, the operators J± =  J\ ±  iJ^ can be defined 
which have the commutation relations,
[J2 ,J±] =  0 (3.4.11a)
[J3 , J ±] -  ± j ± (3.4.11b)
Their action on the eigenstates is,
J±\jm  >= y /( j  ±  m + 1 )(j T m )\jm  ± 1 > =  j± \ jm  ±  1 > (3.4.12)
The full spectrum of eigenstates of £1/(2) is derived by repeated application of the 
lowering operator J_ to the highest weighted state, for a given j  [36].
7An isomorphism is a 1:1 mapping from one group to another that preserves the group multi­
plication [36]. 5 0 (3 ) ~  S U (2) is a 2:1 mapping, however the Lie algebras of the two groups are 
isomorphic, therefore the two groups are locally isomorphic.
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The matix representations of the SU (2) generators are defined below.
(3.4.13)
2 O'— 4“ j+^ll'^m,Tn'—l )
(3.4.14)
—  2 (,3—^ ll'^m,m'+l — l )
=  < j i M M f ’771' > =  mdll'^mm’ 
J{N) ~  < 3 , m \J 2\j', m! > = j ( j  + 1 )
/ (3.4.15)
(3.4.16)
Each matrix has dimension N  — 2^ +  1. The treatment above for SU(2) can be 
applied to both orbital and spin angular momentum. Orbital angular momentum has 
integer quantum number I only, I =  0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  and eigenstates |Z,m  >. Spin angular 
momentum has quantum number s =  0, |,1,|,2,..., and eigenstates |s, m s >.
3.4.2 Scalar Fields on the 2-Sphere
A scalar field on the 2-sphere is a function of the coordinates qa defined on the 
2-sphere and is invariant under a SU{2) transformation. Any scalar field can be 
expanded in the scalar eigenstates of the 2-sphere, the eigenstates of orbital angular 
momentum. The eigenstates of orbital angular momentum in the coordinate basis qa 
are the spherical harmonics [35],
Under the action of the operators Li the spherical harmonics have the same properties
*im(0,0) = <  q\l,m > (3.4.17)
as (3.4.4).
L 2 Y lm (e,(f))  = l(l + l ) Y l m (e,<f>) 
LzYim(Q,4>) = m Yim(0,(f>)
(3.4.18a)
(3.4.18b)
The functional form of the spherical harmonics is derived by solving equations (3.4.18). 
The separatation of variables V/m(0, 0) =  $(0)0(0) allows $(0) and 0(0) to be solved
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separately. 4>(0) =  elTn^  for integer m, whilst L2Q(9) is solved by a Legendre polyno­
mial [35]. The orthogonality condition for the spherical harmonics is,
/ p2n rir
y L Y m  =  /  W  /  sin 6 dS Y l Y Vm, =  5„, 5mm, (3.4.19)
Jo Jo
The complex conjugation of a spherical harmonic is,
Y L i B A )  = ( - 1  T Y lt- m (e,<t>) (3.4.20)
A scalar field a(0,<j)) on the 2 -sphere can be expanded in spherical harmonics.
oo I
a(6,4>) =  5 1  ai™Yim(6,4>) (3.4.21)
l—0 Til—— l
where a/m is a complex coefficient. If the scalar a is real, i.e. a*(0}(f)) =  a(0,(j)), then 
the complex coefficient satisfies,
(a/m)* =  d/m =  ( - l ) ma/;-m (3.4.22)
The action of a free complex scalar field of mass m  on a 2-plane is,
Sa = J  d2.x |  — daA \ x ) daA(x) +  m 2A \x )A (x )  |  (3.4.23)
The compactification of a flat spacetime to a curved spacetime is outlined in Sections 
3.2 and 3.3. Compactifying the action (3.4.23) on a 2-sphere, the coordinates of the 
2 -plane are replaced with the coordinates of the 2-sphere.
x a =  {a;1, x2} —Yqa = {9, (j)} (3.4.24)
The Euclidean metric of the 2-plane is replaced with the curved metric of the 2-sphere,
Tfab = Sab -»• gab (3.4.25)
and the volume element is replaced with the invariant volume element,
d2x —► d2qy/g — R 2d9d<f)sm0 = R 2dQ (3.4.26)
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Partial derivatives on the 2-plane are replaced with generally covariant derivatives 
on the 2 -sphere. A general covariant derivative acting on a scalar is simply a partial 
derivative.
daA(x) -> V aA(6 ,0) -  daA(0 ,0) (3.4.27)
The action of a scalar field on a 2-sphere is therefore,
S A =  J  - d aA1(0,(p)daA (e ,4>) + m 2A \ 9 ,  <f>)A(0,<t>)} 
=  J  R2dQ,{tf(8,<l>)b.s iA(0,<l>) +  m 2A\d,<f>)A{O,4>)}
where A 52 is the scalar Laplacian on the 2-sphere,
As 2 =  4 = a-(sa!,V 9 ^ )
V9
The scalar Laplacian has the following eigenvalues,
(3.4.28)
=  (esc Ode (sin 6de) +  esc2 Od^d#) (3.4.29)
=  L L2 
R 2
A & Y U 8 , <j>) =  ~  1(1 + 1 )Ylm(0, <$>) (3.4.30)
with a degeneracy of 2 / +  1 .
3.4.3 Spinor F ields on the 2-Sphere
A spinor field on the 2-sphere is a spinor representation of S U (2), transforming under 
the spin-^ representation. In the spin-| matrix representation, the spin operators are 
defined by the 2 x 2  Pauli matrices Si = |  cr*,
- 0 0  - 0 : )  <->
The spinA eigenstates of spin operators S 2 and S3 are,
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The eigenstates of spin-| particles on the 2-sphere are the spherical spinors. They 
are eigenstates of the total angular momentum, L2 and L3. Spherical spinors are 
constructed from the spherical harmonics and the spin-| eigenstates of spin operators 
S 2 and S3. This involves combining two distinct systems, each with a distinct vector 
space.
If there are two commuting sets of angular momentum operators (Ji)i and (J2);, 
with eigenstates |j i ,m i > and \j2, m 2 >, then a product basis can be defined as 
[35, 37],
|ji, j2 ,m i,ra2 > =  \ jurni > <g> |j2,m 2 >= |j i ,m i > |j 2, m 2 > (3.4.33)
A new basis can be constructed from this product basis. Let the eigenstates of the new 
basis be \ jm > with angular momentum operators J*. The operators (Ji)i and (J2)i 
both commute with J f  and J3, which allows | j , m  > to be a simultaneous eigenstate 
of J 2, J3, (A)* and (J2)j, therefore,
| j ,  m  > =  E  C{j i , j2j ' , rn. i ,m2,m) \ j 1, m 1 > \j2, m 2 > (3.4.34)
m i  ,7712
The functions C (ji, j 2, j ;m i ,m 2,m) are called a Clebsch-Gordan coefficients.
The spherical spinors are [37],
Qjim{0,(p) =  ^ C ( Z , i , j ;m - A t , / i ,m ) y ;  )m_M(0,0)X/i (3.4.35)
where the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are given in Table 3.2. j  and m  are quan-
m s =  \  m s =
■ T i  1  /  l+ m + h  /  Z - m + i
J = l + 2  V "li±L _ V ~3i+i^
= / _ 1 ■ J l~ mH
J 1 2 V 21+1 V 2/+1
Table 3.2: C(/, | ,  j ;m  — ms,m s,m)
turn numbers of the total angular momentum. From equation (3.4.35), the spherical
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spinors are,
where a  is a spinor index labelling the two components. The spherical spinors are 
eigenstates of the Dirac operator on the 2-sphere [37],
k =  - 4  (1 + o-iZ-0 (3.4.37)
The presence of the (orbital) angular momentum operators Li in this Dirac operator 
indicates that the operator is in a cartesian basis of the three-dimensional Euclidean 
space. The action of the Dirac operator on the spherical spinors is,
K&0 *) = 4>) (3-4.38)
The object k± = T(q± +  5 ), with the quantum number q± = I ±  I of the total angular 
momentum. In analogy to the spherical harmonics, a spinor field on the 2-sphere can 
be expanded in terms of the spherical spinors,
00 9±
* 4(M ) = £  E  f j f i , * ) }  (3.4.39)
1—0 m——q±
where are complex coefficients. The orthogonality condition of the spherical 
spinors is inherited from the spherical harmonics,
j  dSlQlm&(e ,4 > )^ m,(e,4>) = Sqq>8mm, (3.4.40)
The action of a free spinor field of mass m  on a 2-plane is,
S r  = J  d2x ^ T ( x ) ( —i^ada — m )T (x ) | (3.4.41)
The Clifford algebra on the 2-plane is 7 “ =  (cr1, a 2) and the object 7 “da is the usual 
Dirac operator in a flat two-dimensional space. To compactify this free spinor field 
on the 2-sphere, define the zweibein of the 2-sphere.
ea — diag(7?, R  sin 0) gab = 5ap ea e£ (3.4.42)
| (3.4.36a)
f y  1 (3.4.36b)
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The coordinates on the 2-sphere are denoted by the index a, b and the local frame by
a, p. The local ‘Lorentz’ group is SO (2 ), whose Clifford algebra y a = {a1, a2} forms
a spinor representation,
=  2 Sa0 (3.4.43a)
=  - ^ [ T n 11] (3.4.43b)
The partial derivative on the 2-plane is replaced with the generally covariant derivative 
on the 2-sphere.
attT(x)  -  V„T(0, <!>) =  aaT (0 ,0) +  l-  K ?M aeT(0, (6) (3.4.44)
The spin connection is calculated from equation (3.3.20), the non-zero components
on the 2 -sphere axe,
R f  = - R f  = -  cos 9 (3.4.45)
The generators Map of the spin-| representation of SO (2) axe,
M12 =  - M i i =  - ^ [ 7 1 , 7 2] =  \  <?z (3.4.46)
The Dirac operator on the 2-sphere is defined as,
- i V s* =  - i e aa% V a (3.4.47)
In summary, the Dirac operator on the 2-sphere is,
- i(J\ (  d co t0 \  i(T2 d /rt ,
=  +  ( 3 A 4 8 )
and the action of a free spinor field on the 2-sphere is,
S r  = J  R2da  { f  -  m )T (M )}  (3.4.49)
Notice that the Dirac operator — iV 52 is not the same operator as the Dirac operator 
k, of the spherical spinors Djim. Both axe Dirac operators on the 2-sphere, but dif­
ferent irreducible representations, with —2V s2 as an operator in the spherical basis 
qa =  and n as an operator in the cartesian basis Xi = (xi, x 2, £3). The Dirac 
operator — 1V52 has a different set of eigenspinors T jm to the Dirac operator k  [38].
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The Dirac operator has eigenvalues n  and eigenspinors T jm [38].
- i V s 2T jm = fiTjm (3.4.50)
The eigenvalues and eigenspinors are obtained by solving this equation [38]. The 
eigenspinor is subject to a separation of variables, with the <f> dependence solved by 
a plane wave and the 6 dependence is solved by a Jacobi polynomial [38]. The eigen­
spinors are eigenstates of the total angular momentum, in the spin-| representation. 
The SU (2 ) generators of this representation are,
where the quantum number j  = | | . with degeneracy 2j  +  1. The square of the 
Dirac operator in the spherical basis satisfies,
L3 =  —id# (3.4.51a)
(3.4.51b)
The action of these operators on the eigenspinors is,
m  +  l) ( j  =f m)
(3.4.52a)
(3.4.52b)
The Casmir operator of the total angular momentum is L2.
The action of the Casmir operator on the eigenspinors TJTn is,
=  j ( j  + l)T,-m (3.4.54)
(3.4.55)
where the Dirac operator is,
(- t V S2 ) 2 =  -  - i ;  ( cot e d) +  ()i)dg + C S C 2  6
(3.4.56)
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There is a relationship between the Casmir operator L2 and the square of the Dirac 
operator.
(3.4.57)
Using the Casmir operator the eigenvalues of the Dirac operator can be determined.
angular momentum quantum number j  =  | ,  | , . . . ,  with degeneracy 2j +  1 . Hence the
where e, e' = ±.
There are two complete orthonormal sets of spinors on the 2 -sphere. The first 
set of spherical spinors D are eigenspinors of the Dirac operator k, where Li axe the 
cartesian orbital angular momentum operators of the embedding space. The second 
set of spherical spinors T axe eigenspinors of the Dirac operator — i V 52 =  — ieaa% Va, 
where a labels the coordinates (0,0) of the 2-sphere. Both k, and —zVs2 must be 
different representations of the Dirac operator on the 2-sphere, related via a similaxity 
transformation [38]. For two spinors, one in the cartesian basis ip(x) and one in the 
spherical basis 'ip(q), the spinor transformation between the two bases is [38],
1
R? j ( j  +  1 ) +
(3.4.58)
The eigenvalue of the squared Dirac operator is /12 (j +  | ) 2 for half-integer (total)
Dirac operator has eigenvalue fi ~  ±  (j +  | ) ,  each with a corresponding eigenspinor 
T ^ .  The orthogonality condition of the spherical spinors T jm is,
33 u m m ' (3.4.59)
(3.4.60)
with the unitary matrix V,
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The Dirac operators are related by the similarity transformation,
(7*)% (-*$)%  = (3.4.62)
where 73 =  is the two-dimensional chirality operator. Applying the unitary 
operator V * to the spherical spinors T,
the orbital angular momentum L2.
3.4.4 Vector F ields on the 2-Sphere
A vector field on the 2-sphere is a spin-1 representation of the total angular momentum 
SU (2 ). All renormalisable quantum field theories with vector particles must be gauge 
theories, therefore this Section will discuss gauge fields. Eigenstates of the total 
angular momentum for spin-1  particles, the vector harmonics, must be formed from 
the spherical harmonics and the spin-1  eigenstates of S 2 and S3. The spin-1  matrix 
representation of the spin operators is given by the general formulae (3.4.13) - (3.4.16), 
however a more useful basis for calculating the eigenstates is [37],
~  y/2 \  ^  (3.4.63)
Both bases of spherical spinors diagonalise two operators [38], both diagonalise the 
total angular momentum L2 (by definition), the spherical spinor T diagonalises the 
Dirac operator on the 2-sphere (—iV s 2)2 whilst the spherical spinor fi diagonalises
' ^ o o o ' \  / 0 0 - i ' '
Si = 0 0 i S 2 = 0  0 0  S3 =
 ^ 0 —i 0 J  y z O O y
/  0  i 0  ^
- i  0 0 (3.4.64)
 ^ 0 0 0 y
These matrices gives the eigenstates,
(3.4.65)
The vector harmonics are [37],
a
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where j , /, m  are integer quantum numbers. The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are given 
in Table 3.3.
m s = 0 m, =  —1
j  — J +  1 
3 =  J -  1 \ /
( Z - | - m ) ( Z + m + l )
2 ( 2 Z + 1 ) ( Z + 1 )
(Z-|-7n)(Z—m + 1 )  
21(1+ 1)
(Z —m ) ( l —m + 1 )  
2 Z ( 2 Z + 1 )
/  ( Z - m + l ) ( Z + m + l )  7
V  ( 2 Z + 1 ) ( Z + 1 )  V
\ / Z ( Z + 1 )
(Z—m ) ( Z —m + 1 )  
2 ( 2 Z + 1 ) ( Z + 1 ) ~
(Z—m ) ( Z + m + l )  
2 i ( Z + l )
/  (Z—m ) ( Z + m )  
V  Z (2 Z + 1 )
/ ( Z + m ) ( Z + m + l )  
Y  2 Z ( 2 Z + 1 )
Table 3.3: C(/, 1 , j; ra — ras, ras,m)
This Thesis will use a basis which takes advantage of the 5'0(2) ‘Lorentz’ sym­
metry [37, 39],
1
V7(7TI)
7>y -  d y  -
CSC 6 ^ 0  
O0 dtp (3.4.67a)
V i U  +  !)
iL Kjm
(3.4.67b)
v W + i )
-  BY
------------------B Y -
R j m (3.4.67c)
where 0 , <fi and f  are unit vectors in the 6 , </> and radial directions of the 2-sphere, 
respectively. The harmonics Tjm and Sjm are tangential to the 2-sphere whilst Rjm is 
normal to the 2-sphere. By restricting to vectors on a unit 2-sphere, the radial unit 
vector is r = 0 and therefore the vector harmonic Rjm = 0. The vector harmonics 
(3.4.67) are described in terms of the ordinary vectors common to non-relativistic vec­
tor analysis. Relativistic theories are described in terms of contravariant and covariant
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vectors; see Appendix B for their relationship to ordinary vectors. The ordinary vec­
tors can be converted to covariant and contravariant vectors on the 2-sphere by the 
identity [33],
Vi =  hiV‘ =  h~l Vi (3.4.68)
where V, denotes an ordinary vector and gtJ =  h^Sij. The corresponding covariant
vector harmonics axe,
Tj m a
C. — 
a
V W + i )
1
v W + T )
R
R
sin 9 deYjrn 0 -  esc 9 d^Yjm 9 
dffYjm 9 +  d^Yjm 0
(3.4.69a)
(3.4.69b)
where the spacetiine index a = 9, 0.
The action of a gauge field on a flat two-dimensional space is,
s n =  - i  J <P x F ai(x)F°b(x) (3.4.70)
where /^ ( x )  =  danb(x) — dbna(x) is the field tensor for a gauge field n a(x). Com- 
pactifying on the 2-sphere, partial derivatives are replaced with generally covariant 
derivatives,
danb(x) -> V anb{9,0) =  danb(9,0) +  Ycabnc{9, 0) (3.4.71)
On the 2-sphere the field tensor becomes,8
Fab -► F ab = danb(9, 0) +  r°abnc(9, 0) -  dbna(9, 0) -  Tbanc(9,0)
=  danb(9,0) — dbna(9,0) (3.4.72)
and consequently the action of a gauge field on the 2-sphere is,
5„ =  - t  J  (3.4.73)
A Maxwell field on a 2-sphere is a [/(!) gauge field with the gauge transformation,
n. na -  R dax (3.4.74)
8 The use of Tab instead of Fab for the field tensor in curved space is introduced to help distinguish 
between a four-dimensional field tensor and a two-dimensional field tensor in later calculations.
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If the gauge field on the 2-sphere is expanded in vector harmonics and the scalar 
field x  is expanded in spherical harmonics then under a gauge transformation the 
components of (3.4.74) transform as,
^ q (®  •> ^   ^( t j m  ( 9 )  d f f r Y j m  “h ^ j m ^ d Y j m  A j m ^ O ^ j m )
j m
i ^   ^(.tjm siu 8 dgYjm 4” Sjm d^Yjftx Ajm
jm
where t jm, Sjm and Xjm are the complex coefficients associated with the vector har­
monics 7}m, Sjm and the spherical harmonic Yjm. It follows that the complex co­
efficient can be set to zero Sjm = 0 via a gauge transformation with Xjm — $jm- 
The corresponding gauge fixing condition is the generally covariant analogue of the 
Lorentz gauge.
(3.4.75)
V ana =  gabV bna
= 9abdbna -  gabTlanc 
For the 2-sphere there are only three non-zero Christoffel symbols,
r£* =  -  cos e sin 6 I*  =  T% =  cot 6 (3.4.76)
The divergence of the gauge field is,
Van0 =  gabdbna +  cot 9  ne
~  ^   ^ ^. ■ j ^  ^  t j m  { ^ d (  CSC 9  d ^ Y jr t i )  COt 9  CSC 8
+  CSC 8 dfdgYjm'j +  sjm (dedgYjm +  cot 8 deYjm +  esc2 6 d ^ Y ^  |
=  ^  122 "/ '■( ■ i f  Sjm ^S2Yjm (3.4.77)
^  V J U Y l )
By applying the gauge condition V ana =  0, the complex coefficient Sjm = 0. The 
orthonormality condition for the remaining vector harmonic 7]ma is,
I
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It is an eigenfunction of the total angular momentum L2 and orbital angular momen­
tum L2,
L2Tima =  /(/ +  l)Tlma (3.4.79)
It follows that any gauge field on the 2-sphere can be expanded in the vector harmonic
7 /m  a? oo I
na{0,4>) =  S  ni™Tima(Q,4>) (3.4.80)
1=1 m = —l
3.5 Twisted Compactification
A problem is encountered when compactifying a supersymmetric gauge theory on a 
2-sphere. The supersymmetry algebra (2.1.7a) states that bosonic and fermionic su­
perpartners must have equal mass. In a gauge theory the gauge bosons are massless,
so in order to have a supersymmetric gauge theory there must exist massless fermionic
superpartners to the gauge bosons. The calculation in Section 3.4.3 found that the
spectrum of the Dirac operator on the 2-sphere, equation (3.4.58), contains no mass- 
less mode. There are no massless fermions on the 2-sphere. The compactification of 
a supersymmetric gauge theory on a 2-sphere breaks all supersymmetries [14, 10, 11].
The reason why supersymmetry is broken on the 2-sphere can be observed directly. 
Consider a pure U(l) Af = 1 SUSY Yang-Mills theory on a flat manifold, with the 
Lagrangian [46],
£  =  bFab- ± i $ r ada<ir (3.5.1)
The supersymmetry transformations for these fields are [46, 27],
^  ( |T b® -  # r of )  (3.5.2a)
=  M ^ F ^ S  (3.5.2b)
<5$ =  (3.5.2c)
Under this supersymmetry transformation the Lagrangian is invariant up to a total 
derivative. Now consider this Lagrangian for a curved manifold. A vielbein, spin con­
nection and covariant derivative are introduced. The Grassmann-valued parameters £
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are now functions of spacetime £(:r) [46]. If the supersymmetry transformation above 
is repeated on a curved manifold then the variation of the Lagrangian must be zero, 
up to a total derivative, in order for supersymmetry to be preserved. Concentrating 
on only the terms dependent on the covariant derivatives of £(:c), then the variation 
in the Lagrangian is [46],
SC =  e“e ^ { ( V a£)M ^ r “$  +  &P>M*1’(Vo0 } f i c (3.5.3)
In order to preserved supersymmetry on a curved spacetime manifold the Grassmann- 
valued parameters must satisfy,
V.£(z) =  ( d a +  \  £(*) =  0 (3.5.4)
This is the Killing equation for spinor fields. For supersymmetry to be preserved the 
curved manifold must admit Killing spinors (covariantly constant spinors). There are 
no non-trivial solutions to the Killing equation on the 2-sphere, hence supersymmetry 
is completely broken upon spherical compactification.
Some supersymmetries of the flat theory can be preserved upon compactification 
to a 2-sphere (or any curved manifold), by performing a topological twist [14, 10, 
11]. The spin connection is embedded in the R-symmetry of the theory, via an 
external gauge field B a which is coupled to the R-symmetry. Recall the geometry of 
gauge invariance [2], In order to define a gauge covariant derivative, fields at points 
separated by infinitesimal distance must be related with a comparator U(y ,x ) [2].
DaAf{x)5xa =  lim -  [4>(;c +  eSx) — U(x +  e^x,a:)1F(a;)] (3.5.5)
e—>0 t
The comparator quantifies the change in phase of a spinor when moved from a point 
x  to x  +  Sx.
^ ( x S x )  = U(x + 6x ,x )^ (x)  (3.5.6)
The comparator on a path T  is given by the Wilson line,
U ( r )  = V e x p ( -  J  d x aB a( x ) \  (3.5.7)
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where V  is a path-ordering for the integral. Therefore the gauge covariant derivative 
is [2],
Da^{x)5xa = da^(x)5xa +  B a(x)Sxa (3.5.8)
If the spin connection is embedded in the R-symmetry the Wilson line becomes,
U(r)  = V exp J  dxa(Ra(x) + Ba(x))^  (3.5.9)
where R a =  |  R ^ M ap. The Killing equation for spinors is now,
[d° + \  K f M«i3 +  5 « )  £(*) =  0 (3.5.10)
By identifying Ra = —Ba the Killing equation reduces to,
da£{x) = 0 (3.5.11)
This is solved by a constant spinor. The 2-sphere admits the presence of constant 
spinors and therefore some of the supersymmetries are preserved.
From a field theory perspective this topological twisted appears artificial, however 
it does have a geometrical explanation from the D-brane perspective. The compact­
ification of the gauge theory on the 2-sphere corresponds to partially wrapping a 
D-brane on a topologically non-trivial q-dimensional cycle of a non-compact Calabi- 
Yau manifold. The spin connection is the connection for the q-cycle. The R-symmetry 
of the theory decomposes into two parts, one part fills out the remaining non-trivial 
group structure of the Calabi-Yau manifold, the other is the trivial transverse flat 
part. The gauge field Ba is the connection of the R-symmetry on the Calabi-Yau 
manifold. The topological twist is performed in this description by taking a subgroup 
of the R-symmetry on the Calabi-Yau manifold SO(X)ft  and identifying it with the
‘Lorentz’ symmetry of the q-cycle SO(q). In this Thesis, spherical compactification
with a topological twist of the type studied by Maldacena and Nunez [14] is refered 
to as twisted compactification. The twisted compactification of a gauge theory on a 
2-sphere will be demonstrated in the next Chapter.
Chapter 4 
The M aldacena-Nunez 
Compactification
This Chapter will examine the Maldacena-Nunez compactified gauge theory dual to 
the Maldacena-Nunez background. The gauge theory is the low-energy (a ' —> 0) 
theory on the worldvolume of D5-branes or NS5-branes wrapped on a non-trival 
2-cycle of a CY3 . The low-energy theory on the worldvolume of D5-branes is the 
six-dimensional Af = (1,1) SUSY Yang-Mills theory, therefore the Maldacena-Nunez 
compactified gauge theory will be constructed via the twisted compactification of the 
Af = (1,1) theory. Section 4.1 presents the compactification from a group theory 
perspective, illustrating the decomposition and re-definition of the Af  =  (1,1) fields. 
Section 4.2 will construct the (bosonic) action of the Maldacena-Nunez compactified 
gauge theory from the action of the Af = (1,1) theory constructed in Section 3.2. 
Finally, Section 4.3 will calculate the Kaluza-Klein spectrum of the Maldacena-Nunez 
compactified gauge theory by integrating out the dimensions compactified on the 
2 -sphere.
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4.1 Group Structure
The starting point of the Maldacena-Nunez compactified gauge theory is the Af  =  (1,1) 
theory which is defined on a six-dimensional Minkowski spacetime 5ft5,1, via dimen­
sional reduction. The Af = (1,1) theory has a global group structure.
G = SO{5 ,1) x 50(4) ~  50(5 ,1 ) x SU(2)A x SU(2)B (4.1.1)
In a six-dimensional Minkowski spacetime the Lorentz group is 50(5 ,1) and the 
global group 50(4) defines the R-symmetry of the Af = (1 , 1 ) superalgebra. The 
field content of the Af = (1,1) SUSY Yang-Mills theory is a six-dimensional gauge 
field Ai (the longitudinal components of ten-dimensional gauge field), four real scalar 
fields 4>m (the transverse components of ten-dimensional gauge field) and four Weyl 
spinors, two of each opposing chirality XA, \ % l Under the global symmetries (4.1.1), 
the six-dimensional fields transform under the following representations.
5 0 (4 ) SU( 2)a SU(2)b
Ai 6 1 1
4*m 1 2 2
\ Aa 4 2 1
a a 4 1 2
The first step in compactifying the Af = (1,1) theory is to decompose the six­
dimensional spacetime manifold to a sub-manifold.
Sft5’1 -♦ Sft3’1 x Sft2 (4.L2)
The decomposition of the manifold induces a decomposition of the Lorentz group to 
a subgroup.
50(5 ,1 ) -> H  = 50 (3 ,1 ) x 50(2) (4.1.3)
The subgroup H  has the universal covering group,2
H  = SU(2)l x SU(2)r x 17(1)45 (4.1.4)
1The spacetime index i  — 0 ,1 , . . . ,5 ;  m  =  1,2,3,4; S O ( 5,1) spinor index A  =  1,2,3,4 and 
SU(2)a x SU(2)b indices a , a  — 1,2.
2A Lie algebra can have many associated Lie groups, there is not a 1-1 correspondence between
Lie algebras and Lie groups. A Lie group with a simply connected domain is called the universal
covering group [47].
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Under the decomposition of the Lorentz group, the representations of the Lorentz 
group decompose into representations of the subgroup H. The six-dimensional gauge 
field Ai decomposes as,
50(5 ,1 ) -► 50(3 ,1) x 50(2)
6 -  (4 ,1 ) ® ( 1 , 2)
The six-dimensional gauge field decomposes into a four-dimensional vector field (un­
der the four-dimensional Lorentz group 50(3 ,1 )) and two scalar fields (which under 
the ‘Lorentz’ group of the 2-plane 50(2), form a 2-vector).
( A u i =  0 ,1 ,2 ,3  =  /i
Ai =  { “ ’ F (4.1.5)
{ na i = 4,5 =  a +  3
for a =  1,2. The 2-vector can be expressed as two complex scalar fields by the 
definition,
n± =  (ni ±  i n2) (4.1.6)
which expresses the 2-vector na in terms of its covering group U( 1)45.
The fields are real scalars under the Lorentz group 50(5 ,1 ) and form a 4-vector 
under the R-symmetry 50(4). 50(4) is locally isomorphic to SU(2)a x  SU(2)b and 
the 4-vector can be expressed as a bispinor.
50(4 ) -> SU(2)a x SU(2)b 
4 -» (2,2)
The fields and A  ^ are spinor representations of 51/(4), 4 and 4 respectively. 
In six spacetime dimensions each spinor has 8-components and has the following 
decomposition under the covering group.
SU(4) -> SU(2)l x SU(2)r x U(1)45
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where the superscript denotes U( 1)45 charge. The two left-handed Weyl spinors of 
S O (5 ,1) decompose into two left-handed Weyl spinors of 50 (3 ,1 ) and two right-
handed Weyl spinors of 50(3 ,1),
(4.1.7)
Similarly, the two right-handed Weyl spinors of 50 (5 ,1 ) A  ^ decompose into two 
left-handed Weyl spinors of 50 (3 ,1 ) and two right-handed spinors of 5 0 (3 ,1 ),
(4.1.8)
Note that indices a, a  are the usual SU(2)l  x  SU(2)r  indices and a, a  are the 
SU(2)a x SU(2)b indices. Summarising these decompositions, the bosons transform 
under the following representations of the subgroup H.
SU(2)l SU( 2)r U( 1)45 SU(2)a SU(2)b
4 . 2 2 0 1 1
n± 1 1 ±2 1 1
0m 1 1 0 2 2
ransform under the representations,
SU(2)l SU( 2)r U (1)45 SU(2)a SU(2)b
\ aAa 2 1 +1 2 1
K 1 2 -1 2 1
2 1 -1 1 2
v"t 1 2 +1 1 2
The 2-plane must be compactified to a 2-sphere. As discussed in Section 3.5, a con­
ventional compactification on the 2-sphere breaks all supersymmetries. To preserve 
some supersymmetry a topological twist is performed upon compactification. In a 
conventional compactification the ‘spin’ of the fields on the 2-sphere is given by the 
local ‘Lorentz’ group, 50(2) ~  U( 1 )45. In the twisted compactification, the group 
17(1)45 is embedded in a non-trivial subgroup of the R-symmetry. There are two
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inequivalent embeddings of the spin-connection in the R-symmetry [10]. The group 
U( 1)45 can be embedded into the diagonal subgroup of the R-symmetry.
[/(1)t  =  d ([/(1)45 x [/(1)d )
where U ( 1 ) d  = D(SU(2)a  x  SU(2)b)  and the D denotes the diagonal subgroup. 
This embedding preserves one-half of the supersymmetries (i.e. eight) giving a four- 
dimensional field theory with Af = 2 supersymmetry [10, 48]. Embedding the spin 
connection in the subgroup U ( 1 ) a  C SU(2)a,
U(1)t  =  d {u (1 U  x f / ( i u )
preserves a quarter of the supersymmetries (i.e. four) and leads to a four-dimensional 
field theory with Af  =  1 supersymmetry [14, 10] .3 This is the Maldacena-Nunez 
compactified gauge theory.
With the embedding defined the representation of each field under the group 
U(1)t  can be determined. Each U( 1 ) group has an associated generator Q , hence 
Q t  = Q45 +  Q a , where the values Q a  = ± 1  have been normalised for states in 
the fundamental representation of SU{2)a- The fields transform under the following 
representations of U(1)t-
U (1)45 U(1)A U(1)t
0 0 0
n± ± 2 0 ± 2
(pi 0 ±1 ± 1
\ aa +1 ±1 c
K - 1 ±1 c
*Pt - 1 0 - 1
+1 0 +1
3 A physically identical theory is obtained by the embedding the spin connection in U(1)t = 
D(U(l)45xU( l )B).
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The twisted compactification of the 2-plane to the 2-sphere is performed by assigning 
U(1)t  as the local ‘Lorentz’ group and refering to the U(1)t  quantum numbers as 
T-spin. The fields under U(1)t  axe,
T-scalars: QT — 0 A“=2, K=i
T-spinors: QT = ±1 4>i
T-vectors: QT =  ±2 n±, A“=1, A£=2
The usual terms scalar, spinor and vector refer to the transformation properties of 
the fields under the four-dimensional Lorentz group S O (3,1). Under the twisted 
compactification of Maldacena and Nunez there exists a fermionic T-scalar which 
is also a four-dimensional Weyl spinor. The presence of this Weyl spinor allows 
the existance of a fermion with a zero eigenvalue on the 2-sphere to preserve four 
supersymmetries.
4.2 The Bosonic Action
In this Section the twisted compactification of Maldacena and Nunez will be applied 
to the (bosonic) action of the Af = (1,1) theory to construct the (bosonic) action of 
the compactified gauge theory. This action will subsequently be compared with the 
effective six-dimensional action of the Higgsed Af = 1* theory presented in Section 
6 .2 .
The bosonic action of the U(l) Af = (1,1) SUSY Yang-Mills theory was calculated 
in Section 3.2.
S b = 4  /< * “* { - j  FijF* -  i  (4.2.1)
The indices i , j  =  0 , 1 , . . . ,  5 label the six spacetime dimensions and m, n = 1 , . . . ,  4 
label the R-symmetry dimensions. The decomposition of the spacetime manifold
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(4.1.2) induces a decomposition of the bosonic action S b •
s b = 4  J  -  i  F ^ F - -  i  FmFm -
= ~  J  (f’xl. -  i  F(J„F'“' -  i  -  d^nJFA* -  ~ daAlidaA“
-  \  F ^ F *  -  i  8 ^ 8 “^  -  i  90^ma“ .^ra)
In performing the twisted compactification to a 2-sphere, the group U ( 1 ) t  ~  SO(2)T 
acts as the local rotation group. The group structure in Section 4.1 states that AM is 
a T-scalar, the 4>m form T-spinors and the na form a T-vector. In moving from a flat 
spacetime to a curved spacetime, derivatives on the flat spacetime become general
covariant derivatives. The derivatives corresponding to the 2-plane are therefore
transformed into general covaxiant derivatives on the 2-sphere, da —> Va, whilst the 
derivatives corresponding to the flat four dimensions are unchanged
Ffii/ * Ffiu (4.2.2a)
d^rta —> d^ria (4.2.2b)
A general covaxiant derivative’s action on a scalar is that of an ordinary derivative.
daA M V a A ^ d a A ^  (4.2.3)
The action of a general covaxiant derivative on a vector is,
danb -* V anb = danb -  Tcabnc (4.2.4)
where r£b is a Christoffel symbol (3.3.13).
Fab danb dbTla ► 2b = &aJlb ^ab^c 9bTla “I” r banc
(4.2.5)
=  danb -  dbna
The rank 2 tensor !Fab is the field tensor for the vector field na on the 2-sphere.
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Consider the real scalars </>m of S 0 ( 4). The group structure of the Maldacena- 
Nunez compactified gauge theory indicates that these scalars form T-spinors on 
the 2-sphere. This identification stems from their transformation properties under 
U( 1 ) , 4  C  SU(2)a- The transformation properties of the scalars under SU(2)a x  
SU(2)b  ~  -50(4) are explicitly revealed by the construction of a 50(4) bispinor, see 
Appendix A.
^qq )aq^>m
t . (4-2-6)
Substituting this expression for the real scalars into the last term of the bosonic 
action,
J  d2x d a<t>mdacT = - i  J  d2x5a((fm) ^ ^ ) a a((fm) ^ ^ )
= ^ J  d2X d a V ~  8 a V aa  
= \  f  d2x v \ d adav J L 
If a 2-component object Ea is defined from the SU(2)a components of the bispinor,
=  r 1 • (4.2.7)
then,
 ^J  d2x v \ d adav ^ =  - i  J  d2x E l 8 &pdadaZ0 (4.2.8)
as (uQ-)l =  (A^A^)t =  — . Note that a  labels the two components of S. The
non-trivial U ( 1 ) a  structure has been revealed by the definition of Ea, as the term
(4.2.8) is invariant under the global transformation,
—> e*7E“ St —* e~*7Et
for a constant parameter 7 . The differential operator can be re-written as the square 
of the Dirac operator on the 2-plane.
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Upon the compactification of the 2 -plane to the 2-sphere, the Dirac operator on the 
2-plane is replaced with the Dirac operator on the 2-sphere ^ > V 5 2 .
- i  [ -  - \  I d Q  4 ( $ 5 0 % s *
J J  (4.2.10)
=  2 J  dU
The kinetic term for complex scalars is derived through a similar calculation.
=  \  (4.2.11)
In summary, the bosonic action of the Maldacena-Nunez compactification is,
S B = T  [  d'x  f  R2dQ { - ]  -  \  d ^ cF n "  -  \  daA„daA>‘
9>' \  1 , 1 (4.2.12)
-  ~aT ^  - - d ^ = S  -  i 4 [ ( - i V s2)2]%H'3|
with the ‘Lorentz’ gauge V ana imposed.
4.3 Classical Kaluza-Klein Spectrum
Finally in this Section the classical Kaluza-Klein spectrum of the Maldacena-Nunez 
compactified gauge theory will be calculated. In principle, the Kaluza-Klein spectrum 
is determined by integrating out the compact dimensions to obtain an effective four­
dimensional theory. The compact dimensions form the mass terms of the effective 
four-dimensional action. The Kaluza-Klein spectrum of each field with a specific 
T-spin can be calculated by evaluating the kinetic term of one such field on the 
2 -sphere.
The T-scalars comprise of a gauge field A^, a left-handed Weyl spinor A "^ and a 
right-handed Weyl spinor A“=1, in four spacetime dimensions. A scalar field on the 
2-sphere has the action (3.4.28), therefore the action of the massless real scalar field 
A^ on a 2-sphere of radius R  is,
SA = \  j  R 2d n A IIA S2A>‘ (4.3.1)9a J
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A scalar field on the 2-sphere can be expanded in terms of spherical harmonics,
00 +1
A„(e, </>) = E  E  4>) (4.3.2)
1=0 m = —l
In Section 3.4.2 the eigenvalues of the scalar Laplacian were shown to be ~  — /(/ +  1), 
for integer I >  0 and m  = —I, w i t h  a degeneracy 21 -I-1. Under the expansion 
of the scalar field in spherical harmonics,
S a = ~  j  R2dQ y
^  W '’m' (4.3.3)
l,m ,l',m '
This shows that the gauge boson has a Kaluza-Klein tower of states with mass
(squared),
M2 =  J p  W +  1) (4 3 -4)
and degeneracy 21 +  1. The supersymmetric partner to the gauge boson comprises of 
a left-handed Weyl spinor and a right-handed Weyl spinor. By supersymmetry these 
Weyl spinors have the same Kaluza-Klein tower of states as the gauge boson.
The T-spinor fields comprise of two left-handed Weyl spinors ip%, two right-handed 
Weyl spinors ip? and four real scalars 4>m. The action of a two-component Dirac 
spinor T on the 2-sphere is known to have the action (3.4.49). The Dirac spinor on
the 2-sphere is expanded in the spherical spinors (of the spherical basis),
r  =  E E ^ T^  (4-3-5)
j m  + , -
The action of the fermionic T-spinor on the 2-sphere is,
S r  =  ^  j  R2dQ T (~ iV #>) T
E  E C> , w  /  R2,Kl (4.3.6)
n j'm '
E  E ^ W  £ 6  +
■« *  c t  \  /
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The total angular momentum quantum number j  =  | ,  | , . . . ,  with degeneracy 2j + 1. 
By defining the quantum number I = j  + \  (of orbital angular momentum [38]),
St =  £  (4.3.7)
Each Dirac spinor T  has a Kaluza-Klein tower of states with mass (squared),
M 2 = (4.3.8)
with integer I >  1 and degeneracy 21. For each mass M 2, there are 41 left-handed and 
41 right-handed Weyl spinors of 5*0(3,1). Supersymmetry implies that the bosonic 
T-spinors <j)m have the same Kaluza-Klein tower of states.
Finally, the T-vectors comprise of two real scalars na which form a 2-vector, a 
left-handed Weyl spinor and a right-handed Weyl spinor. The action of a 2-vector 
field na on the 2-sphere is given in equation (3.4.73).
S n =  - - i j  [  Ri dSlFabF°b =  [ dn  C S C 2  e F h F h  (4.3.9)
4ge J J H
where T ab = darib — dbUa■ The (gauge-fixed) T-vector can be expanded in the vector 
harmonics,
rig  =  nlmTima (4.3.10)
lm
Under this expansion the field tensor becomes,
T h  =  R nim—7== = =  (^ (s in  6 d0Ylrn) +  esc 6
i,m v ‘(‘ +
=  - R  ^ 2  Ulm f u T — ~iT sin  e  L2Y l m
l,m  V T  +  * )
(4.3.11)
The action becomes,
5n nLn‘'m' !  dQ VW + W  + 1)y'”
= _ 9 0 2 5-y T^lm n Vm ' ^  + 1)
® l,Tn,l',mf
(4.3.12)
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The orbital angular momentum quantum number I > 1, with degeneracy 21 + 1. The 
T-vector na has a Kaluza-Klein tower of states with mass (squared),
M 2 =  T / ( /  +  i) (4.3.13)
for integer I > 1 and degeneracy 21 +  1. By supersymmetry the left-handed Weyl 
fermion A“=1 and right-handed Weyl fermion A“=2 have the same Kaluza-Klein tower 
of states.
The Kaluza-Klein spectrum has been determined for each particle of definite T-spin. 
In each case there is an infinite tower of states, each parameterised by an integer I. 
The Maldacena-Nunez compactification has four supercharges and hence has Af = 1 
supersymmetry in four dimensions. The particle content of the Maldacena-Nunez 
compactified gauge theory must fill multiplets of Af = 1 supersymmetry. For M 2 =  0, 
there are only T-scalars that comprise of a four-dimensional vector field and a four­
dimensional spinor,
(2 , 2) ® ((2 , 1) © ( 1, 2))
expressed in terms of SU(2)l  x  SU(2)r representations. The Maldacena-Nunez com­
pactified gauge theory that was constructed had a U(I) gauge group, therefore it must 
possess a 1/(1) massless vector multiplet of Af  =  1 supersymmetry. This is exactly 
the particle content of the M 2 =  0 state. The massive states are summarised in the 
Table below.
T-spin A States Degeneracy
T-scalax 1(1 + 1) (2 , 2) ®  ( (2 , 1 ) 0  (1 , 2)) (21 + 1)
T-spinor I2 ( (2 , 1) ® (1 , 2)) 0  2 x (1 , 1) 41
T-vector 1(1 +  1) ( (2 , 1) ® (1 , 2 )) © ( 1 , 1) (21 +  1)
Quantum number I > 1. The remaining massive T-scalar states contain a vector 
field, therefore they must lie in a massive vector multiplet. However, the T-scalars 
do not have the particle content of a massive vector multiplet. The Table shows that 
both the T-scalars and the T-vectors have mass M 2 ~  1(1 +  1), and together have
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the particle content of a massive vector multiplet of degeneracy 21 +  1. Finally, the 
T-spinors have the particle content of a massive chiral multiplet of mass M 2 ~  I2, 
with degeneracy 41. In summary, the theory contains the following Af = 1 multiplets.
Multiplet Degeneracy
Massless Vector 1
Massive Vector 2Z +  1
Massive Chiral 41
The classical spectrum of a theory originates from terms that axe quadratic in 
the fields. These terms are identical for a free theory and an interacting non-abelian 
gauge theory with adjoint matter. The classical spectrum of a free gauge theory will be 
identical to the spectrum of its non-abelian counterpart, except that the non-abelian 
theory will have a greater degeneracy for each mass M 2. The classical Kaluza-Klein 
spectrum of the Maldacena-Nunez compactified gauge theory with U (p) gauge group 
is therefore,
Multiplet Degeneracy
Massless Vector P2
Massive Vector (21 +  1) p2
Massive Chiral 41 p2
For a SU(p) gauge group, the extra degeneracy p2 is replaced with p2 — 1.
Chapter 5 
D econstruction
The theory constructed by Maldacena and Nunez is a big step towards the construc­
tion of a gravity dual of the four-dimensional Af  =  1 SUSY Yang-Mills theory. In the 
IR, the Maldacena-Nunez background is dual to a Af = 1 SUSY Yang-Mills theory, 
but in the UV it is dual to the six-dimensional SUSY gauge theory constructed in 
Chapter 4. The Kaluza-Klein modes of the associated 2-sphere are at the same en­
ergy scale as A^=i, the scale at which the dynamics becomes strongly coupled. This 
makes it difficult to differentiate between the strong coupling dynamics (such as the 
mass of a glueball) and the Kaluza-Klein dynamics (such as the Kaluza-Klein modes 
of the glueball). It is not possible to decouple the Kaluza-Klein modes within the 
supergravity approximation [16]. Deconstruction offers an approach to identify the 
four-dimensional Af = 1 SUSY Yang-Mills theory dual to the full string solution of 
the Maldacena-Nunez background.
Deconstruction views the Kaluza-Klein modes of a higher-dimensional gauge the­
ory as the massive states of a four-dimensional, spontaneously broken non-abelian 
gauge theory. In deconstruction, the Higgs phase of a four-dimensional gauge the­
ory can be viewed as a theory with additional, discretised dimensions [17, 18]. The 
discretised nature of the extra dimensions provides the deconstructed theory with 
a natural UV cut-off. In the limit where the lattice spacing is reduced to zero the 
extra dimensions become continuous and the full higher-dimensional Lorentz invari­
ance is restored. Deconstruction allows the non-renormalisable higher-dimensional
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gauge theories to be treated as a limit of a renormalisable four-dimensional gauge 
theory [17, 18]. Initially, deconstruction was demonstrated within the context of 
quiver gauge theories [17], theories with a composite gauge group containing adjoint 
and fundamental particles transforming under definite representations of the various 
component gauge groups. In string theory, quiver gauge theories are the low-energy 
theory on the worldvolume of D-branes probing orbifolds. A Dp-brane probing an 
orbifold deconstructs a higher-dimensional Dg-brane, q > p [19]. Further work by 
Adams and Fabinger showed that D-branes probing orbifolds with discrete torsion 
deconstruct higher-dimensional D-branes with a non-commutative worldvolume [19]. 
D-branes with non-commutative worldvolumes can also be constructed in M(atrix) 
theory. Adams and Fabinger showed that these two approaches are equivalent.
The emergence of additional dimensions in deconstruction is clearly defined in the 
M(atrix) theory approach. M(atrix) theory takes a theory of N  x Af matrices, whose 
vacuum describes a matrix version of a spacetime (such as a torus or sphere). From a 
correspondence between matrices and functions this “fuzzy space” can be mapped to a 
non-commutative space. The expansion of the matrices about the vacuum constructs 
a field theory on the non-commutative space. The work by Dorey [20] was the first 
application of the matrix theory approach to deconstruction.1 Dorey deconstructed 
a toroidally compactified LST using the ^-deformed Af = 4 SUSY Yang-Mills the­
ory. The starting point for deconstruction is the four-dimensional gauge theory. The 
Higgs vacuum of the /^-deformed theory breaks the gauge group U(N)  —> U(p) and 
forms a fuzzy torus, a discrete non-commutative version of a 2-torus. M(atrix) the­
ory identifies a correspondence between matrices on a fuzzy torus and functions on a 
non-commutative torus. By expanding the /^-deformed theory about the vacuum and 
identifying the correspondence between matrices and functions, the fi-deformed the­
ory (in the limit N  —> oo) is equivalent to the toroidally compactified Af  =  (1,1) SUSY 
Yang-Mills theory [20]. Subsequent calculations show that in fact the /3-deformed 
theory deconstructs the toroidally compactified LST (whose low-energy limit is the 
toroidally compactified Af  =  (1,1) theory) [20].
Section 5.1 will demonstrate the construction of an additional two dimensions
1 Besides the orginal paper by Adams and Fabinger [19].
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in the Af = 1* SUSY Yang-Mills theory using M(atrix) theory techniques. The 
deconstruction technique will be applied explicitly in Chapter 6 to the Higgsed Af — U 
theory. In preparation for that Chapter, Section 5.2 will construct the Lagrangian of 
the Higgsed Af — 1* by applying the choice of Higgs vacuum to equation (2.6.5).
5.1 Extra Dim ensions from M (atrix) Theory
This Section describes the appearance of extra dimensions in the Af =  1* SUSY 
Yang-Mills with U(N)  (or SU(N))  gauge group. The Af =  1* theory is a relevant 
deformation of the Af = 4 SUSY Yang-Mills theory. The superpotential of the Af — 4 
theory is deformed by adding mass terms for the chiral multiplets giving the Af =  1* 
superpotential [22],
W ( $ )  =  gymT t  +  —  £ * ? )  (2 .6 .1 )
\  9ym i=1 J
The theory has no moduli space, instead it contains a number of isolated vacua 
[21, 22]. The F-flatness condition for the Af =  1* theory is,
d W  1 77—  =  _ te<jfc[$j , $ i ] + 2 —  $ , =  ° (5.1.1)
This gives the following relation between the complex scalar fields.
[$i, $j] =  y/2—  i£ijk$>k (5.1.2)
9ym
Under the reparameterisation,
1 3)
the F-flatness condition (5.1.2) becomes,
[$i, $j] iEijk&k (5.1.4)
which is precisely the SU(2) Lie algebra. The vacua must also solve the D-flatness 
condition,
Tr[4.,,$l]2 =  0 (5.1.5)
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The F-flatness and D-flatness conditions can be solved by any d-dimensional represen­
tation of the SU(2) generators, which in general will be reducible. Representations 
of the gauge group U(N)  ~  SU(N)  x U( 1) are N  x N  matrices.2 There is a sin­
gle irreducible representation J-d^  of the S U (2) Lie algebra for every dimension d, 
which allows the gauge group to be decomposed into a number of irreducible rep­
resentations, of total dimension N  [22]. If the number of times a representation 
d appears is denoted kd, then the unbroken gauge group is U(N) —> <8>dU(kd) (or 
SU(N)  —► [®dU{kd)\/U( 1)). A general Higgs branch has the vacuum =  l p <g) J-q\  
p copies of the g-dimensional representation of the SU(2) Lie algebra, which breaks 
the gauge group U(N  =  pq) —> U(p) (or SU(N)  —> SU(p)) [22]. The Higgs vac­
uum is given by the special case of q = N, p — 1, where the gauge group is broken 
U(N)  -  17(1).
Extra dimensions emerge via the mechanism seen in M(atrix) theory. It is found 
that the Higgs vacuum describes a fuzzy sphere [24], a discretised version of the 
2-sphere. In Section 3.4.1 a 2-sphere of radius R  was constructed by embedding the 
manifold in -ft3,
x\  +  x\  +  x \ — R 2 (3.4.1)
Any function on the 2-sphere can be expanded in terms of the coordinates Xj by a 
Taylor expansion,
f ( x )  =  /o +  Ax* +  i  Rj x %x3 + . . .  (5.1.6)
The definition of the fuzzy (2-)sphere begins by truncating this expansion to the 
N th  term [24]. The truncation replaces the algebra C(S2) of complex functions with 
a vector space A n - The dimension of the vector space A n is dependent on the 
number of independent components in the truncated expansion. Let the number of 
components of a completely symmetric tensor f ai...ai of rank I be denoted by Ni [24]. 
Equation (3.4.1) constrains the number of independent components at each order in 
the truncated expansion,
f ( x )  =  /o +  f i x1 +  ^ fij x lx3 +  • • • +  i  / aia2...a,zai:ra2. . .  xai (5.1.7)
2For the gauge group S U ( N )  the representations are N  x N  traceless matrices.
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for I > 2, reducing the number of independent components at each order by 7V/_2. 
Therefore the total number of independent components in a tensor of rank /, at each 
order in the truncated expansion (5.1.7) is,
Ni — Ni- 2 =  2/ +  1
The dimension of the vector space A n  is the sum of independent components at all 
orders,
N - 1
2/ +  1 ) = N 2
1=0
The vector space A n  can be replaced with an algebra A4n  of complex N  x N  matrices 
by making the replacement [24],
Xi —> — r j \ N  ^ (5.1.8)
where r 2 — 7 ^ 7 7  (and denoting all matrix fields with hats). From the SU(2) Lie 
algebra the coordinates of the fuzzy sphere have the commutation relation,
[xitXj] = i T £ i j k X k  (5.1.9)
In the limit N  —► 0 0  (r  —► 0) the commutative 2-sphere is recovered. Equivalently, 
by making the replacement (5.1.8), equation (3.4.1) becomes,
x\  4- x\  +  x\  =  1 (5.1.10)
the defining equation of the fuzzy sphere. From the definition of the fuzzy sphere, 
the Higgs vacuum of the Af = 1* theory can be expressed in terms of the coordinate 
matrices of the fuzzy sphere.
=  =  (5.1.11)r
The Higgs vacuum describes a fuzzy sphere defined by iV x iV coordinate matrices.3
The Higgsed Af = 1* theory is a theory of N  x N  matrices. In M(atrix) theory 
there is a correspondence between such matrix theories and non-commutative field
3 In the more general Higgs vacua, the fuzzy sphere is defined by q x q coordinate matrices.
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theories [23, 49]. Scalar functions on a 2-sphere can be expanded in terms of spherical 
harmonics,
o o  I
<6,  «  =  almYlm(0, <j>) (3.4.21)
1=0 m = —l
The spherical harmonics can be expressed in terms of the cartesian coordinates 
with A =  1,2,3 of a unit vector in 9ft3 [23, 49],
<j>) =  R~‘ f ^ ].A,xA' . . . x A‘ (5.1.12)
A
where is a traceless symmetric tensor of 50(3) with rank I [23]. The orthogo­
nality condition for the spherical harmonics was given in equation (3.4.19). Similarly, 
N  x N  matrices of a matrix theory on a fuzzy sphere can be expanded as follows [23].
N —l  I
a = ^ 2  (5.1.13)
1=0 m = —l
Ylm =  R - ‘ J 2 f ^ ! Alx A' . . . x A‘ (5.1.14)
A
by following the definition of the fuzzy sphere.4 The matrices V/m are called fuzzy 
spherical harmonics. The spherical harmonics and hence the fuzzy spherical har­
monics are tensor operators. The Wigner-Eckart theorem can be used to calculate 
combinations of fuzzy spherical harmonics, such as the orthogonality condition. The 
Wigner-Eckart theorem is [35, 37],
< j i , m 1\Ylm\j2, m 2 > = R N ( l ) ( - l ) h - mi (  Jl * - M  (5.1.15)
y —mi m  m 2 J
where ( . . . )  is a Wigner 3j-symbol and R n {1) is a reduced matrix element. The
orthogonality condition for the spherical harmonics involves an integration over the 
volume of the sphere. The analogous condition for matrices is the Trace [50].
\ j ,m2 >< j ,m 2|yz, J j , m i  > (5.1.16)
mi ,7712
is the same tensor as in (5.1.12).
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Applying the Wigner-Eckart theorem and using the symmetries of the Wigner 3j- 
symbol [50],
ibv (v£,y,m.) = 5‘I'S (51-17)
W ith the choice of normalisation R(l) =  y/21 + 1  for the reduced matrix element [50], 
the orthogonality condition is,
(5-1.18)
There is a clear relation between equations (3.4.21) and (5.1.13).
N - 1 /  N - 1 I
Q 'lm Y ’lm  * ® ( ^ »  0 )  5 3  5 3  “ h - ^ W M )  t 5 - 1 - 1 9 )
Z = 0  m = —l Z—0  m ——l
Notice that the expansion in spherical harmonics is truncated at N  — 1 reflecting the
finite number of degrees of freedom in the matrix a. This is a 1:1 mapping, formally
given by [23],
a(e ,< j> ) =  5 3  T' t N (Y ? m a ) Y l m (0,<t>) (5.1.20)
l m
Under this correspondence between matrices and functions, a matrix trace is equiva­
lent to an integral over the 2-sphere [23, 24].
N  TrN 4tt /  ^  (5.1.21)
The product of matrices maps to the star-product on the non-commutative sphere,5
a*b(0,4>) =  5 3 l M V £ , a i ) l U M )  (5.1.22)
l m
This product is non-commutative due to the non-commutative nature of matrix mul­
tiplication [23]. This mapping produces a correspondence between matrix theories 
and non-commutative field theories.
5 In order for the mapping to remain 1:1, it must be assumed that N  is sufficiently large such 
that I + 1* ^  N  — 1.
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In analogy to continuum field theory there are derivative operators for the matrix 
theory. They correspond to the adjoint action of [23].
M 4 N)) =  =  X > lmmV5m (5.1.23a)
l m l m
A d ( /±N)) =  X > m U N), Y j  (5.1.23b)
l m
= ^  aim V ( l ± T n + 1)(l P m ) Ylm± 1
lm
The properties above, equations (5.1.23), show that by the correspondence between 
matrices and functions (5.1.19) the adjoint action of becomes [23],
A d ( ^ N)) -> L i  (5.1.24)
The operator Li is the derivative operator on the non-commutative sphere. Conse­
quently, the fuzzy spherical harmonics do not commutate, satisfying the commutation 
relation [50],
[Vlimi, V)2„ J  =  F‘™ hm2Y U  (5-1-25)
The U(N)  structure constants are,
=  2V (2/i +  1)(2/2 +  1)(213 +  1 ) ( -1 )a' - 1 (5.1.26)
( h k h \ ( h h h \
\  m l m3 /  I  ^  ^  ^  j
where {.. .  } is a Wigner 6j-symbol. For large-AT the 6j-symbol behaves as TV-3/2 [50], 
so in the limit TV —> oo the fuzzy spherical harmonics become commutative.
lYllm1,Yhm2}=  0 (5.1.27)
The usual commutative spherical harmonics are recovered in the limit TV —> oo, this 
is the commutative limit.
The M(atrix) theory takes a zero-dimensional matrix model and constructs a 
.D-dimensional non-commutative field theory using the 1:1 correspondence between 
matrices and functions. These dimensions are physical, particles are able to propagate
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along them. The Af = 1* theory begins as a four-dimensional gauge theory whose 
Higgs vacuum describes a fuzzy sphere. The M(atrix) theory construction uses the 
correspondence between matrices and functions to construct a non-commutative, six­
dimensional field theory on 5ft3,1 x S 2, where S 2 denotes a non-commutative 2-sphere. 
The non-commutative sphere acts as a natural UV cut-off for the theory, by making it 
impossible to consider length scales smaller than the non-commutativity parameter, 
r . In the limit N  —► oo (r —► 0), the non-commutative sphere becomes commutative 
and the theory becomes a six-dimensional field theory on 5ft3,1 x S 2.
5.2 Higgsed Af =  1* SU SY  Yang-Mills Theory
The six-dimensional theory originating from the Af = 1* theory can be identified 
through its classical spectrum and action. In this Section, the Lagrangian of the 
Higgsed Af = V  theory will be constructed. Chapter 6 will then use this Lagrangian 
to calculate the classical spectrum of the Higgsed Af = 1* theory and construct 
its effective six-dimensional action. The construction proceeds by expanding the 
Lagrangian of the U(N) Af  =  1* theory of Section 2.6 (equation (2.6.5) shown below) 
about the Higgs vacuum.
c  =  iv {  -  - 4 -  -  4 -  i W D ^ X  -
I 32tt2 g liym '• xym
+ ± i f i p i t A] -  J]2 - (2-6-5)
-  y / i i g y m V e i j k , $]\$k -  >/2igym‘neijk®\[®j , $*] -  4?72$J$.
+  -J= igymSijMQk, ^ j\ +  Wym^ijki’il^L $j\ ~ V M i ~  J
The complex scalars are representations of the SU(2) Lie algebra upon the repara- 
meterisation,
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The Higgs vacuum corresponds to the choice of vacuum < > =  J$N\  In addition
to the reparameterisation (5 .1 .3), the Higgsed Af = 1* Lagrangian will be simplified 
further by the reparameterisation of the remaining fields to make the Yang-Mills 
gauge coupling gym an overall coefficient and giving all fields a mass dimension of 
zero.
iPt -  (5.2.1a)
A „  -  (5.2.1b)
Xi -  ~ = K  (5.2.1c)
After the reparameterisation of the fields (5.2.1) the Lagrangian of the U(N) Af = 1*
theory is,
C = 4 -  T r(  -  i  ~ irfXa^D^X -  ~ 2rfDlt<t]D“<bi
9ym V
+ 7?4 A] -  iXl&n'ipil - z A ^ ,^ ]  +  #*[$*, A] -  2[$i ,$J]2 ^
~  4[*}, <>!][<&., *.] -  4iSijk[<S>l ~  4«riifc* t[* j., $ k] -
+ i£ijk1pi[$k, ifj] + $j] -  M i  -  M i )  |
where F\v =  dliAv — +  irjlA^, A v], = <9^ 0 +  ir)[A^ <f>] and the dual field
strength term has been ignored. Note that in order for supersymmetry to be pre­
served during these reparameterisations, the supersymmetry transformations must be 
reparameterised appropriately.
The Lagrangian of the Higgsed Af  =  1* SUSY Yang-Mills theory is obtained by 
expanding the complex scalars about the Higgs vacuum,
-> =  j f °  + <5$i
5$i are the matrix field fluctuations of the Af = 1* theory. For the sake of clarity 
this process is displayed in four parts, beginning with the bosonic kinetic terms. The 
bosonic kinetic terms of the Af = 1* theory are,
C s k i n  =  -  2 / > • < ! > , )  (5.2.3)
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Under the expansion of the complex scalars +  <5^ .^
CBki„ =  r/2TrA, |  -  ±F„VF>U' -  2 ( d ^ d ^  -  iv \Ji,
+  iv [ A ^  5* 1] ^ ^  -  i n d ^ A J u  > ]  +  « 2
-  T rV U jJ i .A '* ]  + n V u K W , ^ i )  + n2\ A ^ M , ^ }
-  7/2[^,<54.j][>,<S4>i] ) }
where F^  — d^A^ +  Av]. Note that the trace over the gauge group
in equation (5.2.3) becomes a trace over TV x N  matrices in (5.2.4), when the Higgs 
vacuum has been selected. Interactions between the bosons in the Af = 1* theory axe 
described by the scalar potential.
V =  V T r  +  27j4Tr D2 (5.2.5)
where,
Hij — [4h, ^j] i^ijk A^:
D =  [4^,4-j]
Under the expansion of the complex scalars the objects Hij and D become,
H{j — 54*^ ] iEijk S&h
D = [ J i, 6 Q ] - [ J i, 6*i] +  [8Q ,6$i \
Consequently, under the expansion of the complex scalars, the scalar potential is,
V =  4t,4TV J  -2 (7 , ,< 5 $ ] ]^ ,5^.] + 2 [ ^ < t e t ] [ 4 , (S$.] - 2 [ J <,<5$J][i*i ,5 ^ ]
+  2ie,3k[J„ < 54 .]]^  -  2[<54>|, <54.jp , <54>,.] -  [<54-?, <54-j][<54.f , <54>,.]
+ ieijk[6ty, S^]]Sik + 2iSijkStylJj, 5$k] + i£ijk6&i [d$j , £$*] (5.2 .6)
+  2<54>*£4>i +  i  [J<,<54>j]2 -  [J<, < 54 .jp , <54^ ] +  \  [ J ^ ] 2
+  [J„54.tp4>.,,54>j] -  +  i  [<5$i ,<54>J]2)
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The fermionic kinetic terms of the Af = V  theory are,
£ Fkin — -i?73Tr j  (5.2.7)
These terms do not contain the complex scalars and are uneffected by the expansion 
of the complex scalars. The covariant derivative of the fermion kinetic terms can be 
expanded out,
CFkin ~  —i773Tr;v j Xa d^^X +  irjXa^lA^ A] +  ^* ]| (5.2.8)
Finally interactions between the fermions and bosons of the chiral multiplets are 
described by the Yukawa potential.
Cy =  t/4Tt< i^ieijk[^k,^j\  +  $i\ ~
.  1 (5-2*9) 
+ #*[$!, A] + A] -  iXl^ipi] -  ijjiipi -  i)ii>i I
Under the expansion of the complex scalars,
Cy = +  ii>ieijk[6$k,‘i’j\ +  iA<iijk[Jk,i>j] +
-  i\[Ji, fa] -  iX[5$\,Tpi\ +  A] + X] +  iipi{Ji, A]
+ A] -  iX[J, , i)i\ -
(5.2.10)
Chapter 6
D econstruction of the
M aldacena-Nunez
Compactification
This Chapter will apply the deconstruction technique outlined in Section 5.1 to the 
Higgsed J\f = 1* theory constructed in Section 5.2. It will begin with the calcula­
tion of the classical spectrum of the Higgsed Af = 1* theory in Section 6.1 and a 
direct comparison with the classical Kaluza-Klein spectrum of the Maldacena-Nunez 
compactified gauge theory. In Section 6.2 the effective six-dimensional action of the 
Higgsed Af  — 1* theory will be derived and compared to the action constructed in 
Section 4.2.
6.1 Classical M  = 1* SUSY Yang-M ills Spectrum
In this Section the full classical spectrum of the Higgsed Af  =  1* theory will be cal­
culated. The spectrum is a list of all possibile particle states in a field theory and is 
split into a bosonic spectrum and a fermionic spectrum. In a supersymmetric theory 
the bosonic and fermionic spectrums should be identical with the particles forming 
supersymmetric multiplets. Only terms that are quadratic in the field fluctuations 
contribute to the mass spectrum, therefore the higher orders will be ignored during
100
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this calculation. The Lagrangian for the Higgsed Af — 1* theory was presented in 
Section 5.2.
The contribution to the mass spectrum is normalised by the kinetic terms of the 
fields. For example, if the Lagrangian of a free complex scalar field is,
C =  —ad^d^cj)  — m 2\(f>\2
then the square of the bosonic mass is M 2 =  If the Lagrangian of a free spinor 
field is, \ ~ \
then the square of fermionic mass is M 2 =  n^ ¥L-
In the Higgsed Af = 1* theory, the contribution to the fermionic mass spectrum 
comes from the Yukawa potential (5.2.10).
CfM = 277 Ttjv ^ijk\Jki $j\ 2A[i/i,t/^]
1 . . ,  ,  ,  ,  _  (6.1.1) 
+  npi[Ji, A] +  A] -  i\[Ji, fa] -  j
The label (N)  that denotes the dimension of the matrix fields has been suppressed. 
This contribution is re-written to form the fermionic mass matrices A R5 and A RS.
CFM = —2j?{ (6.1..2)
The four species of Weyl fermions have been combined into a column vector with 
f°r R = i = 1,2,3 and 'F* =  A. The corresponding mass matrices A and A
are,
=  (j>ac(Jk)bd -  (Jk)ac $bd) -  6ij Sac Sbd =  A^L, (6.1.3a)
A ^ L  =  - i ( ( J : ) o c S i i - S a c ( J i ) u ) = ^ Z t  (6.1.3l>)
a ^:L  =  - i ( « « w ) M - ( j r u ^ )  =  A 22 , (6.i.3c)
The fermionic spectrum is derived from the square of the mass matrix.
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Ignoring the overall coefficient, the components of this matrix are,
2'/£,j'k( (  Jk)t>[ ( 4 ) a A / |  ~b A ij |  ^ ae (JkJk)bf (6.1.5a)
—2(Jk)ae(Jk)bf +  (JkJk)ae&bf +  <$ae%|
M ab% =  e i j d ( j ; U ( J k ) b f  -  ( W l U S i f  -  S ^ J k J & f  (6.1.5b)
" b ( ^ f c ) a e ( ^ 7' ) 6/ l  “b  ' j a e ^ b f
M % lt =  - e > j k U u J i J k ) b l - { J l ) J < J } ) b i - ( j ; ) M b f  (6.1.5c)
+(Jj Jl)aefibj\ ~  * ( (J ')aehf ~  U 4 ) v }
= t*e(JiJi)bf - 2 ( j : ) ae( j i)b f+ ( j : j : ) aesbf (6.i.5d)
The fermionic mass spectrum is given by the eigenvalues of the matrix
The analysis presented in Section 5.1 demonstrated that the Higgs vacuum of the 
A f  = 1* theory describes a fuzzy sphere. The matrix fields of the Higgsed Af  = 1* 
theory can be expanded in their eigenstates, the fuzzy spherical harmonics, whose 
modes are labelled by the quantum numbers Z,m. The calculation of the eigenval­
ues is greatly simplified by expanding the fermionic matrix fields in fuzzy spherical 
harmonics. First re-introduce the fermionic matrix fields by considering the bilinear 
form,
M p  =  ( H L a C /  (*?)« , (6.1.6)
which is analogous to a Lagrangian. Then the fermionic matrix fields ’Fr are expanded 
in fuzzy spherical harmonics,
lm
where is a Grassman coefficient. By expanding the matrix fields in fuzzy spherical 
harmonics the bilinear form A4p  becomes,
E  E  E  (6-1.8)
1=0 m = —l V= 0  m '= —l'
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The eigenvalues of the matrix determine the fermionic mass spectrum
=  f a
Jw  + 1 - i 4 L)
u i L) J fo  + 1
- i 4 L) u [ L)
0 0
L =  2Z + 1,
iJ. ( L )I
' r ( L )
7 2  4 -  1 J (L)  +  1
0 \
0
0 
2(D /J?
(6.1.9)
The bosonic mass spectrum receives a contribution from the scalar potential, which 
is the contribution from the complex scalar fields. Another contribution is received 
from the covariant derivative of the complex scalars, which is the contribution from 
the gauge bosons. To quadratic order in the complex scalars, the scalar potential of 
the Higgsed Af  =  1* theory is,
(6 . 1 .10)
V =  2tj4TVn (  -  +  + 8 ^ 1 -] '[4 ,,5 4 - ,]
+  4«S$?«S*i +  [Ju <54>!]2 +  2 [Ju <5^ .] +  [Jit ^ ] 2}
Gauge theories have sets of physically equivalent field configurations, which corre­
spond to gauge transformations. In order to correctly calculate the mass spectrum 
for the bosons, the equivalent configurations must be eliminated otherwise the number 
of physical states will be over-counted. This is done by fixing the gauge. Physically 
equivalent field configurations correspond to degenerate vacua, which in a moduli 
space are the flat directions describing gauge transformations. The physically in­
equivalent configurations are orthogonal to the gauge transformations.1
T r ( J < M ^ ) = 0
An infinitesimal non-abelian gauge transformation with hermitian parameter A is,
SgtQi =  «[A,$J
W ith this gauge transformation the orthogonality condition is,
T r f iA p M S j)  = 0
1Many thanks to Tim Hollowood for the calculation of the gauge-fixing condition.
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In the Higgs vacuum,
= [jW,6*i]  (6.1.11)
An appropriate gauge-fixing condition is =  0. From the cyclic property of
the trace and the gauge condition [jjN^ , £$*] =  0 it is found tha t the second term in 
equation (6.1.10) becomes,
= Trjv ([«*], J,] -  Ji\)
v '  (6.1.12) 
Tr^y
The scalar potential is simplified by the application of the gauge condition.
v  = [j„ **,.]] +  i£ijksQ[jj, 8i k] + } (6.1.13)
The contribution to the bosonic mass from the scalar potential is,
M v =  4»)2tvw{<5I>][./<, [4, a^.j] +  i6ijks^\[jj, a i j  +  a$lai>,} (6.1.14)
The fluctuations in the complex scalars can be expanded in fuzzy spherical har­
monics.
=  £ < f e  (6.1.15a)
l,TTl
**! =  E M ,  (6.1.15b)
l,m
where 4>im and $im are complex coefficients. Under the expansion in fuzzy spherical 
harmonics the contribution to the bosonic mass spectrum becomes,
M Y = 4 rf Y .  ( 'A L )V L 'A C L ' (6.1.16)
l,m ,l' ,m'
with the matrix,
JVhSw =  { J l )  + 1) w  Su.Su, + ieijk sw (6.1.17)
The contribution to the bosonic mass spectrum from the gauge bosons comes from
the covariant derivative of the complex scalars at quadratic order in the gauge bosons.
CD =  2ij4Tlw[Ji)i (i][7i, > ]  (6.1.18)
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The contribution to the bosonic mass spectrum is,
M d = - i i f  Trw[ Jit A„] [ Ji, A“] = i i f  IV w ^lT 2, > ]
= 4r>2 E  al)ima<it(J(L))mm, ^ '  (6'1'19)
In summary, the bilinear of the bosonic mass matrix is,
M b = (^ )atA O ^ ) e/ = 4r,2 £  E  E  E  (6-1-20)
1=0 m = —l l'= 0 m '= —l'
where the fluctuations of the three complex scalars and the gauge boson are combined 
in a column vector <&R with <!># =  !>* 
is exactly the same matrix as (6.1.9).
A A A A A / c m
$ R ^ for i =  1 ,2,3 and $ 4  — A^. The matrix 7Vjm
The fermionic and bosonic calculations lead to the same matrix. The mass spectrum
(RS}is given by the eigenvalues of the matrix 7V/m z;m, and are determined by solving the 
characteristic equation. Consider the (p +  q) x (p +  q) matrix,
(p ) (?)
X  =  (p) /  A b \  (6.1.21)
(?) \ c  d )
The determinant of X  can be evaluated using the identity [51],
det(A’) =  det(vT) det(D -  C A ^ B )  (6.1.22)
The characteristic equation for the matrix is,
det (N -  Al) =  0 (6.1.23)
Applying the identity (6.1.22) to this characteristic equation,
7(V.t M L) i 4 L) \
det (Af — Al) =  det (Sw) 0  det — l)5mm.) det iJ<l)
iJW 7 ^ .1 /
(6.1.24)
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where 7 ^  =  /(/ +1) +1 — A and A is the eigenvalue of the characteristic equation. The 
gauge boson/gaugino contribution in the characteristic equation has decoupled from 
the complex scalar/chiral fermion contribution. Consequently, the eigenvalues of the 
gauge boson/gaugino contribution are trivial. The remaining non-trivial eigenvalues 
are calculated by evaluating the determinant of,
(6.1.25)
(  7 ^ .1 ~ i 4 L ) i 4 L) \
N m m ' i 4 L) + L ) . l - i j [ L)
- i jW ij[L) + L\ t /
The matrix partition A  is identified as,
A  =
The inverse of this matrix A~l is,
A~l =
where,
- i 4 L)
U i L )
a b 
—b a
a = 7
( L )
(7 (0 ) 2  — m 2 
im
(7 ( ^ ) 2  _ m 2 mm 
The determinant of N  is found to be,
~ ‘ (7W - l ) ( 7 ( ' ) - ( ^  +  l ) ) ( 7 W +  0
mm' J A ,  (7^) -  (m +  1)) (7 ^) +  (m -  1))
=  (7m  _  l ) a+1(7W +  /)2,+3(7W -  (J +  1))21+3, , 21— 1
(6.1.26)
(6.1.27)
(6.1.28a)
(6.1.28b)
(6.1.29)
With the determinant of N  calculated, the characteristic equation is evaluated to be, 
det (Af — Al) =  jQ ( 7 <i)- l ) 2<2,+1)(7 (t) +  /)2l+3 (7 (z') - ( /  +  l ) ) 2,_1 (6.1.30)
1=0
The roots of the characteristic equation yield the eigenvalues of the mass matrices.
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Root Eigenvalue
7 (l) -  1 1(1 + 1)
7 ( l ) + / (i +  i )2
p
The eigenvalues of the characteristic equation dictate the bosonic and fermionic mass 
spectrum.
The I = 0 states are,
Eigenvalue Degeneracy 
0 1
1 3
and the remaining / =  1 ,2 , . . . ,  TV — 1 states are,
Eigenvalue Degeneracy 
I2 2 1 - 1
1(1 + 1) 2(21 + 1)
(I + I f  21 +  3
These states form the complete spectrum, however it is more appropriate to sum over 
all values of an eigenvalue A. The resulting spectrum contains a single zero eigenvalue 
and two series of eigenvalues labeled by a positive integer k =  1 ,2 , . . .  TV — 1,
Eigenvalue Degeneracy 
k2 4k
k(k + l) 2(2k + 1)
There is an additional eigenvalue X = N 2 with degeneracy 2N  +  1. (Note: the mass 
of each state is given by the eigenvalues A with the coefficient 4r}2). As a final check 
the number of states can be counted and should be equal to the 4 N 2 states of the 
U(N) M  = U  theory.
N - 1
^ 4 k  + 2 =  2N 2 — 2
f c = l
T V — 1
] T 4  k = 2N2 - 2 N
f c = l
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The total number of states is the sum of the number of states, for every eigenvalue.
Total Number of States =  #(A  =  0) +  # ( k ( k  +  1)) 4- #(&2) +  i f ( N 2)
-  1 +  (2N2 -  2) +  (2N2 - 2 N )  + 2N + l 
=  AN2
Each eigenvalue of the bosonic matrix corresponds to a complex scalar or a gauge 
boson, whilst each eigenvalue of the fermionic matrix corresponds to a left-handed 
Weyl spinor and its right-handed charge conjugate. The fermions and bosons have an 
identical spectrum, as expected in a supersymmetric theory (the gauge bosons and 
gauginos having the eigenvalues ~  /(/ +  1)). The theory has Af  = 1 supersymmetry, 
therefore the particle states must form A f  — 1 supersymmetry multiplets. A A f  = 1 
supersymmetric theory containing particles of spin-1 or less can only form a chiral 
multiplet or a vector multiplet. A massless chiral multiplet has a spin-0 particle 
and a spin-| particle; a massless vector multiplet has a spin-| particle and a spin-1 
particle (Table 2.2). A massive chiral multiplet has two spin-0 particles and a spin-| 
particle; a massive vector multiplet has one spin-0 particle, two spin-| particles and 
one spin-1 particle (Table 2.1). The Af  — I* theory has a U(N)  gauge symmetry 
which is broken to U( 1), therefore the spectrum must contain a single massless gauge 
boson (plus superpartner) and N 2 — 1 massive gauge bosons (plus superpartners) due 
to the Higgs mechanism.
The massless gauge boson and massless gaugino must form a massless vector 
multiplet and the massive gauge bosons and massive gauginos must form a massive 
vector multiplet. However, the massive gauge bosons and gauginos cannot form 
a massive vector multiplet alone, they must be accompanied by a massive spin-0 
particle and another massive spin-| particle with eigenvalue 1(1 +  1). The massive 
vector multiplet is constructed from a massless vector multiplet and a massless chiral 
multiplet (the supersymmetric analogue of a massless vector absorbing a massless 
scalar to form a massive vector in the Higgs mechanism). The remaining states are 
massive, consisting of spin-0 and spin-| particles, therefore they must form massive 
chiral multiplets. In addition to a single massless vector multiplet, there is a ‘Kaluza- 
Klein’ tower of multiplets, labelled by k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  N  — 1,
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M 2 Degeneracy Multiplet
47f k ( k  -|-1) 2 k + 1 Massive Vector
4q2k2 4k Massive Chiral
and 2AT +  1 chiral multiplets with mass (squared) M 2 =  4rj2N 2. In the contiuum limit 
N  —> oo, this spectrum is identical to the Kaulza-Klein spectrum of the Maldacena- 
Nunez compactified gauge theory with the identification 2q = Furthermore, at 
finite N  the spectrum of the Higgsed A f  = 1* theory matches the Kaluza-Klein 
spectrum of the Maldacena-Nunez compactified gauge theory for states with mass 
less than ~  N 2 (with an additional 2N  +  1 massive chiral multiplets of mass ~  TV2).
The classical spectrum can be generalised to the more general Higgs branches 
mentioned in Section 5.1. The vacua of these Higgs branches are,
< > =  l p ® j [ 9^ — (6.1.31)T
The gauge group of the Af  = I* theory is broken,
U(N) = U( 1) x SU{p) x SU(q) -> U{ 1) x SU(p) = U(p) (6.1.32)
A fuzzy sphere is formed by the q x q matrices. Matrices on the fuzzy sphere can be 
expanded in fuzzy spherical harmonics, so the fluctuations about the vacua can be 
expanded in fuzzy spherical harmonics,
**< =  X > M r t  ® (6L 33)
Irn
where the Fourier coefficients 4 ^  are p x p  matrices and the fuzzy spherical harmonics 
are q x q matrices. The calculation of the mass spectrum is identical to the U( 1) 
case except the that the Fourier coefficients are now p x p  matrices, increasing the 
degeneracy.2 The k = 0 mode describes a massless vector multiplet with degeneracy 
p2. The remaining q2 — 1 modes (at finite N)  are,
2The classical spectrum originates from terms that are quadratic in the fields. These terms do not
describe interactions between adjoint matter in a non-abelian gauge theory, therefore the spectrum
will be identical to the free theory except for an increased degeneracy.
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M 2 Degeneracy Multiplet
<lr)2k(k +  1) (2k +  l)p2 Massive Vector
Arfk2 4A;p2 Massive Chiral
for k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  q — 1. The spectrum is completed by (2q +  l)p2 extra massive chiral 
multiplets with mass M 2 =  Arfq2. The degeneracies of all states are integer multiples 
of p2 which is consistent with each state transforming in the adjoint representation of 
the unbroken U(p) gauge symmetry. The more general Higgs vacuum also allows the 
case of a SU(N)  gauge group to be considered. The general Higgs vacuum breaks the 
gauge group SU(N) —* SU(p), in which case the degeneracy of each state is reduced 
from p2 to p2 — 1, which is appropriate for adjoint multiplets of SU(p).
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6.2 Effective Six-Dim ensional Theory
In the previous Chapter it was shown that an effective six-dimensional field theory 
emerges in the Higgs vacuum of the Af = 1* theory. In the limit N  —> oo, the classical 
spectrum of the Higgsed Af = V  theory is identical to the Kaluza-Klein spectrum of 
the Maldacena-Nunez compactified gauge theory. This is a clear indication that the 
effective six-dimensional theory is in fact the Maldacena-Nunez compactified gauge 
theory. In this Section the effective six-dimensional action of the Higgsed Af = 1* the­
ory will be calculated, using the matrix-function correspondence of M(atrix) theory. 
This action will then be compared to the classical action of the Maldacena-Nunez 
compactified gauge theory. The starting point is to apply the deconstruction proce­
dure outlined in Chapter 5 to the full action of the Higgsed Af = 1* theory presented 
in Section 5.2.3 The four-dimensional matrix model is mapped to a six-dimensional 
non-commutative field theory on 9ft3,1 x S 2. In the limit TV —> oo, the non-commutative 
field theory becomes a commutative six-dimensional field theory on 9£3,1 x S 2. The 
calculation is split into four parts for clarity; the scalar potential, the bosonic kinetic 
terms, the Yukawa potential and the fermionic kinetic terms.
The scalar potential with the gauge condition =  0 imposed has the ‘ac­
tion’,
S v  =  8T74 f  d 4i T Y N { < s 4 .t [ , / i , [Ju s i , ] ]  +  ieijkS$\[Jjt  < 5l> J +
9yrn j
-  +  (6-2-1) 
+  <5$*] -  [54-1,al-jpl-i,<Sl>,] + 1  [ i$ t ,  54 -j2}
The correspondence between matrices and functions (equations (5.1.19) and (5.1.21)) 
states that in the non-commutative six-dimensional theory, the scalar potential has
3From now on it is more appropriate to discuss the action rather than the Lagrangian. In the
deconstruction procedure the trace over the TV x N  matrices becomes an integral over the 2-sphere, 
consistent with an action rather than a Lagrangian.
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become,
J <?x J (z,2<5$u) +  iel]kH>\ {j-j <5$*) +
-  t, 6^} +  (!,»♦ )[**♦ ,** ,] +  ieijk{5<Z>\, (6.2.2)
+  +  \  [» ! ,« * ,]* }
where {}* means all products are non-commutative star-products. In the commuta­
tive limit4, the scalar potential is reduced to,
5k =  J J  <Zfij<53>? (z,2^ )  +50j<5$i |  (6.2.3)
The bosonic action has the following kinetic terms,
5b*™=»12 4 ~  f  rf4.rTr.v{ -  -  2 ( ^ i * ^ 4 - i -  i n [ J u
9 y m  J  v
+  i v f a ,  a * ? ] ^  -  i v 9 ^ t [ j u > ]  +  s ^ }  2
-  nVu \ \  W. >1 + vVi,  + if[A„ a$t]\ju A*}
- r , 2[ i M, * $ !][> , a4>j)}
where =  d^Au -  dvAll +  ir][A^Av] and D ^ i  =  dMl>i -I- ir][A^ $ J . The corre­
spondence between matrices and functions states that in the non-commutative field
theory the bosonic kinetic terms are,
s Bkin = i f  J  d'x J  <m|  -  2 ^ ( 5*t)a»‘(<5$.)
-  + m d ^ b i A ^ s ^ }  -  MLiAjPis*,)  2
+ ir,[Ap,&*\\d*{&*f)-T?(LiAr)(LiA») + rf(LiAJ{A^6*i}
+  t f K ,  SblKLiA*) + 1f ^ ,  a s fp '* , a * j )  |
4Note commutators of field fluctuations vanish in this limit, see equation (5.1.27), e.g. 
= 0
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Taking the commutative limit and imposing the gauge condition Ll8 ^ l = 0, the 
bosonic kinetic terms have been reduced to,
sBkin= r V » ) 2 f  f  d n {  -gym J J  ^ (6.2.6)
+ 2rf{LiA
where now = d^Ay, -  d^A^.
The Yukawa potential of the Higgsed Af = 1* theory is,
S y = r?4 j  dfx TrNI  iTpiZijklJk, i>j\ +  i ^ i j k [ ^ k ,  4>j] +  i$i£ijk[Jk, 4>j]
9 y m  j  1
+  iipiEijk[S$k> ^j\ ~  V’i] -  «A[<J$J, fpi] +  A] +  iij>i[6&•, A] (6.2.7)
+  A] -\-i^i[8^i,X] -iX[Ji ,^i]  -  -  V # iJ
The correspondence between matrices and functions states that in the non-commutative 
field theory the Yukawa potential is,
N
S„ =
y 4tt g* Tj J  dfx J  (Z/fc'0j) -(- j V^j] ^^ fi i^jk (^ fJk'*Pj)y m
+ i'tpiSijklS^l, i)j\ -  iX (Li'ipi) -  zA[£$J, 'ipi] +  i'ipi (L*A) +  iipi[5$J, A] 
-I- iipi (LjA) +  iTpi[5$i, X] -  iX ( L ^ i )  -  iA[5$i, ffi] — ifiifi -  J
In the commutative limit the Yukawa potential has been reduced to,
S y = rf J  d4x J dQ^iipi eljkLkifj +  iifi £ ^ 1 ^  -  iX L ^ i
+ iifiLiX + iffiLiX -  iXLi'ipi -  ipi'ipi -  j  
The fermionic kinetic terms of the Higgsed Af = 1* theory are,
(6 .2 .8)
(6.2.9)
S F k i n  =  v 3 - J -  [  d?x TrN (  -  iXa^d^X +  rjXa^A^, X]
9vm J v (6.2.10)
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The correspondence between matrices and functions states that in the non-commutative 
field theory the fermionic kinetic terms are,
S F k in  =  j i ~ 2 ~ r f  j  j  ~  A]
N
4^ m ' - .............—  ( 6 2 n )
+ rjipiCr^ lA^ , -0i])
In the commutative limit the fermionic kinetic terms have been reduced to,
N
F^k.irt. 4ng2 ^  I ^ (  _  ~  (6.2.12)
By the correspondence between matrices and functions, the effective six-dimensional 
action of the Higgsed Af = 1* theory has been found to be,
N
S  =
47rffym
(6.2.13)
-  irjXcr^d^X -  +  rf  ^ . (L iA ^ iL iA * )  +  i'ipi£ijkLk'4)j 
+  i'4’i£ijkLk'ipj — iXLiifi +  i'ipiLiX +  iffiLiX -  iXLiffi -  tfi'ipi
-  M  -  S6$\ (L2 -  Sieijk6$\ ( l ,  -  88^ 6^  j )
The action can be rewritten in terms of Majorana spinors. The Majorana spinors of 
the chiral fermions and the gauginos are defined below.
*“- ( £ )  (*)  <6-2“ )
In terms of Majorana spinors the effective six-dimensional action is,
5  =  4^ r  "2 /  * x J  dn  (  -  \ F^ F“W ~  20, ( » I ) * W )  -  \
-  \  T p c f d f l i  +  + i% e ijkLk^ j  + 2 i# jL ;A (6.2.15)
-  M i -  8<H>? ( t 2 <5$i) -  (hj £$*) -  8<S*t,5$.J J
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The action (6.2.15) is manifestly six-dimensional, but it is not a canonical action 
of a six-dimensional field theory. The action retains the form of the four-dimensional 
Af = 1* theory, it is not manifestly Lorentz invariant. The Lorentz group for a six­
dimensional field theory on 9ft5,1 is £ 0 ( 5,1). With two dimensions compactified on a 
2-sphere the actual Lorentz group for this theory is the subgroup of £0 (3 ,1 ) x £0(2). 
In order for the action to have a canonical form, the action (6.2.15) must be mani­
festly Lorentz invariant and there must be explicit kinetic terms for all six spacetime 
dimensions. The £0(2 ) Lorentz subgroup is hidden in the £0(6) R-symmetry of the 
Af = U theory and must be revealed.
The fields are functions of all six spacetime dimensions. In order to reconstruct the 
effective action as a canonical six-dimensional action, the degrees of freedom on the
2-sphere must be re-expressed appropriately. The degrees of freedom on the 2-sphere
can be separated from the degrees of freedom on the 4-plane by performing a Fourier 
expansion on each field in terms of the eigenstates on the 2-sphere. The complex 
scalars form a 3-vector on the 2-sphere in the cartesian basis x l. The analysis of 
vectors on the 2-sphere in Section 3.4.4 naively suggests that the Fourier expansion 
for the complex scalars is,
54*j(x, 01 <f>) ^  ^ (fjrTiT^jm ”b 5jm£(i)j7Ti ~t“ (6.2.16)
j m
The vector harmonics T^)jm and £(i)jm are tangential to the 2-sphere whilst R(i)jm is 
normal to the 2-sphere. In [23] the author considered an expansion of the type,
6$i = K “da -I- x tp  (6.2.17)
for a vector field da tangential to the 2-sphere,
da ^   ^if’jnif'jma “I- Sjm^jma)
j m
and a scalar field p  normal to the 2-sphere.
P = ^  ' WjmYjm
j m
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This expansion posesses a striking similarity to (6.2.16), however close inspection 
reveals the expansion to be inconsistent and leads to a field theory with an incorrect 
mass spectrum.
To obtain a correct canonical effective six-dimensional action the expansion must 
preserve the mass spectrum of the J\f = 1* theory (otherwise the action will describe a 
different theory). Such a requirement is indicative of a similarity transformation of the 
fields, using the eigenstates of the mass matrix to produce the correct action. By using 
this similarity transformation to change the basis, the fields will correspond directly
(H.S)to the mass eigenstates. The mass squared matrix N;m l/m, has a block diagonal form 
which simplifies the problem of determining the eigenstates. The eigenstates of the 
3 x 3  operator matrix,
pfi'j) =
/ L2 +  1 —iL3 iL2 \
iL3 L2 + 1 —iLi
V —iL2 iLi L2 +  1 /
(6.2.18)
axe found to be eigenstates of the 2-sphere, the vector harmonics: the correspond­
ing eigenstate of A =  /(/ +1),  lm the corresponding eigenstate to A =  (/ + 1)2 and
V£}i lm the corresponding eigenstate to A =  Z2; for integer I > 0. These eigenstates
confirm that the naive expansion of the complex scalars (6.2.16) is a consistent 
expansion. The mass eigenstate of the trivial operator matrix,
JV(4’4) =  L2 (6.2.19)
is the spherical harmonic Vjm. A consistent expansion of the gauge potential would 
be,
^  A^imYim (6.2.20)
lm
The vector harmonics and the spherical harmonic provide a complete orthonormal 
set of eigenstates.
Whilst the eigenstates above provide a consistent expansion of the effective action 
(6.2.15) they are not the most useful. The £0(2 ) Lorentz subgroup of the effective six­
dimensional theory remains hidden under a Fourier expansion in the vector harmonics.
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In order for the action to have a canonical form, Lorentz invariance must be manifest. 
Therefore, before proceeding with the Fourier expansion, the SO(2) Lorentz subgroup 
must be revealed. The scalar potential describes interactions in the Higgsed N  =  1* 
theory between the complex scalars.
v  =  St,4 J dnSQlAijSQ, (6 .2 .21a)
A ij = (L2 +  l)^ij — iEijkLk (6.2.21b)
The operator matrix is the bosonic mass matrix for the complex scalars. The 
scalar potential possesses a global U( 1) symmetry,
S&t -> eia5$i 6&\ e~ia8$\  (6.2.22)
The 1/(1) symmetry is a subgroup of the £0(6) R-symmetry. The complex scalar
fields can be expressed in terms of two real scalar fields,
=  - 4 = (a* +  ibi) (6.2.23)
V 2
where a* and bi are real scalars. Conversely the real scalar fields can be expressed in 
terms of the complex scalar field and its hermitian conjugate.
<X = A  +  «*!) ^  -  **!) (6.2.24)
The global U( 1) symmetry is converted to a £0(2) symmetry by defining the 2- 
component object,
* - 7 s U )  (“ -2 s»
with the index a  labelling the two components. The £0(2) subgroup of the Lorentz 
group has been revealed. In terms of this 2-component object the scalar potential is,
v  =  8r,4 /  d n y U o . ^ y
where the matrix (Oij)a^ =  5a~Aij. The 2-component object 3h must be expanded 
in the eigenstates of the operator (O^), the mass matrix for y im One also wants the
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expansion to be a Fourier expansion in the eigenstates of the 2-sphere. From the 
treatment of the eigenstates of the 2-sphere presented in Section 3.4, it is found that 
the complete set of eigenstates of the operator Otj  are,
e? =  va—f= L==iLiY im(0,</>) (6.2.26a)
xt±  =  + (6.2.26b)K,±
where va is an arbitrary 2-component object. Under the action of the operator Ojj,
Oije f  = 1(1 +  l)e f (6.2.27a)
O i jx f± = 4=X?± (6.2.27b)
To construct a canonical action the 2-component object y f  is expanded in the 
complete basis of eigenstates,
y °  = Af + V? (6 .2 .28)
with,
=  E <  / r n - r ^ iLiYlm^  (6'2'29a)Im V H ‘  +  1)
n  =  E  { &  ( ( ^ ) “X +to +  (6.2.29b)
q— Ini
vfm is an arbitrary 2-component object for each value {/, m}  and is a complex 
coefficient. For a consistent expansion, the number of degrees of freedom must be 
conserved. The 2-component object y ?  has two real degrees of freedom. The object 
A?  has four real degrees of freedom: a spherical harmonic has two real degrees of 
freedom for each {/,m} and the 2-component object Vlm  has two real degrees of 
freedom, one for each value of a  for a given {/, m}. The object V f  has two real 
degrees of freedom: the spherical spinor has two real degrees of freedom for each 
{/,m}. The expansion is subject to a constraint, the gauge-fixing condition.
Li8$i = —= Li (cii + ibi) = 0 (6.2.30)
v 2
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Consider imposing the gauge-fixing condition on the two-component object y ? .  De­
note the two components of vL  as,
v, VlrIm
y %It
The fields a* and bi can be identified as,
-  Q>i —  ^ V l m  i L i Y i m  - f -  ^ & i D q±lm  +  ^  ^
—y= ib{ = ^ Zlm~^/l(T+l ) ^  ~  £i^g±Zm^ ^
The T-spinor term is not constrained by the gauge-fixing condition,
L i  ( ^ T i D q ± im  +  — L i Q q ^ m ^  =  0 (6.2.31)
so no constraint is imposed on The remaining terms are,
Li6$i Li | ^   ^Vlm / . =F T ^   ^%Im - ■■■== ^^{Ylm ]
\  Im VH* +  1) im VH^ +  1) /
^  (?/Zm T zjm) -1 ^  iT V/m =  0
The gauge-fixing condition imposes the constraint yim = — zim and allows a choice of
gauge,
V °m  =  ^  (  - l  )  V lm  =  V& y i m  (6.2.32)
so that utv® =  1. By fixing the gauge the object A*  has only two real degrees of
freedom.
A “ =  v “  yim~7Tnr iT i L i Y l ™ (6.2.33)
im  +  1 )
The scalar field a* =  (a*)* is real. This implies a reality condition on the complex
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coefficient yim.
"y  v Him =  ^  v y i m i L i Y i m
Im  Im
Im
Im
Under complex conjugation the complex coefficient transforms as,
y'lm =  (6-2.34)
The eigenstates of Otj are all orthogonal, therefore the cross-terms of the eigenstates 
in an expansion are zero. Suppressing the indices a, the scalar potential is,
V =  8 t/ j  d,n [ A l d i j A j  + V l d i j V j  } (6.2.35)
The expansion of the first term in the scalar potential gives,
/  m A ! d „ A ,  -  «■ /  « £  V[( [  +  ^  + 1 )  Y i.  (e.2 .36)
where the Laplacian on the 2-sphere is,
A 5 2 = da (gaby/gdb) =  (cot 0 -(- esc2 9 djdj)  (6.2.37)
In Section 3.4.4 it was shown that vectors on the 2-sphere can be expanded in terms of
the covariant and contravariant vector harmonics, TJma and Tim °- From the definition 
of these vector harmonics, vector fields on the 2-sphere can be defined from the 
spherical harmonics,
ne(9,<t>) =  R  ^  yim ■ j  ^  esc9 d ^ m(6>, <j>) (6.2.38a)
im V H ‘ +  l)
71^9, <j>) = R ^ 2  Vim' / . ,y  . sin9 deYim(9,0) (6.2.38b)
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The hermiticity condition of yim means the T-vector fields n a axe also real. 
n‘t (6,4>) = R Y^y'lm- A = = Q s c e d ^ m{e,<t>)
=  R  V ( - l -7^ =  esc 0 ( - 1 ) ”  d ^ m(9, <p) (6  2 -3 9 )
Ira V*l ‘ +
=  n e{6,4>)
Equation (6.2.36) can be expressed in terms of the vector field n a.
R 2 Vlm—/ .^........ AslYlm  = T  Vlm ' { C S C  6 <9fl(sin 6 dpYlm)
+  esc 6 4j,(csc 0 d^Ylm) |
=  4  (esc 6 den,$ -  esc 6 d^ne)
---- i  csc 9 To*
where Tq<p = dgn^ — d^ne. In terms of the T-vector fields n0, the first term of the 
scalar potential (equation (6.2.36)) becomes,
8r f  f  d Q A - O i j A j  =  8 7 f  d f l  csc2 6T q^ F q^
J ^ J  (6.2.40)
2 I jo  t  -1706/T] I dO TabT
using the identification Arj2 =  This term describes the propagation of the bosonic 
T-vector na on the 2-sphere.
The expansion of the second term in the scalar potential (6.2.35) is,
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The cross-terms such as,
J  d C l  f^ +Zm3ac
vanish due to orthogonality of the spherical spinors of different g, q'. The eigenstates 
Vi have not been normalised (unlike Ai). The eigenstates can be normalised by a 
redefinition of the complex coefficient Consider the expression,
J  Qj±Zm 3^ + — OiU + — atLi + % I ' m '
Due to the orthogonality condition of the spherical spinors (3.4.40) this can be written 
as,
J  d D  D^q± lm  ^3 —  —  ( a c ±  +  1 ) + ^ L  ^ D q>± i 'm ' =  J  d D  D q ± l m  ^2 — — ^ Og/±Z/m/
The eigenstates are normalised by re-defining the complex coefficient,
(6.2.43)
(6-2.42)
Applying this re-definition to the second term in the scalar potential,
& n *  [ d a v \ d i j v j  =  8^ r 2 [ d Q  J 2  E  ( « £ ’) t < lS n l±to,* 2JV±i'm- 
=  2r? j d S l & { 0 A )  (/c2) y 3( M )
where the 2-component object,
«*(«. <A) =  £  £  -A) (6-2.44)
Im
is a T-spinor field. The term describes the propagation of the T-spinor on the 
2-sphere. In summary, after expanding the 2-component object y ?  in eigenstates 
on the 2-sphere, the scalar potential’s contibution to the action is,
N
S v  = 4  .  r,2 j c t ' x  J  d a  +  2£l(«2) y A  j  (6.2.45)
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The remaining bosonic terms of the effective action (6.2.15) originated from the 
kinetic terms of the Af = U theory. The kinetic terms describe the propagation of 
the complex scalars and gauge bosons in the Higgsed Af = 1* theory and they also 
describe the interactions between the complex scalars and gauge bosons.
S Bk i ,=  T -V ')2 /<*** [  d n {  23„(<5'K!)d'm)
*9ym J J 1 (6.2.46)
+  2ri2 ( L i A lt) ( L i A>‘ )
The gauge boson is expanded in spherical harmonics,
M8> = A W<nYlm(e,<t>) (6.2.47)
Im
where A^)im is a complex coefficient. The field tensor expands in a trivial maimer,
— dnAu dj/Ap
=  -  d„AW m ) Ylm (6-2'48)
Im
Therefore the gauge kinetic term, describing the propagation of the gauge bosons on 
the 4-plane is unchanged. The third term in (6.2.46) expands in a straight forward 
manner.
2r}2 j  d t H L i A ^ L i A 11) = 2r)2R 2 J  d D  A ^ A ^ A *  = i J  d t t  A fXA S2A tl (6.2.49)
This term describes the propagation of the gauge boson A M (a T-scalar) on the 
2-sphere. The second term in (6.2.46) is the kinetic term for the complex scalars. 
The first step is to construct the 2-component object Ti-
2rf2 J  = 2 r f j  dil
The 2-component object is then expanded in the eigenstates of Oy.
2V2 J  dQ = 2ij2 j  dU ( d ^ A ,  + d r f d r P i )
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The following procedure is basically the same as was followed for the scalar potential.
2n2 [ d Q d ^ i&‘A i = 2 ^  [ d» y L ^  ^
J  J  im I'm' y / l { l  +  l ) l { l  +  L)
(6.2.50)
From equation (3.4.7) and the definition of the vector harmonic Tjma equation (3.4.69a), 
this term can be expressed in terms of the vector field na. First,
5 v‘mVW+T)iLiYhn = ? VlmVW+T) KfdaY‘m = &VlK*9ab^
Substituting this expression into the term,
2r? j  d t t d ^ A  = 2V2- ^  J  dDd^ ^  K?gdesefn f ^
=  2r)2/dnj e^d^ric d^rif
= 2r}2 J  dTt dfj.nad^na
(6.2.51)
This term describes the propagation of the T-vector na on the 4-plane. The final 
term of the bosonic kinetic terms is found to be,
2r? [  d a d ^ l e r p ,  = 2 ?  j  d n  £  +
-  27f  Jdnd^(0 ,4> )d^(0 ,< t> )
(6.2.52)
This term describes the propagation of the T-spinor on the 4-plane. In summary, the 
effective six-dimensional bosonic action of the Higgsed M  =  1* theory is,
rf j  d?x f  dtt (  -  j  -  2dltnad>‘na -  2d„?d“S
J  J  V (6.2.53)
+  i  ApAsiA* -  FekF* -  2 ^ /c 2^ )
<Sn =  —
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By comparing this action with the bosonic action of the Maldacena-Nunez compact- 
ified gauge theory, a classical correspondence can be observed. Recall that T-spinors 
of the Maldacena-Nunez action are in the spherical basis, whilst the T-spinors of 
the action above are in the cartesian basis. In order to faciliate a comparison be­
tween the actions, the T-spinors must all be in the same basis. A conversion between 
the T-spinors bases is performed by the transformation of the T-spinors £ =  V^E 
and the similarity transformation of the Dirac operator (3.4.62). Furthermore, the 
fields should have their canonical mass dimension. The mass parameter 77 should be 
absorbed into the fields.5
Su  =  / a  j  -  2dlinad»na - 2 d f£ d » S
+ i  -  FabF* -  2EtH V 52)2Hj
(6.2.54)
W ith appropriate re-scaling of the fields, the action above is identical to the bosonic 
action of the Maldacena-Nunez compactified gauge theory (4.2.12) with the identifi­
cation,
9l = dim (6.2.55)
The treatment of the fermions is less obvious. The Yukawa potential of the Higgsed 
Af = 1 * theory describes interactions between the gaugino, the chiral fermions and 
the complex scalars.
Cy = 'rf J  dn {i^iZijkLk^j +  2 * A A  -  (6.2.56)
The bosonic 2-component object 3h must have a fermionic partner which is related 
via a supersymmetry transformation. Under a supersymmetry transformation the 
complex scalars transform as,
<5e5<E>i =  eipi, =  ei>i (6.2.57)
The corresponding supersymmetry transformation of 3\  is,
)  =  1 +  (6258)
y/2 I 6e(ibi) I \  eipi -  tipi )
5The fields A n a and f  are all four-dimensional bosons, so their canonical mass dimension is 
one.
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For the Majorana spinor,
E  =  I M  (6.2.59)
The components of equation (6.2.58) are given by,
E'lpi +  E^i = E'bi E'tjji -  E'ipi = E i ^ ^ i  (6.2.60)
In terms of Majorana spinors, the supersymmetry transformation of Ti is,
«  -  75 ( i l l * , ) <# 2 6,)
This suggests that the fermionic counterpart of Ti is,
*  -  75 ( i i .  )  ( 6 ' 2 ' 6 2 )
W ith the fermionic superpartner of the bosonic 2-component object Ti identified 
the Yukawa potential can be rewritten. However the Yukawa potential also contains 
a gaugino which must have an associated a 2-component object. Define the two 
fermionic 2-component objects,
X ,&A =  4 = (  *  b )  Z A =  - 7= (  A ab  )  (6.2.63)
■^ 2 \  i  (7s)^ b  )  \/2  \  8 (7 5 )^ AB  )
where A  is the 50(3 ,1 ) spinor index for the Majorana spinors. In terms of these 
2-component objects the Yukawa potential is,
Cy =  T,4 J  dn (A  « ) f A x f B  +  2  i X '\  f a s  L i)  z % )  (6.2.64)
with Aij = 5a^ 5AB (ieijkLk — 6ij). The 2-component object X*A is expanded in the 
complete basis of eigenstates of the operator O^. The same expansion as the bosons 
is consistent as the bosons and fermions have the same mass squared matrix and 
hence the fields are all transformed under the same similarity matrix.
x °a = b «a + 'r °:a (6.2.65)
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with,
BtA =  E " * *  /T 7 r r x i iL iY ^ 0'®  (6-2-66a)
I m  V H ‘  +
= E  E  <h3i ( ( * ) V & i J *  *) +  W & i» (* . < P ) )  (6.2.66b)
f-r« J  \  ^  '
where is a 50 (3 ,1 ) spinor coefficient. The coefficient u^ mA is a 50(3 ,1 ) spinor 
for each {/,m} and is a 2-component object like its bosonic counterpart vfm.
u‘mA = ^ ( i  ( i * B) U l m B  ( 6 , 2 ' 6 7 )
The 2-component object Z a is related to the gaugino and is expanded in spherical 
harmonics,
Z a W ,  4 )  =  E  Z L a Y U O ,  t )  (6-2.68)
Im
where Z l°^A is a 50 (3 ,1 ) spinor coefficient and an arbitrary 2-component object like
uImA'
Z?mA =  2 =  (  . ^  B j  Alms (6.2.69)
The fermionic calculations follow the same procedure as the bosonic calculations. 
Under the expansion of the fermions in the complete basis of eigenstates the following 
terms of the Yukawa potential become,
J  d T l  { i X i S i j k L k X j  — X t X {} =  J  +  B iA . i j ' J Z j  +  T L i N i j B j  -I-
The first three terms are zero because the following expression is zero.
isijkLkBfA - Bf A =  0 (6.2.70)
The only non-zero term is,
tf  J  dn n A j n j  - \  r;3 f  dn <t>) ^  d(0, <t>) (6.2.71)
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where C($>0) is a fermionic T-spinor,
<5(«. *) = E  E  timAQttrn (6-2.72)
This term describes the propagation of the fermionic T-spinor on the 2-sphere. The 
remaining term of the Yukawa potential is,
2rf J  dUM iLiA  =  2i f  J  dtl {iB?AL,Z£ + iK fAL iZ £}  (6.2.73)
The second term of equation (6.2.73) vanishes, but the first term is,
2rf J  dQ iBfALiZ£  =  773 J  dD G64>aAa =  J  dD eabgabAAA (6.2.74)
90a (O, 4>) =  CSC 6 djYUO, 4>) (6.2.75a)
l m  V H / + 1 )
The ‘field tensor’ of the fermionic T-vector ga{6^ (j)) is Gab — da9b ~ db9a and e6^  =  1. 
The fermionic T-vector ga is analogous to the bosonic T-vector na,
( - 1)
U l m A  
V
g4>A{0,4>) =  R 'y ^ j uimA ,. 1 . sing^Y jm(g,0) (6.2.75b)
Zm v ‘(‘ +  f)
-yzGd4>A = R ^^u im A   == Ag2Yjm(fl, 0) (6.2.75c)
lm VH* + 1)
The gaugino has a Fourier expansion in spherical harmonics.
A*(0, <t>) =  AfanAVUfl, 0) (6-2.76)
l m
In summary, the Yukawa potential has become,
Sy = 4 i n ^ 1l3J d*X J  d n { \ ^ K^ + \ ^ £ab^ abA} (6.2.77)
The second term in the Yukawa potential is very interesting. It is a term linear in 
derivatives that couples the fermionic T-scalar to the fermionic T-vector. It appears 
to be a kinetic terms for both the fermionic T-scalars and fermionic T-vectors on the 
2-sphere.
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The remaining fermionic terms are the kinetic terms. The kinetic term of the 
gauginos is trivial under the Fourier expansion. As there are no chiral fermions in 
this term it is does not need to be rewritten in terms of Z.  As its Fourier expansion is 
in terms of spherical harmonics, the kinetic term of the gaugino is unchanged under a 
Fourier expansion and continues to describe the propagation of the gaugino (fermionic 
T-scalar) on the 4-plane.
i f  J  dn i  AY^A (6.2.78)
The kinetic term of the chiral spinors must be rewritten in terms of X{.
i f  J  dQ *;4 (7" ) /  a ^ iB = if  J  dn x:\ (7* ) /  a^xfg
Under the Fourier expansion of Xi,
i f  j d n x ^ ) AB d .x fB ^ i f  [ +
(6.2.79)
The first term in this expansion is,
if  J  dnB?&(7" ) / f y &
-  •> ■ /< «  £ g  « •  I W » , » - . )  ^  +  1)r , U 7 . . .
(6.2.80)
In analogy with the bosons the fermionic T-vector can be written as,
y'/UhnA /.,,1 ,, iLjYim = 75-7=k“gat,€bcgrA (6.2.81)
t T  V ‘(l + 1 )  R V9
and therefore the term describes the propagation of the fermionic T-vector on the
4-plane.
if  J  dn B t (7-*)/ d„BfB = 1)3 J d n  g£ (7" ) /  8^% (6.2.82)
The second term of the Fourier expansion (6.2.79) is,
i f  J  d n (7" ) /  d ^ B - * i f  J d n (7" ) /  d„<£ (6.2.83)
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and describes the propagation of the fermionic T-spinor on the 4-plane.
In summary, the full six-dimensional effective action of the Higgsed J\f = 1* theory 
is (contracting all spinor indices),
5 = ^ L - n 2J d * x  J d n [  -  -  i
-  \  v W U  -  2 -  2 \  AI1A S,A>‘ (6.2.84)
-  T d F *  -  2 + \ 1}t KS + l ' J j j TI eah^ iA }
As with the bosonic action (6.2.53) all the T-spinor fields are expressed in terms of the 
cartesian basis of spherical spinors. It is important to see the effective action in terms 
of T-spinors fields in the spherical basis of spherical spinors. The transformation 
between bases was illustrated for the bosonic action. The fields should also be given 
their canonical mass dimension. Applying the transformation to the full action,
5 =  ir iS p  J  * x J  R2 <*{ - \ F^  -  l2 A^ A -  \
-  l-  T V ^ T  -  2dllnadlxna -  2d( =t31*E + i  A ^ g i A *  (6.2.85)
- -  2 3 \ - i Vs2)2H + i  rj3(-iVs,)r + i
This effective six-dimensional action is classically equivalent to the action of the 
Maldacena-Nunez compactified gauge theory. This equivalence can be seen through 
a direct comparison of the bosonic parts of the two actions. As the two theories 
are supersymmetric this comparison is sufficient to show that the full actions are 
classically equivalent. The fields of the theory are summarized below.
Fields T-Spin Spin
T-scalar
5 T-spinor Bosons
na T-vector
A T-scalar
T T-spinor Fermions
9a T-vector
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The action of the MaldacenarNunez compactified gauge theory has some unusual 
features that deserve comment. The unusual features are due to the topological 
twist used to preserve supersymmetry when compactifying the six-dimensional gauge 
theory and are apparent in the kinetic terms for propagation on the 2-sphere. The 
bosonic T-scalars, fermionic T-spinors and bosonic T-vectors are all realised as scalar 
fields, spinor fields and gauge fields on a 2-sphere, respectively. The kinetic term of 
the bosonic T-spinors on the 2-sphere is unusual as it is realised as the square of the 
Dirac operator. In fact this realisation makes perfect sense. The kinetic term of a 
boson is quadratic in derivatives whilst a fermion is linear in derivatives. It is not 
possible to remove a derivative from the action, therefore the bosonic T-spinors must 
be quadratic in derivatives. In a standard field theory, the kinetic term for spinors 
fields is the Dirac operator, which is linear in derivatives. It is sensible for the kinetic 
term of the bosonic T-spinor to be the square of the Dirac operator on the 2-sphere. 
It is found that the fermionic T-scalars and fermionic T-vectors have a coupled kinetic 
term. It appears to be some combined square root of a scalar Laplacian and a Maxwell 
term. This also makes sense for the same reason as the bosonic T-spinor. The fields 
are fermions and hence linear in derivatives, so the kinetic term for the fermionic 
T-scalars and T-vectors must be a “square root” of the canonical kinetic term for 
scalars and vectors, respectively. This can only be achieved through this coupling 
of the T-scalars and T-vectors, which is also suggested by the classical Kaluza-Klein 
spectrum. In order to form the Maldacena-Nunez fields into Af  =  1 multiplets, the 
T-scalars had to be combined with the T-vectors to obtain massive vector multiplets.
Chapter 7 
Concluding Remarks
The Maldacena-Nunez background provides an important tool in the study of con­
fining gauge theories in four spacetime dimensions. It is a step towards a gravity 
dual of Af =  1 SUSY Yang-Mills in four dimensions. The six-dimensional nature 
of the dual gauge theory does restrict the scope of the duality; the inability of the 
supergravity approximation to decouple the Kaluza-Klein modes of the 2-sphere pre­
vents this tool from studying a purely four-dimensional confining gauge theory. This 
Thesis used deconstruction to identify the purely four-dimensional gauge theory dual 
to the Maldacena-Nunez supergravity background. Deconstruction interpretes the 
Maldacena-Nunez compactified dual gauge theory as a limit of the four-dimensional 
A f — V  theory. In particular, it is the TV —> oo limit of the Higgs phase. A classi­
cal equivalence between the two theories has been demonstrated through the direct 
comparision of the classical spectra and actions. Furthermore, it can be argued that 
this equivalence persists at the quantum level between the A f  =  1* theory and the 
MaldacenarNunez compactified LST, the UV completion of the Maldacena-Nunez 
compactified gauge theory. The equivalence between the Maldacena-Nunez compact­
ified LST and the Af = V  theory shows that the Af = 1* theory is the dual gauge 
theory to the full string solution of the Maldacena-Nunez background.
An obvious extension to this Thesis is to study the deconstruction of the Maldacena- 
Nunez compactified LST in analogy to the study performed by Dorey of the toroidally
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compactified LST [20]. Furthermore, the equivalence identified in this Thesis, demon­
strates that somehow the theory on the worldvolume of D5-branes compactified on 
a non-trivial 2-cycle of a CY3 is equivalent to the theory on the worldvolume of 
D5-branes compactified on a trivial 2-cycle in the presence of an external flux, in the 
limit N  —► oo. It would be interesting to study the transition between these two 
D-brane pictures as N  —> oo.
The are many opportunities in which to apply the M(atrix) theory approach of 
deconstruction to other AdS/CFT dualities involving both D-branes probing orb- 
ifolds (as in [19, 20]) and D-branes wrapping Calabi-Yau manifolds. A particularly 
interesting theory is the /^-deformed Af = 1* SUSY Yang-Mills theory. It has the 
superpotential,
e - f  —  e  2 - f  77<3>i -f -  7 /4> 2  +  7 7 ^ 3
and represents an intermediate step between the /^-deformed Af = 4 theory studied by 
Dorey [20] and the Af  =  1* theory studied in this Thesis. The additional dimensions 
that would emerge in the Higgs vacuum of this theory would be some higher-genus 
manifold. As an intermediate step between the toroidal and spherical cases already 
studied, it provides a platform in which to study the transition between the six­
dimensional gauge/little string theories and the transition between their gravity duals.
A ppendix A  
Conventions and Spinor Identities
This Thesis uses the conventions of Wess and Bagger [27] with the metric signature 
Wnv = ( — >+>+>+>•■■)■ The supersymmetry algebra of Section 2 was presented in 
terms of 50(3 ,1 ) Weyl spinors. The treatment of spinors in diverse dimensions 
was presented in Section 3.1. This Appendix serves to complement this Section by 
providing notational reference and further information on the spinor representations 
used in this Thesis.
The defining representation of the Lorentz group 50(3 ,1 ) presented in Section 2
is,
- -  (x^dv -  Xyd^) (A.l)
The indices (i, v denote four-dimensional spacetime coordinates. The Lie algebra 
for this group was presented in equation (2.1.2a). The generators can be split into
generators of rotations J* (the 50(3 ) subgroup of 50(3 ,1 )) and boosts Ki [52].
J i  =  \ i e ijkMjk i j J c  = h 2 3  
Ki = iM 0i
By defining the following linear combinations of these two generators,
^ >  =  1 (A.2)
the Lie algebra decomposes into two distinct SU(2) subalgebras. There is a direct 
relationship between 50(3 ,1 ) and SU(2) x SU(2). They are not locally isomorphic,
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the Lie group 50(4) is locally isomorphic to SU(2) x SU(2) and it is also locally 
isomorphic to 50(3 ,1 ). It is this relationship which allows 50(3 ,1 ) to be expressed 
in terms of SU(2) x SU(2) representations. In fact 50 (3 ,1 ) is locally isomorphic to 
the group 5L (2, C) due to the factor of i in the linear combination of generators [52].
The relationship between 50(3 ,1 ) and 5L(2, C) of complex 2 x 2  matrices can be 
seen by considering the 2 x 2  matrix,
P  =  P X =  [  _Po +  P3 P l ~ 2P2>! (A.3)
V Pi + iP2 - P o - P z J
where PM is an 50(3 ,1 ) vector and =  (—1, a). The matrices a are the Pauli sigma 
matrices.
' ‘ “ O O  ff2=( ' o )  ( A -4 )
The determinant of the matrix P  is det P  =  P 2. Consider a transformation of the 
matrix P.
P' =  A P A ]
(A.5)
cr »Pl = A ^ P ^ A '
If the transformation matrix A has determinant det A = 1 then,
det P' = det A det P  det A* = det P  (A.6)
The matrix A is an element of SL (2, C) and induces a Lorentz transformation on the 
vector as det P  =  P 2 is invariant under this transformation.
The 2-component Weyl spinors of 50(3 ,1 ) transform under the group 5L(2,C)
[27].
f a  =
ft, = A \ %  =  ( A T ' M
Following from the Van der Waerden notation of dotted and undotted indices, the 
sigma matrix has the indices,
(^ )a d  j
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(A .ll)
The spinor indices axe raised and lowered by the objects,
sa0 = io2 eap = —ia2 (A.8)
Spinors of the Lorentz group 5 0 ( 3,1) are 4-component objects. The Gamma 
matrices of the 50(3 ,1 ) Clifford algebra are,
7m = (  ° ^  )  (A.9)
\  ^  0 /
where cr = {—3L, <?}, a = {—1, — &}. From the Clifford algebra the spinor representa­
tion of the Lorentz group is,
1 (  a^v 0 \
M -  =  j [  7" , 7 l = (  0 (A.10)
where the generators of the group 5L(2, <C) are,
K V  =  -  K U ^ ' T ' 3)
= \
From the Clifford algebra the intertwiners can be calculated. For 50(3 ,1),
" - ' - ( G )  c = ( . : - T )
The matrix that anticommutes with all the Gamma matrices is,
75 =  7°717273 =  ^ J  ^  (A.13)
From this matrix the chirality condition for the 50(3 ,1 ) Lorentz group can be con­
structed.
4<± =  i  ( l 4 ±  i75)'I< (A.14)
The relationship between the 4-component spinors of 50 (3 ,1 ) and the 2-component 
Weyl spinors can be seen upon defining the 4-component spinor,
. - ( * )
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and applying the chirality condition. The left-handed chirality spinor 4/+ and the 
right-handed chirality spinor 4/_ are,
* * - ( ° )  * - ■ ( " )  '*•“ >
The Weyl spinors ip and A are the two non-zero components of the left-handed and 
right-handed chirality spinors, respectively. The Majorana condition for the 50(3 ,1 ) 
Clifford algebra is,
ip \  (  0 — io2 \  /  ip* \  /  — icr2\*
A J V ia2 0 /  \  A* /  \  ia2ip*
(A.17)
This implies that,
A" =  (A.18)
There are many spinor identities of the Clifford algebra [27]. For example, in 
2-component form the Clifford algebra is,
(<7"S" +  =  - 2 ^ 5 /
Identities relevant to calculations in this Thesis are,
(A. 19)
(A.20)T t a ^ a 1' = - 2 r jT  
K )„ e . ( 9 ^  =  - 2 5 / s J
These identities are used to convert between bispinors and 4-vectors of 50 (3 ,1 ) [27].
A bispinor is a direct product of a (2,1) and a (1,2) representation of 50 (3 ,1 ). It is
defined as [27],
Uaa (^ )aa^/i Aq.Aq, (A.21)
for a 4-vector v/x. Conversely, the 4-vector is defined as,
= ~ l ( S T avaa (A.22)
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Two further Clifford algebras are used in this Thesis, the Clifford algebra of
SO (5 ,1 ) is used to describe fermions on 3ft5,1 and together with the Clifford alge­
bra of .90(4) is used to describe fermions on 3ft9,1. The Clifford algebra for 50 (5 ,1 ) 
is [31],
f ' =  (  o' )  (A -a >
where the components of the Clifford algebra are,
=  (—ir}3, i f f ,  772, Z772 , 771, 2771) (A.24a)
El =  (iry3, *773, — T72, — 7/1, Z771) (A.24b)
The objects rf  and fjc are t h e ’t Hooft eta symbols [31],
Vab = Vab =  £cAB (A.25a)
vl A = Vm  =  ScA (A.25b)
Vab ~  —'Vba Vab = ~Vba (A.25c)
The intertwiners for 50 (5 ,1 ) are,
A = f o J  ° M  C = (  ° - * * )  (A.26)
V So 0 j  v - i 4 0  j
The R-symmetry of the Maldacena-Nunez compactified gauge theory is 50(4). 
The Clifford algebra for the 50(4) R-symmetry is [31],
/  0  T m \
r  -= (  0  J (A.27)
with the components r m =  (a, — zll) and f m = (a, i t) .  The 50(4 ) Clifford algebra 
has the following useful identities.
Tr Tm f n = 2 6 ™  (A.28a)
= 2 S / d /  (A.28b)
( f m)a&(fm)SS =  - 2 e ^ e ^  (A.28c)
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An £0(4) bispinor can be constructed in analogy to the £0(3 ,1 ) bispinor.
^ a a  ) a a  4*m
i (A.29)
4>m =  - g  ( f m)~Vaa
The bispinor is a representation of £0(4) constructed from the direct product of 
two spinor representations of £0(4). In this Thesis, the £0(4) spinors are also 
representations of the group £0(5 ,1).
v j 1 =  A (A.30)
Under the action of hermitian conjugation,
(< '/ )*  =  (A5)t (A^)t =  yPab\bJ?ac\c*
=  =  - V %
A ppendix B
Ordinary, Contravariant and 
Covariant Bases of a Vector Space
A spacetime manifold is an example of a vector space. A vector within a vector space 
is defined in terms of a vector (coordinate) basis. Let ai} i =  1, . . . ,  D, be the D 
basis vectors of a D-dimensional vector space. A vector V  within this vector space is 
defined in terms of the basis vectors,
D
V = Y , V' Si (R 1 )
i— 1
The objects Vi are the components of the vector V . The basis vectors are orthogonal
and in the usual non-relativistic vector analysis they are orthonormal.
di-dj S ij (B.2)
For example, the unit vectors 6 and </> form an orthonormal basis of the 2-sphere. 
In a relativistic theory there are two types of vector component for a vector V, 
contravariant V a and covariant Va. The spacetime indices are raised and lowered by 
the spacetime metric.
V° = g°bVb Va = gabv b (B.3)
The contravariant and covariant basis vectors do not form an orthonormal basis [53]. 
Denote e a as contravariant and ea as covariant basis vectors on the 2-sphere. In a
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relativistic theory,
V aVa =  V 2 (B.4)
by definition. A vector field V  can be expanded in covariant and contravariant com­
ponents,
v  =  V°ea = Vae“ (B.5)
Therefore,
V 2 =  V .V  =  V aeaVbe b = V aVa (B.6)
where the last equality is from the definition (B.4). In order for,
V aeaVbe b =  V°Va (B.7)
to be satisfied,
eae b = Sb (B.8)
the contravariant basis must be orthonormal to the covariant basis. Consequently,
the contravariant basis,
e“e* =  e“gteec =  gk % =  g“  (B.9)
is not orthonormal. Similarly for the covariant basis.
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